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ABSTRACT 

"Man has apparently come full circle -- from pre- 
historic symbols, to sophisticated verbal communi- 
cation, and now back to symbols" 

(Mary Neurath) 

This thesis sets out to describe sign systems for communica- 

tion using Axiomatic Functionalism as its theoretical frame- 

work. In doing so, the thesis also provides an important 

test to the claim of Axiomatic Functionalism that by using 

its premisses the semiotician (or linguist) has all the 

necessary "tools" s/he needs for the analysis and descrip- 

tion (the one implies the other) of any semiotic system for 

communication (including Language). 

Using Axiomatic Functionalism the author attempts to 

describe a number of graphic semiotic systems for communica- 

tion. He finds that for an adequate description of the 

signa (a generic term which includes various types of signs 

and symbols) in these systems further theoretical notions 

and definitions are needed. Discussing these the author 

concludes that for Axiomatic Functionalism to maintain its 

claim of universal applicability to any sign system for com- 

munication it needs to incorporate in its premisses the 

notions and definitions proposed here. 

The thesis begins by a brief general introduction to 

semiotics. This is followed by a discussion of what cons- 

titutes scientific theories in relation to semiotics (inc- 



luding linguistics). The relevant aspects of Axiomatic 

Functionalism are then discussed, after which certain 

original theoretical notions are introduced. These include: 

Ilmnemonic economy" (with its many manifestations including 

"mnemonic/pictorial motivation"), the "general organising 

principle" ("systemic principle") , "principle of coinage" (a 

mechanism for generating signa), and "signum-familyti,, 

Having established the necessary theoretical background, the 

author proceeds to describe various graphic I'signum-systems" 

discussing their important features and establishing the 

types of signum they consist of and, consequently, the types 

of system they are, their complexity and the "pl erology 11 

(grammar) of each system, where present. The systems dis- 

cussed include various systems used in books on plants; a 

system used in a book on "lace knitting"; a system used in 

working models; a system used in providing information about 

paintings in the "Classics of World Art" series of books; 

and a system used in the "Automobile Association" handbooks. 

Further Axiomatic Functionalist theoretical notions, 

directly relevant to the systems described thereafter, are 

then introduced. This is followed by a description of three 

systems: two computer "languages", the "Hexadecimal nota- 

tion" and the "binary code", and the "Library of Congress 

classification system". A final brief "Epilogue" concludes 

the thesis. 
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PREFACE 

The title of this thesis, "the Semiotics of Printed 

Instructions", is interpreted as meaning the study of 

signum-systems which are usually used in print (in conjunc- 

tion perhaps with natural language, but this is irrelevant), 

hence printed instructions and the subtitle "Graphic signal'. 

These are treated as totally independent semiotic systems. 

No attempt is made to relate them to natural language, nor 

is any attempt made to analyse what possible interaction 

there may be between these graphic semiotic systems and 

natural language (with the written form of which these 

occur), nor of language in general (language being one other 

semiotic system, albeit perhaps the most complex -- but not 

necessarily7the most efficient system of communication, at 

least from a mnemonic point of view). 

It is important to point out here that unlike the 

situation in natural sciences, which exhibits a unity of 

universe, the social sciences (semiotics included) are faced 

with the description of one single universe to which the 

whole of a particular theory is applied in order to arrive 

at the description, and then having to repeat the whole 

procedure for another total universe of similar kind. A 

thesis of this nature, therefore, consists of a description 

of what to a large extent is a number of parallel universes. 



In order to avoid excessive and unnecessary repetition of 

arguments and analyses, thereforep the discussion and 

analysis of the semiotic systems in this thesis is not 

followed through to the same degree of detail in every case. 

Certain arguments that have already been established in the 

discussion of earlier systems are taken (if applicable) as 

proven in the subsequent systems. Also, the development of 

specific arguments or notions is sometimes extended over the 

description-of more than one system. This is especially the 

case with reference to the "distributional unit" in the 

systems of "Hexadecimal notation" and the "Binary code". 

This is because the analysis of both these systems was 

developed simultaneously. This spread of the discussion 

over the two systems, although it involves some repetition, 

is kept in the final version of the thesis in the hope of 

enhancing the interest of the analysis of both systems. It 

is with such considerations in mind that the order, and 

selection, of the semiotic systems analysed here were made. 

As Axiomatic Functionalism is in th ef irst pl ace a 

semiotic theory and only in the second place a linguistic 

theory, (language being only one of innumerable semiotic 

systems to which the theory is applied) I shall use the more 

general semiotic terminology in the discussion of theoreti- 

cal concepts and notions as well as in the description. 

However, as the linguistic terminology (i. e. the termin- 

ology used in applying the theory to the description of lan- 

guages) is the more established and generally better known, 

I shall endeavour to include these in parentheses 
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immediately after the semiotic terms for greater clarity and 

comprehension. Essentially, however, this involves substit- 

uting 11cene-11 and 11ceno-11 for "phone-" and "phono-fly res- 

pectively, in discussing cenology (phonology). In Plerology 

(Grammar and Semantics) this becomes plerematic for morpho- 

logical, and plerotactic for syntactic. 

With a background in Teaching English to non-natives, 

this research is undertaken in the hope that its findings 

would filter through to some practical applications, e. g. 

encourage incorporating pictorial signum-systems into 

textbooks of language teaching along the lines of Otto 

Neurath's ISOTYPE (International System of Typographic 

Picture Education), of which example "fact pictures" occur 

in this thesis. Many ardent advocates of pictographic 

interaction are also keen to develop an internationally 

accepted standard, e. g. Charles Fries, also Charles K. Bliss 

with his "Blissymbolics" (or semantography, which can 

perhaps be equated with iconic signa). Adopting pictorial 

signum-systems in language textbooks helps to eliminate, or 

at least to reduce to a minimum, the learner's dependence on 

his or her native language and on translation into this 

language in a misguided attempt to speed up the learning of 

the target language. Such practices lead to mixing the 

native language and the target language together which, not 

only hinders the efficient learning of the target language, 

but sometimes prevents it altogether: learners retain the 

thought-patterns, and concepts crystallised into distinct 
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shapes in their native language, which is often very 

different from the target language, in this case English. 

However, the investigation of this hypothesis is not part of 

this thesis, although it provides a partial motivation for 

it. Extensive testing of this hypothesis in many experi- 

mental language classes and over many years need to be done 

before valid conclusions are reached. The wide-spread use 

of pictorially motivated (iconic) signa, however, seems to 

corroborate this hypothesis. 

xiv 



A-science that studies the life 
-Qf signs within 

society is conceivable; it would be part of social 
psychology and consequently of general psychology; 
I shall call it se iology, (from Greek semeion 
'sign'). Semiology would show what constitutes 
signs, what laws govern them ... linguistics is 
only a part of the general science of semiology; 
the laws discovered by semiology will be applic- 
able to linguistics, and the latter will circum- 
scribe a well-defined area within the mass of 
anthropological facts. 

Ferdinand de Saussure (CGL, 1974: 16) 

We live in a period with tremendous emphasis on 
signs: social, economic, and political organi- 
sations have developed in the last decades to such 
a degree of complexity that the only way to 
control them is by means of signs standing in lieu 
of realities, in many cases even by means of a 
multilayered hierarchy of signs (signs of signs). 
Thus, for instance, economists are beginning to 
realize the increasing importance of the purely 
symbolic character of money as currencies are 
gradually detached from their strict dependence on 
the metal base which used to link money to a 
material reality. The increasing importance of 
the sign is, necessary and inevitable, but it also 
has its drawbacks; in many respects, we are not 
able to manage signs adequately, largely because 
we do not know the sign in all of the complexity 
of its structure and of its function: semiology, 
the science of signs, which Saussure called for 
with so much foresight, is still in its bare 
beginnings. 

Jan Mukarovsky (1938: 15) 



I 

INTRODUCTION 

lb-e scope -Qj semiotics 

The discipline of semiotics today is a vast field of 

study the scope and boundaries of which are not always 

clearly defined. It is eclectic, being a mixture of 

Peircean semiotic, behaviourism, Saussurian linguistics, and 

other strands. Some scholars argue still whether or not 

semiotics is a necessary and independent discipline. 

Umberto Eco, for example, believes that semiotics is a 

discipline which not only still has a long way to go, but 

that it has not yet been defined with regard to its specific 

field and the autonomy of its methods: "it is still 

possible to ask oneself whether it (semiotics) should not 

rather be considered as an interdisciplinary domain within 

which all cultural phenomena are analyzed on the background 

of an 'obsession' with communication" (Eco, 1972). 

The argument extends to whether semiotics studies com- 

munication or not. Roman Jakobson, for example, finds that 

one of the basic problems in semiotics is the distinction 

between pure and applied semiotics. This is carried a step 

further in the discussion of whether semiotics should 

include linguistics as Saussure believes, or whether lin- 

guistics should include semiotics as Roland Barthes claims: 



"there is no meaning without a word and the world of the 

signified is no other than that of language". Also Ill i n- 

guistics is not a part of the general science of signs, even 

a privileged part, it is semiology which is a part of lin- 

guistics" (Barthes, 1967: 11). 

Semiotics and comunication 

In his seminal statement forseeing the "science of 

semiology", Ferdinand de Saussure states that it is "a 

science which studies the life of signs within society". He 

further delimits this conceived science by stating that 

11semiology would show what constitutes signs, what laws 

govern them". Communication, as such, is, therefore, not an 

explicit part of Saussure's conception of semiology. If the 

emphasis is placed on the study of communication then it 

would seem that sociology, psychology, and applied linguist- 

ics could do the job without any need of having recourse to 

a special kind of research called semiotics. Communication 

may be the raiaon dletre for the existence of signs, since 

they are to be studied "within society" where they are used 

to "express ideas", but it is not communication, pel 

that semiology studies but the signs themselves, what 

constitutes them and what laws govern them. This indicates 

an awareness on Saussure's part that not every sign system 

is necessarily meant to be a communication system, although 

it may be so 'interpreted, e. g. architecture, fashion, 

painting, customs, rituals, etc. This is emphasized by the 

distinction Saussure indirectly establishes between sign 

- 



systems and communication systems, (whichl as communication 

systems, must of course use signs). Clearly to study the 

phenomenon of communication by means of signs of various 

kinds is not the same as studying "what signs consist of, 

what laws govern them": the former is a study of the usage 

and the effects of signs, i. e. "applied semiotics", while 

the latter is a study of their nature and objective 

struQture. 

It seems to me that in theory these two aspects of the 

study of signs (of which linguistic signs are but one part), 

their nature and their usage (i. e. the "laws" which define 

the objective structure of signs, and the phenomena which 

arise when signs are used in the process of communication), 

must be kept clearly distinct (although a clear-cut 

distinction may not always be possible, or even desirable, 

in the course of concrete analysis! ). It must be remember- 

ed, however, that the former aspect of the study of signs 

belongs to theoretical semiotics, with which this thesis is 

concerned, while the latter belongs to applied semiotics. 

Semiology vs. zemiotic I-Dx semiotics) 

As quoted above, the term I'semiology" was established 

by Saussure and was generally adopted in French and some 

European languages, whereas I'semiotic" was the term used by 

Charles Sanders Peirce to designate his theory of signs, and 

was adopted in English (as semiotics). The two terms may be 

considered equivalent in as far as both designate a discip- 

line dealing with signs. However, there is hardly anything 
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in Saussure's schematically sketched semiology that could be 

equated with any part or concept of Peirce's elaborately 

structured semiotic. This is because the two scholars 

studied signs from different viewpoints. Saussure was a 

linguist whose main aim was to achieve a better understand- 

ing of the nature of language as opposed to any other sign 

system. Peirce's preoccupations, in contrast, were those of 

a logician and philosopher. Pierce had a grand vision of 

semiotics. He saw everything as a semiotic study. For him, 

the whole universe was "profuse with signs". The result of 

this is two approaches to the study of signs which, despite 

some parallelism, are different to an extent that makes it 

impractical to talk about either one using the terms and 

framework devised by the other. 

.A general theory Qf signs 

A general theory of signs has interested philosophers 

since time immemorial (see Ritson, 1973). Semiotics is not 

only a science unto, itself, but like the theory of science, 

it is a basis for other sciences and a tool with which to 

analyse those other sciences, as well as the activities of 

man, which are based on modes of expression and on inform- 

ation and communication. Semiotics is of such singular 

significance because man is apparently unable to perceive, 

recognise, and judge things directly: Mankind can only 

access the world indirectly through signs. Man's relation 

to the world is thus always a semiotic one; only in and 

through signs does one access the world and its objects, 
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events, and so on. Sign systems, and therefore rules and 

conventions, play a constant and indispensable role in all 

artistic, scientific, technical, religious, political -- in 

short, in all communicative activities, linguistic or cul- 

tural. A general theory of signs is therefore of universal 

significance, applicability, and usefulness. 

- 



II 

SCIENTIFIC THEORIES 

In order to study the semiotics of Printed Instructions, 

i. e. Graphic Signs, in a valid and scientific manner, a 

well-founded, adequate and appropriate theory of semiotics 

needs to be established as the descriptive framework 

designed for this purpose. Axiomatic Functionalism -- the 

theory chosen as the framework for this thesis -- claims to 

be one such theory, but before examining this claim, a brief 

discussion of what constitutes "scientific theories" is in 

order. 

The aim of a scientific theory, according to M. Gopnik 

(see Semiotica 21: 3/4,1977) is to delimit a domain of 

objects in the world and to establish meaningful relations 

among these objects. That is to say, a scientific theory 

first decides which objects in the world it wants to account 

for and then establishes a set of models which represent 

these objects in terms of some formalism established by the 

theory. The minimum requirement of a scientific theory is, 

therefore, that its models, or representations, must account 

for all the empirical objects it purports to describe; it 

must provide at least a one-to-one mapping from the domain 

of empirical phenomena with which it is concerned to repre- 

sentations of these phenomena. 



In order to define its domain as a "segment" of the 

world , the theory must first provide the means for delimit- 

ing the class of objects it purports to describe. All 

objects (no matter how empirically "real" they are) are 

necessarily defined by some theory; any statement about an 

object or a phenomenon implies a theoretical point of view 

(i. e. a theory) even though this may not be explicitly 

stated (or even consciously known by the observer or the 

person making the statement). In fact there can be no 

information about any object (or any phenomenon at all, for 

that matter) independent of a theory which defines it. As 

many philosophers have pointed out, the world is not divided 

up into a priori given objects which the scientist then 

merely observes; before any observation can be made it is 

necessary to have some theory of what one is looking for. 

Karl Popper, for example, says: "We can utter no scientific 

statement that does not go far beyond what can be known with 

certainty 'on the basis of immediate experience"'. This 

transcendence beyond "immediate experience" is inherent in 

every description. "Immediate experience" is, by its very 

nature, inaccessible to scientific observation, let alone to 

analysis and description. Before any meaningful statement 

can be made about immediate experiences (or any experiences 

at all, for that matter) these must be 'captured' in space 

and time and their relevant features identified (as well as 

their irrelevant features identified and discarded) in a 

process of "idealisation", which in Axiomatic Functionalism 

is referred to as "protocolisation". This is necessarily 

the case as immediate experiences are only once immediately 
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given and are, therefore, unique and cannot be subjected to 

scientific observation. Without observation no scientific- 

ally valid study, i. e. description, of any such phenomenon 

can be made. This process of idealisation (or protocolisa- 

tion) not only implies a theoretical basis but can in fact 

only be done on the basis of a clearly defined theory, which 

provides the criteria for deciding what is, or is not, a 

I. relevant' feature. In fact no scientifically valid 

observation of any kind is possible at all without at least 

an implicit theoretical basis. For functionalists in 

general and Axiomatic Functionalism in particular the 

"functional principle" sums up the all-important criterion 

which defines the conditions and requirements for this 

process of protocolisation. The "functional principle" is 

formulated in the first axiom in the theory of Axiomatic 

Functionalism. It is of a paramount importance which 

pervades the whole theory. 

Every description uses theoretical models that are 

globally applicable: names, symbols, ideas, etc. Every 

statement made in a description has, therefore, the 

character of a theory and of a hypothesis. Theoretical 

models cannot be reduced to classes of experiences; "they 

cannot be 'constituted"' (Popper, 1968: 94-95). A scientific 

theory cannot simply look at a class of empirical objects; 

it must provide an explicit set of rules or instructions for 

defining the kinds of properties or characteristics which 

the objects in its domain must have. The theory thus 

identifies and isolates these objects from the undifferen- 
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tiated empirical experiences which the world provides. 

These rules and instructions delimit, in a theory of signs, 

the class of the signified objects in its domain. 

A scientific theory, however, does more than simply 

list the kinds of properties of the objects in its domain. 

It specifies in its rules the functionally significant 

variables which must be taken into account in order to des- 

cribe and explain the phenomena with which it is concerned 

(all the*se are arbitrary). A scientific theory must also 

specify those properties which may, in fact, affect the 

phenomena in question, but which are not accounted for in 

this particular theory, e. g. (in linguistics) the particular 

dialect of the speakers, their degree of linguistic compet- 

ence, etc. A scientific theory must also specify the type 

of variables which may be irrelevant but which, neverthe- 

less, must be specified to be so, i. e. those properties 

which are postulated to have no effect on the phenomenon in 

question, e. g. stuttering, the pitch of voice, etc. 

Having delimited its domain and established the 

relevant features of the (idealised or protocolized) objects 

with which it is concerned, the theory must then specify a 

way to represent each of these objects. The nature of this 

representation is defined by explicit formalism within the 

theory, and by assumptions which determine the required 

level of description. There are no empirical grounds which 

can determine the appropriate level of description for a 

particular phenomenon; this must, therefore, be covered by 

assumptions within the theory itself, such assumptions 

- 11 - 



necessarily affect the concept of 'representation' (i. e. of 

models) in the theory. The theory must provide a unique 

representation for each object in its domain. In other 

words, if there is an object for which the theory provides, 

say, two (or more) different representations, the theory 

must then specify some explicit criteria for choosing 

between these. The theory could, for instance, define a 

simplicity measure and stipulate that, if two represent- 

ations are derivable for the same object within the theory, 

then the representation which is determined to be simpler, 

by means of the simplicity metric, is to be taken as the 

representation of that object. It is a measure of inadeq- 

uacy in the theory if it does not provide such a criterion. 

It is clear from the above that a scientific theory 

must specify rules for the construction of models, or sets 

of models, and must also create a system which relates these 

together. That is to say, the theory must specify a set of 

rules which define the individual models in the theory, and 

a set of rules which relate these individual models to one 

another. In other words, the theory creates a model of its 

domain within which the structural relations between the 

models are explicitly defined. These relations are 

theory-specific and not related to the empirical domain of 

the theory except in that they account for it, i. e. they 

provide a theoretical construct which maps onto this 

empirical domain. 

- 12 - 



Each model in the theory presupposes two factors: 1) 

an object within the domain of the theory, and 2) a formal 

representation for that object. In order to adequately 

account for a particular set of empirically given objects 

the representations must have certain properties, which 

sometimes entail the generation of other theoretically 

possible representations, or models. That is to say, the 

theory may generate representations for which there are no 

corresponding empirical entities. However, even though such 

representations are not derived from the empirical domain, 

but are rather a consequence of the system of represent- 

ation, i. e. the theory, they still determine a set of 

properties, which in turn imply the viable existence of 

corresponding empirical objects, e. g. some gaps in the 

phoneme tables of English. Also semiotic systems which are 

possible in the theory but have no empirical existence (see 

table of semiotic systems on page 28). 

Although this may be an obvious point it is still worth 

stating that theories which range over "possible objects" do 

not maintain that all these possible objects must necessari- 

ly exist at any one point in time, but that these m&U exist. 

These theories can have models in which the formal 

representation is well defined, while the represented object 

has only a hypothetical existence. Representations in a 

scientific theory delimit the class of possib. 1-e objects, not 

the class of actually occurring objects. In fact, in most 

cases there is no formal way of setting apart the class of 

actually existing objects from the class of objects which 
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could possibly exist. As was said above, the minimum test 

for the adequacy of the theory is that it be able to account 

for all the empirical objects within its. domain that 

actually exist. A theory of semiotics, for example, must, 

at least, account for the existing signa of all known semi- 

otic systems. If there exists a semiotic system with signa 

which cannot be described by the theory then the theory is 

inadequate. However, until such a semiotic system is found 

the theory may be judged to be adequate. It must be 

stressed, however, that the adequacy of the theory (as 

explained above) always remains open to refutation. It only 

takes one counter-example to refute it, while until this 

happens the theory is accepted, but only tentatively, as 

adequate. 

The point of developing a general theory of signs is 

not only to be able to adequately account for existing semi- 

otic systems, but, more importantly, to be able to charac- 

terise the theoretically foreseen global properties of all 

possible systems. This includes not only all systems which 

existed in the past, or exist now, or will exist in the 

future, but also all systems which could possibly exist. 

The system of representation (i. e. theory) is aimed at char- 

acterising the general properties which define what a 

possible semiotic system is. Indeed the whole concept of 

"semiotic system" is the product of the theory, not the 

other way round. 
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Axiomatic Functionalism claims to be a general, adeq- 

uate and scientific theory of semiotics. As such it must 

account adequately for all possible semiotic systems, i. e. 

signum systems for communication. It is in the application 

of this theory to various fields of communication phenomena 

that its adequacy regarding applicability to all systems of 

signa for communication is tested. Using. Axiomatic Func- 

tionalism as the framework for the study of graphic signa in 

this thesis- will prove, it is hoped, an important test of 

this cl aim. If the theory accounts adequately for all the 

graphic signa analysed here, and produces adequate descrip- 

tions of these, then the theory will have passed one more 

test, otherwise certain modifications of its composition or 

addition to its tenets may be needed. 

The scope of any theory that addresses itself to the 

description of signum systems for communication is any 

potential description within the scope of that particular 

theory. In other words, the theory delimits its own scope, 

this being, for Axiomatic Functionalism, the description of 

any semiotic system, including those commonly referred to as 

languages, e. g. animal languages, language of flowers, lan- 

guage of art, language of music, as well as natural language 

of course i. e. all systems of conventions for commnication. 

The scope of a semiotic description, however, may be any 

arbitrarily selected field of phenomena of communication, in 

this case the graphic signa of printed instructions. 
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III 

Axiomatic Functionalism 

The theory and scope of Axiomatic Functionalism is well 

covered in many articles and publications by its two main 

protagonists, J. W. F. Mulder, and S. G. J. Hervey. For a 

detailed study of this theory, therefore, the reader is 

referred to these publications (see bibliography) and in 

particular to Mulder and Hervey's Stratepy 
-Qj 

Linguistics, 

Hervey's Axiomatic Semantics, and to the chapter entitled 

"Axiomatic Semiotics" in Hervey's recent book Semiotic 

Perspectives. In the following pages I shall give a 

synopsis of the features of Axiomatic Functionalism relevant 

to this thesis. 

Jh& theory 

Axiomatic Functionalism is a descriptively orientated 

theory which consists of a set of axioms and a set of defi- 

nitions giving, in the main, an interpretation to these 

axioms. These definitions provide, together with some form 

of a hypothetico-deductive method, the methodology to be 

employed in the application of the theory to the fields of 

communication Phenomena. 



The theory of Axiomatic Functionalism is contained in a 

logically precise set of 11postulates" (Mulder and Hervey, 

1980: 40-72 and 203-211). These are primitive statements 

which include axioms and definitions. The six axioms which 

form the basis of Axiomatic functionalism are wholly 

primitive propositions. As such they are opposed to 

theorems, which are derived propositions or statements. 

Axiom "All (the first axiom) constitutes the all important 

"functional principle", which pervades the whole theory. 

This originated from Andre Martinet's insight (inherited 

from Saussure via the Prague School of Linguistics), that 

"distinctive function" hinges exclusively on opposition 

which in turn implies "commutation". "Commutation" is 

formally defined as the "alternation between semiotic 

entities (or 'zero' and semiotic entities) in functional 

opposition as immediate constituents, in a given context" -- 

def-7a2. The distinctive function of a semiotic entity is 

determined by the network of oppositions it simultanuously 

enters into with all entities in the set (see below also). 

This first axiom states that "All features in semiotic 

sets are functional". The consequence of this is that 

nothing is considered semiotic unless it is functional. 

This means that nothing can be semiotically significant 

(i. e. with respect to communication) unless it is func- 

tionally opposed to something else, or to its absence. 

"Functional" implies that there is opposition or choice, 

i. e. that presence and absence of a semiotic feature affects 

the communication conveyed. Two essential notions ensuing 
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from this axiom need to be defined: a "self-contained" set 

of features having a common purport is said to be a 

"system". "Self-contained" is formally defined as "repre- 

senting all relative dependencies of its members, as members 

of the set in question" (def. lbl)g which essentially means 

complete. A 11semiotic system" is defined as a "system of 

conventions for communication". 

Hypothetico-deductive with a difference 

The theory of Axiomatic Functionalism is a hypothetico- 

deductive approach "with a difference" (Mulder and Hervey, 

1980: 6). This is because Axiomatic Functionalism is 

fundamentally different from hypothetico-deductivism in the 

Popperian sense. While in the latter sense the theory 

itself is hypothetical and deductive, in Axiomatic Function- 

alism the theory is deductive containing no existential 

postulate while the descriptive statements which result from 

the application of the theory to the various fields of com- 

munication phenomena are hypothetical. 

The theory is an essentially arbitrary, albeit approp- 

riate, construct. This also holds for the axioms, their 

interpretation, and the methodology, except in so far as the 

latter is necessitated and dictated by the scope of the 

axioms. A good theory is totally appropriate and contains a 

total body of well-integrated appropriate statements only. 

This is in concordance with Hjelmslev's thinking: 
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A theory .. is in itself independent of any expe- 
rience. In itself, it says nothing at all about 
the possibility of its application and relation to 
empirical data. It includes no existence postu- 
late. It constitutes what has been called a pure- 
ly deductive system, in the sense that it may be 
used alone to compute the possibilities that 
follow from its premisses (Hjelmslev, 1969: 14). 

This means that the theory has no existential claims (i. e. 

it is arbitrary and could have been different) and can only 

be tested with reference to its own tenets and statements. 

The theory is appropriate in being as "consistent", 

"adequate", and "simple" as possible, with regard to its 

application to the domain of the world it purports to des- 

cribe (See Mulder, 1979; also in Mulder and Hervey, 1980). 

Axiomatic Functionalism specifies that the three 

criteria of "consistency", "adequacy", and "simplicity", be 

observed on the level of the theory as well as on the level 

of description. The theory is said to be appropriate if it 

can be shown to be capable of yielding consistent, adequate 

and simple descriptions of the objects which lie within its 

scope. This covers all si, gn systems for communication, i. e. 

all phenomena which conventionally have communication as 

their raison dletre. 

The requirement of "appropriateness" extends also to 

the theoretical notions in Axiomatic Functionalism. As a 

theory of semiotics which is an "appropriate" instrument for 

the description of all semiotic systems, it is expected that 

its theoretical notions must be appropriate to the descrip- 

. tions which result from the application of this theory to 

the phenomena of communication. Apart from being "appropri- 
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ate", the theoretical notions are, like the theory itself, 

totally arbitrary and divorced from the reality of the com- 

munication phenomena they describe. The fact that the 

existence and appearance of these theoretical notions are 

motivated by what is expected from them does not diminish 

nor affect their arbitrary nature. Motivation does neither 

restrict nor force their choice: they could have been dif- 

ferent, or even non-existent. 

Motivation and arbitrariness 

Theoretical notions, as well as theories, can be ap- 

propriate and motivated by their task and still be indepen- 

dent of the reality which they circumscribe. Their 

motivation may be rooted in reality -- indeed it is hard for 

them to be otherwise as notions and theories can only be 

distillations from reality (as experienced by theoreti- 

cians). One can only draw on one's experience of reality, 

whether direct or indirect, in arriving at theories and 

theoretical notions (including "original" ideas and "flashes 

of inspiration"); Notwithstanding this (motivation), how- 

ever, theories and theoretical notions themselves remain 

independent of reality. These kinds of theoretical (as 

opposed to descriptive) concepts, e. g. axioms and defini- 

tions, remain, therefore, arbitrary but motivated by their 

being appropriate in view of the aim and scope of the 

theory. 
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It is worth stressing here that there is no conflict 

between being thoroughly motivated and at the same time 

arbitrary. The motivation for both form and content of a 

theory, as well as of its theoretical notions, derive from 

the requirement that these be appropriate. But as, at least 

in principle, different theories could be equally appropri- 

ate, motivation does not diminish the fact that theories and 

the theoretical notions within them are arbitrary. 

This is in contradistinction to descriptive concepts 

and descriptive statements. A description remains arbitrary 

to the extent that it depends on an arbitrary theory, but 

its further arbitrariness is strictly limited by the 

requirement that every one of its statements must be in 

agreement with the phenomena as observed under the theory. 

It is descriptive statements, not theoretical ones, that are 

arrived at via hypotheses concerning the phenomena to be 

described. It is these descriptive statements only that are 

hypothetical in the scientific sense. 

lb_e_Q= and description 

Axiomatic Functionalism draws a sharp distinction 

between theory and description. Description results from 

the application of the theory -- which itself is descrip- 

tively oriented -- to a selected field of phenomena. Des- 

criptions depend on an a priori theory, without which no 

description in any scientifically acceptable sense is 

possible. This implies that the theory is independent not 

only of the phenomena, but also of descriptions of the 
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phenomena. Descriptions provide the means to test whether 

or not the requirement of appropriateness with regard to the 

theory is satisfied. 

Apart from their justification by the theory, descrip- 

tions should be self-consistent (i. e. free from contradic- 

tions), adequate in scope and detail, in total agreement 

with the facts of the phenomena, and as simple as possible. 

Simplicity, however, is basically a practical and relative 

matter. Formalising rules for it remains largely subject- 

ive. Axiomatic Functionalism, therefore, provides only a 

general guideline. Briefly, this dictates that the state- 

ments of a description should not contain redundancies. 

Although the three requirements of "consistency", 

"adequacy", and "simplicity", apply to both theory and des- 

cription, they do so in different ways. Self-consistency is 

far more important for a theory than it is for a descrip- 

tion. Inconsistency in a theory has potentially infinite 

consequences for the descriptions generated under that 

theory. Inconsistency of descriptions, on the other hand, 

may be a mis-application of the theory and does not, as 

such, affect the theory itself. The requirement of adequacy 

for a theory is simply that it be potentially instrumental 

in the production of good descriptions, i. e. descriptions 

which are self-consistent, adequate, and reasonably simple. 

Adequacy with respect to descriptions, on the other hand, 

involves three considerations: "full coverage" of the data, 

"detail" of the data and "material adequacyn. The first is 

a matter of "width" of coverage, the second concerns the 
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"depth" of coverageg and the third simply means that the 

descriptive statments should be consistent with the data "as 

observed" (See Mulder, 1980: 12) 

TLe three components D-f lb-P, theory 

The theory of Axiomatic Functionalism consists of three 

autonomous but interrelated sub-theories. These are the 

"ontology" (i. e. "signum-theory"), the I'systemology", i. e. 

the "theory of semiotic systems", (which consists of 11ceno- 

logy" and "plerology", or in natural language "phonology" 

and "grammar"), and "semantics" (which includes the "theory 

of indices"). The I'systemology" yields a deductive class- 

ification of semiotic systems; the "theory of indices" 

yields a deductive classification of indices; and 11signum- 

theory" yields an analysis of signa. The three sub- 

theories, being interrelated, share the notion 11signum": 

this is defined by "semantics" ("theory of indices"), used 

by the "systemology", and_analysed by the "ontology". In 

fact both the "theory of indices" and "signum-theory" con- 

tribute towards the definition of the notion I'signum" (see 

below) . 

The autonomy of these sub-theories is manifested in the 

fact that distinctions which are relevant to one sub-theory 

are not all necessarily relevant to another. Each sub- 

theory is on a separate ontological level and, therefore, 

creates its own distinctions. There is in fact a unidirec- 

tional hierarchy in the relevance of the distinctions made 

within each sub-theory, from the ontology towards the sys- 
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temology and semantics. In other words, the distinctions 

made in the ontology are relevant to both the systemology 

and semantics but not vice versa. The additional distinc- 

tions developed in the systemology and in semantics are 

specific to those components of the theory and are not 

relevant to each other. For example, it is irrelevant for 

the ontology whether a particular item is a "plereme", a 

"syntagm", or a "sentence" nor is this directly relevant to 

semantics. A distinction -such as that between "sign" and 

"symbol", which is made in the "theory of indices" (seman- 

tics) is not relevant to the ontology or to the system- 

ology. In contradistinction to this, a distinction which is 

made on the level of the ontology, such as that between 

11cenological form" and 11signum", is relevant to both the 

systemology and semantics. The three components of the 

theory of Axiomatic Functionalism are, therefore, inter- 

related in different ways: there is a stronger connection 

between the ontology and systemology, and between the ont- 

ology and semantics, than there is between the systemology 

and semantics. 

Hierarchy 
_Qf sub-theories 

These three primary sub-theories consist of self- 

contained partsv which can themselves be regarded as sub- 

theories. For example the "theory of indices" is a sub- 

theory of semantics. The systemology, as was mentioned 

above, consists of the two sub-theories, 11cenology" (phono- 

logy) and "plerology" (grammar). Each of these sub-compo- 
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nents consists itself of three sub-theories also (see 

diagram below). 

AXIOMATIC FUNCTIONALISM 

ONTOLOGY SYSTEMOLOGY SEMANTICS 

Cenology 

Para- 
Cene- Ceno- Ceno- 
matics tactics tactics 

Plerology 

Para- 
Plere- Pl er o- Plero- 
matics tactics tactics 

It is important to point out that it is theorematic in 

Axiomatic functionalism (c. f. Mulder and Hervey, 1975) that 

any semiotic system contains one, and only one, cenological 

system and one, and only one, plerological system. Either 

of these may be simple, or complex unordered, or complex 

ordered, or any combination of these. A 11cenological sys- 

tem" is defined as a "system of figurae", i. e. "self-con- 

tained set of formal entities". A "plerological system" is 

defined as a "system of signal'. "Cenology" stands for "com- 

plex system of figuraell, and "plerology" stands for "complex 

system of signal' (see below also). 

Th-e 
-systemology 

The I'systemology" is arrived at by a logical deduction 

f rom axiom "B", which states that t1semiotic systems may 

contain simplev and may contain complex ordered, and/or com- 
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P1 ex unordered signa and f. &:. z_, -rae". As was said above, the 

systemology is concerned with a deductive classification of 

semiotic systems. This involves a theoretical point of view 

and the all pervasive "functional principle". The theoret- 

ical point of view operative in the systemology is clearly 

that the system be a semiotic system (i. e. a system of con- 

ventions for communication). The "functional principle", on 

the other hand, ascertains that only semiotically functional 

elements, i. e. those which have oppositional values and 

which are capable of producing differences in communication, 

are considered. 

The systemology subdivides semiotic systems into simple 

and complex. Complex semictic systems can be either ceno- 

'cally complex. Cenologically logically complex or plerologb. 

and plerologically compl ex systems consist of one or more 

"unordered" or "ordered" sub-systems, i. e. sub-systems of 

the simultaneous bundle or the articulated construction 

type. This gives the following Cartesian table: 

TYPES OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS 

Compl ex 
systems Cenology Plerology 

Unordered Cenematics Plerematics 

---------------- ------------------------------------- 
Ordered Cenotactics Plerotactics 

As is clear from the table above, this yields four types of 

sub-system: 
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"Cenematics" (i. e. unordered cenological sub-system) 

"Plerematics" (i. e. unordered plerological sub-system) 

"Cenotactics" (i. e. ordered cenological sub-system) 

"Plerotactics" (i. e. ordered plerological sub-system). 

Within complex semiotic systems, therefore, the system- 

01 ogy distinguishes between complex semiotic systems with 

only one complex sub-system, complex semiotic systems with 

two complex sub-systems, complex semiotic systems with three 

complex sub-systems, and complex semiotic systems with four 

complex sub-systems. This yields fifteen logically possible 

types of complex semiotic system. These are: four systems 

with one compl ex sub-system; six systems with two complex 

sub-systems; four systems with three complex sub-systems; 

and one system with four complex sub-systems. The last sys- 

tem constitutes "natural language" as defined by Axiomatic 

functionalism, i. e. it has four-fold articulation. Together 

with the one logically possible simple semiotic system the 

total possible types adds up to sixteen. These can be pre- 

sented (with some examples) in a table form, as below (see 

also Mulder and Hervey, 1975. Also in Mulder and Hervey, 

1980: 73-87) - 
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POSSIBLE TYPES OF SEMIOTIC SYSTEM 

CENOLOGICAL LEVEL I PLEROLOGICAL LEVEL 

SEMIOTIC SYSTEMS1 I complex II complex 
S impl e 1,1 -4 Simpi e 

cene-slCeno- 
sl 

lPlere-lPlero- 
matic tactic maticsItactics 

Pictographs, x x 
Knitting, Plants 
Modelling 
---------------- 
Traffic signs 

-------- 
x 

------- -------- -------- -------- 
X 

------- 

---------------- 
Number writing 

-------- 
x 

-------- -------- I -------- -------- -------- 
x 

Hex. & Binary 
---------------- 
Traffic lights 

-------- -------- 
x 

--------- ------- 
x 

------- -------- 

---------------- 
1ý 

-------- -------- 
x 

-------- I ------- ------ 
x 

-------- 

---------------- 
Music notation 

-------- -------- 
x 

--------- ------- ------ -------- 
x 

--------------- -- 

Morse code, LCC 
-------- -------- ------- -- 

x 
------- 

x 
------d -------- 

---------------- I 
Telephone Nos. 

-------- -------- -------- 
x 

-------- -------- 
x 

-------- 

----------------- -------- -------- --------- 
x 

I ------- ------- -------- 
x 

----------------- 
? 

-------- -------- 
x 

--------- 
x 

-------- 
x 

- 

---------------- ------- -------- 
x 

-------- 
x 

-------- -------- 
x 

-------- 

---------------- ------- -------- 
x 

------- 
x 

------ I -------- -------- 
x 

---------------- 
Roman numerals 

-------- 
x 

-------- -------- ------- ------ I 
x 

-------- 
x 

---------------- 9 -------- -------- 
x 

--------- ------- -------- 
x 

-------- 
x 

----------------- 
Written English 

-------- -------- -------- 1 
x 

. ------- -------- 
x 

-------- 
x 

------- ------ 
Written 

- 
Arabic 

-- ------ T --X --- I --- 
x 

--- ------ t --- 
x-- 

t --- 
x 

The gaps in the table above seem to corroborate Gardner's 

observation that semiotic systems tend to be "either 

structurally fairly simple or structurally fairly complex" 

(Gardnerv 1984: 2-81). 
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ý ýIex al2-d siF-num" 
* 

The theory of indices def ines an "index" as any 11 tw 0- 

faced" entity in which a type of signifier (manifested as a 

"form") acts in a capacity of conveying a certain type of 

information (registered in the form of a "message"). 

There are two types of mediating relationships between 

the two "faces" of an "index" (i. e. between I'signifier" and 

"information"): natural (causal) and conventional. A "natu- 

ral index" has, as the term implies, a natural or causal 

link between observable manifestations of the signifier and 

observable objects that give substance to the messages 

registered, i. e. between the signifier and the information 

it signifies. However, if some element of convention is 

needed to explain the connection then the index can no 

longer be natural, but is classed as a conventional index, 

or signum. 

Signa can be subcategorised into "signs", "nonce sym- 

bols" and "proper symbols": "signs" are "signal' which are 

used (and understood) entirely in terms of conventions, 

i. e. they are "wholly conventional" entities. Signa which 

depend wholly on particular, "occasional", conventions are 

classified as "nonce symbols". The conventions governing 

them can be explicitly or implicitly stated, i. e. from a 

context or situation. "Proper symbols" are those signa 

whose information values depend in part on certain conven- 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
This heading is borrowed from the title of an article by 

Mulder and Hervey, in which the authors discuss the notion 
11sign" with reference to the "theory of indices" (see Mulder 
and Hervey, 1971, also in Mulder and Hervey, 1980). 
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tional limitations, and whcse use and interpretation depend 

also in part on supplementary "occasional" conventions, 

which can also be explicitly or implicity stated. 

The 
-r-aison 

dletre of a signum is the mediating rela- 

tionship it creates (as an index) between I'signifier" and 

"inf ormation-value". This consists of a whole chain of suc- 

cessive relationships between physical emissions and mes- 

sages. 

lhie structure of sijzna 

The Axiomatic Functionalist concept of signum is a dis- 

tillation of that of Saussure's and Hjelmslev's. It is an 

entity with two facets, "expression" and "content", standing 

in a relation of mutual implication, i. e. neither exists 

without the other. It is formally defined as "the conjunc- 

tion of a particular expression and a particular content, 

which mutually imply one another". "Expression" is defined 

as "a particular self-contained class of one or more cenolo- 

gical (phonological) forms, each member in its capacity of 

having a particular distinctive function". In other words, 

it is the set of all (and only) those cenological forms 

which have a particular distinctive function. "Distinctive 

function" is formally defined as "the set of oppositions 

into which a particular semiotic entity enters", i. e. the 

set of semiotic entities with which it commutes in 

equivalent contexts. 
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asa "Cenological (phonolog. --al) form" is defined 

particular self-contained c1ass of one or more cenetic 

(phonetic) forms, (i. e. realisation form) each in its 

capacity of standing in a relation with a particular 

distinctive function". In other words, 11cenological form" 

is the abstract form of all the cenetic (phonetic) forms 

which have the same distinctive function. "Cenetic 

(phonetic) form" is defined as "a self-contained class of 

images", these being "models" of the unique form of single 

realisations. In other words, 11cenetic form" is a class of 

11impressionistically similar phenomena that may correspond 

to one or more figurae". "Content" is defined as "the con- 

verse of expression", i. e. it is the distinctive function of 

a cenological form". 

Between the content and expression of a signum there 

is, as was said above, an arbitrary relationship. That is 

to say there is no natural or causal relations between its 

two facets. It is only convention which establishes a 

specific content and expression as those of a particular 

signum. Neither the presence nor the type of motivation is 

of any semiotic significance in Axiomatic Functionalism. 

This is because motivation does not affect the relation of 

arbitrariness within the signum. Furthermore, every 

relation in semiotics (including linguistics) can be said to 

be motivated in some way, be it by the cenological, or 

plerological system, or even by practical considerations. 

For Axiomatic Functionalisml the relevant criterion is 

Hconvention". All relations that depend on convention for 
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their existence are arbitrary. Consequently, the relations 

between a particular cenetic, or cenoýogical, form (or even 

a class of these) and a particular distinctive function is 

arbitrary. So is the relation between a particular cenolo- 

gical form, or a class of cenological forms and denotation. 

The two facets of a signum, "expression" (symbolised 

"Ell) and "content" (symbolised "C"), are the logical con- 

verse of each other. The signum is the union of these 

facets. Its plerological value is a relative and negative 

value, which is created by the network of oppositions to 

which a signum belongs by virtue of its membership of a 

semiotic system (i. e. it is the set of oppositions between a 

given signum and all other signa from which it differs 

within a given semiotic system) . 

"Expression" and "content" mutually imply one another, 

as well as the entity resulting from their union, i. e. as 

IIS(ignum)" = "Ell and IICII, 'and as "Ell and IICII are the con- 

verse of each other, it is also the case that 'IS", "Ell and 

IICII mutually imply one another. This is customarily 

represented as follows: 

/s 

(The double headed arrows indicate mutual implication) 

Whereas the content of the signum is defined in terms of a 

plerological value (an oppositionalv negative property), it 

also has a positive semiotic property in the correspondence 
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of the signum with a specific information value. 

i-p-n-a salull sentences 

The notion "sentence" is a theoretical notion which is 

applied in the description of all semiotic systems. It is 

postulated by axiom I'D", which states that "all semiotic 

systems contain sentences". The notion sentence, defined as 

self-contained vehicle for conveying messages", provides a 

descriptive model set up to account for the phenomena of 

communication. While sentences convey messages, other signa 

have information-value only. Signa can only convey messages 

indirectly as part or base of sentences. In simple systems, 

as well as in all systems with no grammar such as gestures, 

and of course all the graphic semiotic systems established 

as simple systems in this thesis, every signum constitutes a 

complete message, i. e. every signum is a sentence. 

All plerological systems have an inventory of simple 

signa and an inventory of sentences. Plerological entities 

of a particular type correspond to sentences. For example, 

in systems with plerematics only, all plerological complexes 

correspond to sentences. In traffic signs, for instance, 

all plerological entities, such as "red circle" with an 

oblique line across itv correspond to a sentence conveying a 

complete message (in this case, "No entry"). In some sys- 

tems only plerotactic entities correspond to sentences. In 

the Roman numerals, for example, every syntactic entity cor- 

responds to a sentence. This of course is also the case in 

the systems of "Hexadecimal notation" and "Binary code". 
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Suffici-ent criteria fQX description 

Simple semiotic systems are semiotic systems that con- 

sist of no more than simple elements. That is to say that 

no element in these systems can combine with one or mor e 

elements to constitute se-f-contained complex entities, 

thereby adding further ent-. 1ties to the inventory. All 

entities in a simple system convey messages, i. e. they cor- 

respond to "sentences" in natural language. For an adequate 

description of such a si7iple system, therefore, it is 

sufficient to list the si-ple elements of the system, 

i. e. to set up an inventory cf these. 

f Complex semiotic systems also contain inventories c.., 

simple entities. It may, or may not, be the case that such 

simple entities are capable of occurring on their own to 

convey messages. A complex semiotic system, however, has 

also self-contained complex entities in its inventory. A 

description of a complex semiotic system, therefore, in- 

volves more than the listing of its simple entities alone. 

It involves a description of the way in which these entities 

may or may not combine to constitute more complex entities. 

There are two logically possible types of complexity: 

"ordered" and "unordered" (see below). In both these types, 

elements occur together and stand in a relation to one 

another such that they constitute a new unit. This is an 

important condition as a mere juxtaposition of entities, 

i. e. without forming a new entity, does not constitute a 

complexq but at best a conglomeration. For the description 

of a complex system, therefore, and in addition to listing 
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the simple signs in its inventory, the rules governing the 

possible combinations of elements have to be stated. As the 

total output of combinations can be derived from the list of 

simple elements plus the rules of combinations, no listing 

of the combinations themselves is necessary. 

Simultaneous saj2_d ordered relations 

If all the constructional relations within a given com- 

plex are equivalent, including each relation and its con- 

verse, these are said to be symmetrical or unordered. Sym- 

metrical or unordered relations are called "relations of 

simultaneity", and the complex in question is called 11simul- 

taneous bundle (of constituents)". "Cenemes" and 11pler- 

emes", are by definition "simultaneous bundles". In this 

case the mere possibility of occurring together, sup- 

plemented if necessary by statements of realisation, should 

be indicated. If the constructional relations within com- 

plexes are not equivalent, i. e. if the relations and their 

converses are not equivalent, then these are called Itasym- 

metrical" or "ordered relations". The complex in question 

is then called an "ordered complex (of constituents)". 

"Cenotagms" and "plerotagms" are by definition "ordered com- 

plexes". For these systems the different types of ordering 

should also be described, and rules for ordered combinations 

indicatedg as well as statements of realization added. As 

the minimum entities in ordered systems may be unordered 

complexes themselvesq the inventory of unordered complexes 

shouldq also, be described as the output of an unordered 
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system. This applies on both the cenological and the plero- 

logical levels. 

An exhaustive descriptive account 

system entails analysis into immediate 

with the relations holding between the 

from a semantic point of view, the 

signs and the external world should at 

conventionally fixed. 

of a complex semiotic 

constituents together 

se. Additionally, and 

relations between the 

least be stated to be 
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IV 

SYSTEMIC ECONOMY * 

The economy of any semiotic system is intimately linked to 

its complexity. This is a relation between the initial in- 

put (i. e. inventory) of simple elements in the system and 

the system's total potential output. The latter comprises 

the total inventory of simple elements, as well as complex 

self-contained constructions of these. This potential out- 

put depends clearly on at least two factors: a) the number 

of simple elements in the system's inventory, and b) the 

possibility of combining these into constructions of complex 

entities. If the latter includes the possibility of "recur- 

sivity" then the potential output of any such system becomes 

of course infinite. 

Two-level economy 

Every semiotic system (including natural language) 

operates on two levels: plerology, i. e. that of "signal' 

("two-faced" entities, i. e. have properties of form and 

meaning), and cenology, i. e. that of "figurae" (form only). 

Systemic economy is thus the difference between the in- 

put inventory of cenological entities and the output 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

My thanks are due to Dr J McCabe, lecturer in Applied 
Mathematics, for discussing the mathematical formulae used 
in this chapter. 



inventory of plerological entities. In other words, economy 

is a ratio between the input and output entities. The 

bigger the ratio the more economical the system is. VICom- 

plex" semiotic systems exhibit a measure of economy, which 

depends on the nature and degree of this complexity. 

"Simple" semiotic systems on the other hand, exhibit no 

measure of economy, i. e. the "input" inventory of entities 

in the system, and the "output" inventory of signa are one 

and the same. Complex systems may be cenologically complex, 

plerologically complex, or "doubly complex". The first 

exhibits a comparatively low degree of economy, while the 

last exhibits a higher degree. 

The economy- Qf complex unordered systems 

Given a certain measure of economy, adding items to the 

inventory of simple entites of a semiotic system increases 

its output. The relation between the two sides of the 

equation, however, remains the same. This is computed 

according to the mathematical formula "2n_ltl, where 11 n 11 is 

the number of initial input of terms, i. e. the inventory of 

simple entities, and the subtracted 11111 represents "zero". 

In a semiotic system of 3 simple entities, "all, "b", and 

1101, for example, which allows for unordered combinations 

only (i. e. where the resulting entities of the combinations 

are simultaneous bundles with no relations of functional 

ordering) and which allows for no recursivity, (i. e. each 

simple entity can occur once only in any resulting combina- 

tion or construction) the potential output is seven enti- 
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ties: "all, "b", 11CII, "ablf, "ac", 'Ibclfp "abc". Considering 

the restrictions imposed on the system, this is quite an 

impressive economy as can be readily appreciated if the 

initial input of simple entities is increased from three to 

ten. This increases the potential output to 1023 combin- 

ations (2n_l ). 

Th-e economy -Qf complex ordered systems 

However, if the simple entities in the combinations are 

ordered, i. e. if 'lab" communicates a different message from 

"ball, etc. , (which means that the system is a complex order- 

ed system) then the total potential output of entities 

(without recursivity) increases substantially. The above 

semiotic system with an inventory of three simple entities, 

for examplej increases its potential output from seven to 

fifteen signs: "all, llbll,, VICTI, 'lab", "ball, Ilac", "call, 'Ibc", 

ItcV, Ilabc1l, 'Ibcall, "cab", "bac", "a cbIl , 'Icball. This is 

computed according to another mathematical formula 
n 

'In! I- 
where 'In" is th-e number of input terms. A 

n 

simpler form of this formula would be 'In! ++ (n I )! 

+ 660 + or perhaps even simpler still: n+ 

n(n-1) + n(n-1)(n-2) + n(n-1)(n-2)(n-3) + and so on 

until the value of the final bracket is "one" , i. e. until 

the value of the number deducted from Hn" is 'In-111 (the num- 

ber of the initial input of entities minus the number of 

initial input of entities less one). For the system of 

three simple entities, for example, the application of this 

formula yields "3 + 3(3-1) + 3(3-1)(3-2) = 1511, which is the 
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potential output of the system. The magnitude of the 

economy of such a system becomes evident when one raises the 

initial input in the inventory of the system to ten instead 

of three simple entities. According to the formula above, 

such a system would yield a staggering potential output, as 

f ollows: 

10 + 
10(10-1) + 
10 ( 10-1 )( 10-2 + 
10(10-1)(10-2)(10-3) + 
10(10-1)(10-2)(10-3)(10-4) + 
10(10-1)(10-2)(10-3)(10-4)(10-5) + 
10(10-1)(10-2)(10-3)(10-4)(10-5)(10-6) + 
10(10-1)(10-2)(10-3)(10-4)(10-5)(10-6)(10-7) + 
10(10-1)(10-2)(10-3)(10-4)(10-5)(10-6)(10-7)(10-8) + 
10(10-1)(10-2)(10-3)(10-4)(10-5)(10-6)(10-7)(10-8)(10-9) 

10 + 
10(9) + 
10(9)(8) + 
10(9)(8)(7) + 
10(g)(8)(7)(6) + 
10 ( 9) ( 8) (7) ( 6) ( 5) + 
10(9)(8)(7)(6)(5)(4) + 
10(9)(8)(7)(6)(5)(4)(3) + 
10(g)(8)(7)(6)(5)(4)(3)(2) + 
10(9)(8)(7)(6)(5)(4)(3)(2)(1) 

10 + 90 + 720 + 5040 + 30240 + 151200 + 604800 + 1814400 

3628800 + 3628800 = 9,864,100 possible signs in this complex 

system. 

If, however, there was no restriction on the length of 

the complex or on the recurrence of items in the same com- 

plex then the potential output becomes infinite. In fact, 

ev en a system of ten simple entities ("letters" of the 

alphabetv for example) which restricts the length of any 

construction to six entities only (which is probably the 

average length of words in English) but which has no res- 
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triction on the recurrence of these entities would give a 

total number of 999,999 signs (i. e. possible "words"). This 

is far in excess of what is normally needed for the most 

complex of communication systems, including natural 

languages. 

Thje economy -Qf natural langUagg 

Natural languages, however, are not mathematically 

precise and purely logical systems of signs. They are "com- 

munication" systems which, although they strive for economy, 

must retain what A. Martinet calls "maximal differentiat- 

ion". Furthermore, the exigencies of life, and the 

structure and limitation of the human mind, as well as the 

noisy and distracting background against which linguistic 

communication normally takes place, prevent natural 

languages from being precise and purely logical systems. 

This is why languages do not consist of an inventory of ten 

simple letters (or phonemes) and complexes of up to six of 

these only. The theoretical calculations above give an idea 

about the logical possibilities of the staggering economy 

which is theoretically possible, but do not apply to natural 

languages, which, though having at least three times as many 

simple entities (phonemes), are restricted in their possible 

combinations. The restrictions operative in natural 

languages allow only a small number of the logical 

possibilities to be used due to numerous practical and 

physiological factors and considerations, e. g. practical 

restrictions on the length of possible utterences, as well 
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as the fact that certain combinations are impossible to 

produce, etc. Nevertheless, natural languages exhibit a 

considerable measure of economy which makes them such rich 

and efficient systems for communication. 

Natural languages are semiotic systems of the "doubly 

complex" type. They have two unordered systems, i. e. cenem- 

atics (phonematics) and plerematics (morphology), which 

interlock with two ordered systems, i. e. cenotactics 

(phonotactics) and plerotactics (syntax), in such a way that 

the output of the unordered systems provide the input for 

the two ordered systems. This of course is A. Martinet's 

"double articulation" of language, which profers on natural 

languages the considerable economy they have, and which is 

the essential characteristic distinguishing human language 

from all other semiotic systems. It is this feature which 

enables natural lanugages to manifest what, in Martinetts 

words, is "essentially a unique and incommunicable human 

experience into corresponding language segments of progres- 

sively narrowing specificity, which are understood by the 

members of the linguistic community" (Martinet, 1969). 

Without this characteristic, human language would, if it is 

to function as a communication system at all, be restricted 

to a limited number of grunts and cries expressing basic 

survival needs similar to those of animals. 
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DOuble articulation Ln Axiomatic Functionali-sm 

Axiomatic Functionalism adopted Martinet's concept of 

"double articulation" refining it into a four-fold artic- 

ulation: the cenology of natural language is articulated 

into self-contained simultaneous bundles called "cenemes". 

These in turn are further analysed (articulated) into "dis- 

tinctive features", Plerologically, natural language is 

similarly articulated into self-contained simultanuous 

bundles called "pleremes". These are also analysable into 

I'monemes", which are plerological entities equivalent to 

distinctive features. Axiomatic Functionalism captures thus 

a further dimension of economy in its notions "simultaneous 

bundles" and "articulated constructions". In systems whose 

"signal' are all 11simultanuous bundles", the messages 

conveyed by these "signal' result from an additive relation 

between the constituent "signal' in the simultaneous bundles. 

These "signal' may, or may not, be regulated in specific 

orders, e. g. sequential or linear succession. In plerolo- 

gically complex systems, however, sequential arrangement 

does not affect the meaning of the complex. These systems 

are co-ordinative in nature, i. e. similar to constructions 

involving "and" in natural language, e. g. "Anthony and 

Cleopatra". In systems whose "signal' are all articulated, 

different linear arrangements result in different messages. 

Every constituent in an articulated complex is subordinated 

to the preceding one. Such articulated systems exhibit a 

higher degree of economy and are therefore structurally and 

functionally more powerful than co-ordinative ones. 
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V 

PRINCIPLE OF ORGANISATION 

Communication systems vary in their scope and complexity. 

Some systems may consist of only few signa which can be 

learnt and used without much difficulty, e. g. "traffic 

lights" (not "traffic signs", which constitute a cenologic- 

ally complex semiotic system), dashboard lights in cars, 

etc. If a system extends to a large number of signa, 

however, a measure of "organisation" (for lack of a better 

term) for these signa is necessary to ensure order and con- 

sistency in the system, as well as to make it more 

efficient. Such a measure, which could be called a "general 

organising principlellyl is necessary for the systematisation 

of signum generation (i. e. production of signa which belong 

to specific systems as opposed to a haphazard collections of 
I 

signa) . It is a consequence of this principle (and of the 

"principle of coinage" (see below) through which this prin- 

ciple functions) that we are able to distinguish different 

semiotic systems even when we have little or no knowledge of 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
This is borrowed from an expression Uhlenbeck used in his 

inaugural lecture to the NIAS Fellows Association Annual 
"Uhlenbeck-Lecture" (Uhlenbeck, 1983). This principle could 
also be called the "systemic principle", a term which will 
match othersq e. g. "systemic economy", contributing thus to 
a uniform terminology. "General organising principle" is, 
howeverv the more meaningful and the more indicative of its 
function. It will, henceg be used in the initial discussion 
of the concept. Both terms are, however, equivalent in this 
thesis. 



these, e. g. spoken "Chinese" from "French" or "German", 

etc., the written forms of these languages, or, say, the 

I'denary" system of numbering from that of the "hexadecimal" 

(which has signs of the type "A211,111FII, 1112119 IICDII, 119B3E", 

or even 11110011) or from that of "binary" (which has signs of 

the type 110110100111,1111100100"), or "Assembly language" 

(which has signs of the type "LD A, rII, "RET c", "SUB r1l), as 

well as these from the other graphic signum systems studied 

in this thesis, e. g. the "knitting" signs, those of the IIAA 

Handbook", the Library of Congress classification signs, 

etc. A "general organising principle" is what makes a 

collection of signa into a system of signa with an overa. 

unity and identity. 1 Such a measure creates order among the 

otherwise heterogenous communication phenomena and 

structures the signa involved into manageable orderly sys- 

tems which makes the learning and use of these easier. 

A "general organising principle" is, therefore, 

beneficial from the point of view of the signum system 

concerned in that it helps to produce a neater, systematic, 

and, consequently, more efficient system, -Qjm system 

(i. e. regardless of the of the pragmatic aspects of its 

communicative function and use). It is also beneficial from 

the point of view of the users of the system (always 

assuming these are humans): a neat and organised "system" 

(as opposed to a haphazard collection of signa) is more 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
This argues for a finer definition of "system" in Axiom- 

atic Functionalism, which, as it stands, does not differ- 
entiate between a system of related entities and a collec- 
tion of entities. 
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likely to be easier to understand, learn and use, i. e. 

mnemonically more economical (see Mnemonic Economy, chapter 

VIII below). Ease of learning and of use, however, is 

dependent on many factors external to the semiotic situation 

and unrelated to it. It is also, like the "simplicity 

criterion", dependent on subjective considerations. It is, 

therefore, difficult to specify objective conditions for it. 

Consequently, the two aspects of the systematisation of 

signa, i. e. efficiency of the system, qua system, and ease 

of learning and use, have to be accepted, at least in 

theory, to be independent of each other. In other words 

efficient systems of signa are not neccessarily always 

easier to learn and use than a collection of signa. On the 

other hand a haphazard collection of signa covering a 

certain subject area is not necessarily always more 

difficult to learn than systematised signa covering the same 

subject area. In practice, however, these two aspects of 

signum systems for communication have a reciprocal feed back 

effect, and a mutual influence reinforcing both. 

A "general organizing principle" (or "systemic prin- 

ciple") organises the signa in the system into different 

groups (or categories) which help the user relate these 

(within and without these categories) together, consequent- 

ly, making their learning and use easier than if there was 

nothing relating them together. An example of this is the 

system of punctuation marks in written languages, which 

could be argued to exhibit a degree of "organisation" of its 

signs into two groups: those occurring on the line of 
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writing, i. e. 11,11,11; 111 ": 'It 11.11, and those occurring in the 

text, 11111 if , as it were, i. e. .9 
This organisation into 

these two groups seems to correspond to a division in 

linguistic analysis of language into syntactic and 

para-syntactic features. The first group generally consists 

of markers which delimit syntactic structures while the 

second have, additionally, a further semiotic function which 

maps over the purely syntactic one, i. e. which affects the 

message to be communicated, c. f. "she is coming. " (a 

statement), "she is coming? " (a question), and "she is 

coming! " (an exclamation). (For a detailed discussion of 

"para-syntax" see Gardner, 1984). 

Thg mnemonic value D-f -tbg systemic principle 

Although the "systemic principle" may not be clearly 

defined, nor generally acknowledged (to my knowledge) as a 

theoretical concept, it still helps, in varying degrees 

(depending on how transparent it is to the user), to provide 

from the users' point of view an organisational unity within 

the semiotic system concerned. This aspect of the principle 

is a form of economy which, although it may not necessarily 

always effect a reduction in the number of signa in the 

semiotic system concerned, greatly influences the 

understanding and ease with which a particular semiotic sys- 

tem is learnt and used, i. e. it provides a measure of the 

system's mnemonic economy (see below). It is in the nature 

of human memory that items which are perceived to be related 

together according to some principle are easier to learn 
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(see chapter IX on Iconicity and Perception below). The 

systemic principle enables the memory to group things 

together, thus simplifying the learning process. The semi- 

otic system of the "highway code", for example, using 

location, shape, and colour is organised into distinct 

groups, or categories, e. g. yellow lines on the side of 

roads together with corresponding lines on the curbs indic- 

ate parking restrictions, white lines across the road at 

junctions indicate priorities of road users, various colour 

codes for rectangular road-signs indicate types of road and 

distances to towns and villages ahead, etc. Each of these 

groups of signs conveys a specific kind of information, 

which by providing a general meaning for each group helps 

the user relate the signs together. This in turn makes the 

learning and use of these signs much easier as the user is 

not confronted with a mass of unrelated signs, as would 

otherwise be the case (this is helped substantially, in the 

case of the "highway code", by the numerous mnemonic 

features exhibited by the signs in this system). Each of 

the groupings resulting from the principle of organisation 

may or may not constitute a I'signum-family". This depends 

on whether or not the signs within any of these groups share 

formal and denotational fields (see chapter VII on 

Signum-Family below) . 

The "principle of organisation" is also manifested in 

the structuring of phenomena of communication into systems 

of different levels of complexity. This structuring prod- 

uces more economical systems, i. e. systems which exhibit 
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different dimensions of "systemic economy" (see above). 

This is evident in natural languages, albeit on a much 

larger and more complex scale. This (linguistic) organisa- 

tion is manifested in categories such as "nouns", "verbs", 

"phrases", "sentences", etc., and in further sub-divisions 

of these, as well as the relations between these. 
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vi 

PRINCIPLE OF COINAGE 

The "principle of organisation" (or "systemic principle") 

executes its function through grouping phenomena of communi- 

cation, i. e. signa, into categories of varying specificity. 

This is done via what could be called a "Principle of coin- 

age". This can be defined in general terms as the mechanism 

and/or rul es whether implicit or explicit, by which signa 

in a semiotic system are generated. This generating mechan- 

ism endows these signs with certain characteristics which 

relate them together giving them a certain unity of moul d 

which distinguishes them from other signa. 

The "principle of coinage" operates basically on the 

f ormal (graphic ) level , but only in as far as the forms 

generated are forms of signa which belong together and which 

are separate from other signa (or signum communities, or 

groups). In other words, the general organising principle 

organises (i. e. structures or groups) the signa in a semi- 

otic system into groups or categories (of varying speci- 

ficity), while the principle of coinage generates the formal 

expressions of the signa within these categories. 

Thus every semiotic system has one general organising 

principle and, depending on how elaborate the system is, one 

or more principles of coinage. In the simplest of systems, 



the general organising pr.;:. nciple and the principle of coin- 

age map onto each other. But this is not very significant 

and the notions are, in this case, trivial. Where they are 

important is in the cases of more elaborate systems which 

contain a number of principles of coinage, some of which are 

generative mechanisms for signum-families (seeq for example, 

the "Art" system and the IIAAII system below). 

Although this principle may, like that of the "general 

organising principle", be an unestablished theoretical 

concept, and although neither its existence nor its 

operation may be apparent to the general user of semiotic 

systems, this does not diminish its importance as a strong 

mnemonic factor in facilitating the learning and use of the 

semiotic systems in which it operates. Also like that of 

the "general organising principle" it does not necessarily 

affect the number of signa in the system. From a mnemonic 

point of view, however, this principle (of coinage) is much 

more important than the "general organising principle". 

Illustrative examples which help to clarify the point are 

the systems of Roman and Arabic numerals. Both of these 

systems have a principle of coinage each (i. e. rules for the 

generation of signa). The principle of coinage operative in 

the system of Arabic numerals however, has fewer of these 

generation rules, exhibiting consequently a greater measure 

of mnemonic economy (i. e. user oriented economy -- see 

below). In order for any one to learn and use the system of 

Arabic numerals s/he needs to learn the basic inventory of 

simple signa and one "generative" rule, which enables the 
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understanding and generat,:,, n of complex signs, including 

those never encountered before. The importance of this 

principle of coinage and its consequent "mnemonic economy" 

is evident in the supremacy of Arabic numerals in today's 

world. 
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vii 

SIGNUM-FAMILY 

A I'signum-family" is a group of signa within a single semi- 

otic system which are closely related together both formally 

and denotationally. 

Thýe formal field D-f sianum-families 

Member signa within a family have forms which share 

features clearly relating them together. This can be the 

sharing of one outline, e. g. the "sun circle" in the "ABC of 

House and Conservatory Plants" system, and the "breakdown 

truck" in the 11AA handbook" system. It could also be the 

sharing of what could be called the basic design, e. g. in 

the traffic signum system "triangular" signs are warning 

ones, "round" signs informative, etc. , or as in the "Art" 

system, where "squares" are used for denoting the "execution 

of work'19 and "circles" for the I'medium". 

The sharing of the "basic design" extends to semiotic 

systems which are not pictorial in nature, e. g. "hexadecimal 

notation'll "binary code", and the "library of Congress 

classification system". In these systems "basic design" is 

to be understood as the formal manifestation of "principle 

of coinage". In all cases, however, the shared form must be 

a distinct and a major characteristic of that particular 



family whi ch sets it apart -from other signa in the system. 

This shared form constitutes the signum-family's forma. 

field within and around which the differentiating formal 

features of the member signa are drawn. These differ- 

entiating features contribute to setting each signum within 

the family apart from the other members. These (formal) 

features must, however, remain features of the shared basic 

design of the signa concerned. They must not be so 

pronounced as to become the major feature or features, or so 

prominent as to confuse or obscure the shared basic design. 

In all cases, the differences between the forms of the mem- 

ber signa within a signum-family must always remain small 

enough not to affect the unity of design that the family 

exhibits. On no account may these differences be so 

pronounced as to make the signa concerned more different 

than alike. This is similar to deciding whether is a 

"w" or an I'm" in handwritten English. 

This "formal field" is the "type" of which "tokens" 

occur as f orms of the ' signa in the family. The 'If ormal 

field" can thus be thought of as a form which is abstracted 

from the member forms of all the signa in the family (as 

well as from all possible or potential signa which could be 

conceived of as members in the family. In other words, the 

formal field of a signum-family constitutes all the signa 

which can be generated by the p. -inciple of coinage operative 

in the family. As such, it may be a concept of which there 

is no direct graphic realization. It can be likened to the 

concept of the "phoneme", which is an abstract form, a 
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"type", of which innumeratle tokens may be realised, each of 

which having its own distinct phonetic form and specific 

features which set it apart from other realizationsv but 

which nevertheless remains a member in the family of 

realizations which constitute the phoneme in question. This 

analogy is not exact, however, as on one level one is 

dealing with phonic substance while on the other one is 

dealing with graphic substance. 

In the system of traffic signs, for exampleý the formal 

field of the "triangular" signum-f amily can be said to 

consist of 11triangularness" and "redness", both of which are 

features of certain forms which belong to specific signs, 

each of which has a specific single denotation. Each of 

these single denotations, however, must by virtue of mem- 

bership in a specific signum-family fall within a specific 

range of denotations which can be described as "warning 

messages". These formal and denotational features constit- 

ute the essence of "signum-familyhood". It is these formal 

features (in their capacity of being the formal features of 

signa which share one denotational range) which the 

"principle of coinage" utilises in generating signa which 

belong to this particular family. Other examples of the 

formal field of signum-families described are the 

"propagation frame" together with a "propagation method" in 

the "ABC of House and Garden Plants", also the blank 

"partitioned square", 11circlenj etc., of the I'Artn system. 
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However, it must be acquiesced that no matter how 

vigorously one attempts to formalise a definition that is as 

precise and specific as possible, this must remain, like ob- 

servations of this nature (i. e. observation of the manifest- 

ations of human communication), potentially (perhaps even 

ultimately) subjective, if only because it involves human 

evaluation and perception. With this in mind, the "formal 

field" of a signum-family can be defined as "a class of im- 

pressionistically similar forms which may correspond to one 

or more tokens of the form/s of a single sign". Alternative 

definition is "the formal manifestation of the principle of 

coinage operative in any one signum-family". It must be 

noted that the sharing of this formal field among member 

signa within a family is a necessary condition, but not suf- 

ficient alone, to effect establishment of signum-family 

and/or membership in it. It is possible to have two signa 

which are formally similar (partially or totally) but which 

belong to two different signa or signum-families. In other 

words "homonymy" (11homography". ) is possible in graphic sign 

systems. 

T-h-e denotational field 
_Qf signum-families 

As was mentioned above, a signum-family must also have 

a denotational range or field within and around which the 

denotations of all the member signa must fall. In other 

words, the denotations of all the member signa within a sig- 

num-family must share a major theme, or deal with various 

aspects of a single topic, and must be understood to be 
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covering adjacent or overlapping areas within this one 

field. This does not necessarily mean that the totality of 

the signum-family as a single entity must have a denotation 

which can be looked upon as a "hyperonym" of all the denota- 

tions of member signa in the family. While this will be 

correct in the majority of cases it cannot be made into a 

necessary condition of familyhood. There may be cases where 

one may wish to include in the membership of a specific sig- 

num-family one or more signa whose denotations perhaps 

slightly exceed the boundary of the denotational field of 

the signum-family concerned. In other words, one may wish 

to reserve the right to admit into the membership of the 

family certain (exceptional? ) cases if this admission is 

warranted by other conditions, e. g. to comply with the 

simplicity principle. This may be the case where leaving 

such a signum outside the family, or where extending the 

family's denotational field to include the denotation of 

this particular signum, may prove impractical, unprofitable, 

or problematic in that it may create more problems than it 

solves. Hence the I'denotational field" of a signum-family, 

like the "formal field", is defined as the field within Lj2-d 

around which the denotation of particular signum is drawn. 

A possible example is the "no forecourt facility" version of 

the "petrol available" signa in the AA Handbook, (see 

discussion of AA Handbook system). 
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Sianum_-family LLd pseudo-cOmPlexes 

It will be noted that nothing in the definition of sig- 

num- f am il y restricts it to either simple or complex signa. 

This is because the distinction simple/complex is irrelevant 

to it, as it is on a different ontological level. It is im- 

material for the notion "signum-family" whether its member 

signa are simple or complex, or what degree of complexity 

they exhibit. So long as signa share the defining formal 

and denotational fields they belong to signum-families 

regardless of their semiotic nature. A complex signum 

stands at the intersection of as many signum-families as it 

has constituents. But this is trivial from the signum-fam- 

ily point of view. The notion "signum-family" is important 

in the cases of signa v7hich are assigned to families 

although they cannot be analysed into functional constit- 

uents. This is especially the case in "pseudo-composites" 

(and "pseudo-words"), which as the names suggest are 

pseudo-complexes. 

These are constructions which appear complex and which 

on the cenological level have clearly analysable forms, but 

which on the denotational level can only be regarded as 

simple signa. Regarding these constructions as "simple" 

signa is inescapable if one applies to them the Axiomatic 

Functionalist criterion that "unless all elements in a 

complex can all be identified as signs none of the potential 

constituents can be identifiable as a sign" (Hervey and 

Mulder, 1973: 45). In other words, semiotic analysis in 

Axiomatic Functionalism must account for all the constit- 
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uents of the complexes ana-lysed. Calling these constr,. A, c- 

tions "pseudo-complexes" does not provide a satisfactory 

solution: they remain undetermined 12etween simple signa an_d 

3 e, "blackberry" is treated as a complex, -signa. 
For exampi. 

pseudo-complex because although /blak/ is an identifiable 

cenological entity, it cannot be said to correspond to the 

signum "black" -- it is not "black", the property of colour 

(or rather of the absence of any colour), c. f. blackbird, 

blackfish, blackcap, etc. The fact that the "berry" part 

can be identified as a signum in its own right carries 

insufficient weight in Axiomatic functionalism (no residue 

of any analysis is permitted) . But if "blackberry" is a 

pseudo-composite then so must be "strawberry", "gooseberry", 

"cranberry", "elderberry", "raspberry", etc. The notion 

"signum-family" captures what unites these words, filling 

the gap Axiomatic functionalism leaves between morphological 

complexes and simple signa. "Signum-family" is an intui- 

tively satisfying concept also because it accounts for what 

the native speaker (i. e. a proficient user of the semiotic 

system of natural language, English) knows to be related 

words. "Signum-family" is also a useful concept in 

diachronic linguistics and change by the forces of analogy, 

e. g. the development of the "Tay-berry", which is a berry 

developed in Tayside in Scotland. 
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lb& i-ntens-i on saa extension af sianum-families 

It is worth mentioning here that the actual members of 

any "Signum-family" do not necessarily constitute all, and 

the only, members possible which could belong to this part- 

icular family. The actual signa are only the "extension" of 

the family. Its "intension" extends to all member-signa 

which are logically possible in the system, i. e. which are 

allowed by the generative rules of coinage and of the sys- 

tem. Example signa which are not listed in the inventory of 

signa, yet are allowed in the system, and which do in fact 

make their appearance in the description of certain plants, 

are the "full-tube" of the "temperature" family, and the 

"full-jug" of watering instructions (see description of the 

"ABC" system in chapter 11X11 below). 

It is clear from the above that, at this stage at 

least, the concepts of "systemic principle", "principle of 

coinage" and "signum-family" must not be taken to be too 

rigid but as concepts which allow for some elasticity in 

their application. Many more descriptions of semiotic Sys- 

tems of various kinds need to be undertaken before the def- 

inition of these concepts can be satisfactorily finalised. 

Even then, however, they remain open to revision, 

modificationv and of course repudiation. Ultimately, it 

falls upon the student of semiotic systems to decide whether 

or not these concepts are helpful in any particular descrip- 

tion, and whether a specific signum should belong, for 
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example, within a specific signum-family or not. It depends 

on the merits and benefits to the study of the semiotic sys- 

tem/s concerned, or indeed to the study of semiotics in 

general, whether or not such an inclusion is (and/or the 

concepts underlying it are) warranted. The basic principles 

of consistency, adequacy, and simplicity remain the criteria 

for judgement. 

Validijý_y- jj2 application 

A good test as to the validity of the argument for 

establishing the theoretical concepts advocated above lies 

of course in their application in the description of various 

semiotic systems, as is done here. This would establish 

whether or not these concepts are necessary, depending on 

whether or not they prove helpful in providing further 

information about the systems described which otherwise is 

unavailable. This also depends of course on whether the 

further information provided by these concepts is deemed to 

be functionally relevant to, or important in, the descrip- 

tion of semiotic systems. 

A test which is even better would be to find out 

whether any semiotic system has a number of signa which are 

clearly formally and denotationally related together but 

which are grouped separately in the system. If in this 

system the concepts advocated here help to establish these 

separately grouped sets of signa as belonging to one 

signum-family, then these concepts would have passed an 

important test and "proved their mettle", to use Mulder's 
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expression. Such a situation exists in the system of signs 

used by the "Classics of world art" series of books (see 

chapter IIXIIIII below) - 
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viii 

MNEMONIC ECONOMY 

Mnemonic economy is economy from the point of view of the 

users of semiotic systems. It is how 11user- friendly", to 

use computer jargon, a semiotic system is. This is a 

measure which applies to individual signa as well as to 

whole systems. "Mnemonic" is defined by "Collins English 

Dictionary" as "aiding or meant to aid one's memory". Mnem- 

cnic economy, in a nutshell, is thus all and every feature 

(signa and semiotic systems exhibit) which are geared to 

making these easier to learn and use by human intelligences. 

Mnemonic economy, therefore, relates to the human 

brain, its communicative ability and, in general, the way 

memory works in the acquisition of information and, in 

particular, the learning and use of signum systems for com- 

munication. It is thus clearly separate from systemic eco- 

nomy, which is economy of the system, 9-ex- age, regardless of 

human users. This is worth noting as not all semiotic 

systems are human oriented, e. g. "bees dance", "zoosemi- 

otics", etc. Some of these systems may exhibit features 

which may be similar in form to mnemonic features but which 

are nevertheless irrelevant and unimportant, and must be 

distinguished (as trivial) from the "intentional" mnemonic 

featuresv which are incorporated in signa specifically for 

facilitating the task of communication between humans. 



These "intentional" mnemonic features are semiotically sig- 

nificant and should, I believe, be accounted for by theories 

of semiotics. 

Although mnemonic economy is exhibited in natural lan- 

uages to varying degrees,, e. g. use of certain affixes to 

form verbs from nouns, nouns from verbs, to indicate female 

gender, plural forms, past form, etc., it is more evident in 

other semiotic systems, especially Graphic signum systems. 

This perhaps is so in view of the normally shorter time one 

spends learning semiotic systems other than natural lan- 

guage, and also in view of the normally conscious mental 

effort one makes in learning these, as opposed to the rather 

sub-conscious,, long, and very gradual process of learning 

natural language. 

Mnemonl_c vs. Systemic economy 

As mentioned above, "mnemonic economy" is independent 

of "systemic economytt. From the mnemonic economy point of 

view, the system of Roman numerals is manifestly simpler 

(i. e. more economical) than, say, Arabic numerals, as far as 

11small't numbers are concerned. In Roman numerals the three 

forms, ttItt, "V", and "Pt, are all that is needed to generate 

the forms of all the signa from one to thirty-nine ( 11 It, to 

"Mix"). For larger numbers, ' however, Arabic numerals 

become the more economical. This is because Roman numerals 

have to introduce new signa for both "unit" and Itfivet' 

values on every level (1 to 8,9 to 89, go to 889, etc. ). 

In other wordsq for its first level Roman numerals need only 
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the two forms (of the signa )7 111" and 'IV" , which enable the 

system to generate the forms (of the signa) , It, to IIVIIIII. 

Compared to this the Arabic system needs eight individual 

forms to convey the same numerical values. However, to 

proceed to the next higher level Roman numerals need two 

more forms, (those of the signa) IIXII and IILII, which enable 

the system to extend its generative range to cover the forms 

of all" signa denoting numbers from "I" to IILXXXIXI1. For the 

next higher level two more forms are needed, 11 C 11 and I'D", 

and so on. This is due to Roman numerals not having the 

concept "zero". Compared to this, Arabic number writing has 

a total "input" inventory of ten forms which enables the 

system to generate infinite number of forms for infinite 

number of "output" signs possible in the system (c. f. the 

denary number for the current year, 1985, with its 

equivalent in Roman numerals, IIMCMLXXXVII). 

Mnemonic economy is not an aspect of systemic economy, 

although it could perhaps be argued to be related to it. 

Systemic economy is, as was discussed above, ultimately tied 

to the grammar of the system and is correlated to the its 

complexity, i. e. to the kind of relations exhibited therein. 

The two types of economy are clearly independent of each 

other: they are on two different ontological levels (mnem- 

onic economy is related to the human user and memory func- 

tions, while systemic economy is strictly an economy affect- 

ing the signa of the system concerned and its grammar). To 

use the example of denary vs. Roman numerals again, the 

denary system has ten simple signa, 110 to 9", and a single 
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rule stating that the righ---most position (ignoring frac- 

tions for the sake of simplicity as these do not exist in 

the Roman system) is always occupied by a "unit" digit, 

while every digit occupying a position to the left of it has 

a value which is ten times that of the position immediately 

to its right. In the Roman system there is nothing 

approaching this neat and very efficient systemic economy. 

It has no position in the same sense of "ordering relations" 

as in denary. There is no simple rule of "addition" If or 

increased magnitude of numbers as in denary: it is not 

always the case that 111+1=2, +1=3, +1=4, ... 13+1=14", etc. 

In Roman numerals the "rule" oscillates between addition and 

subtraction, e. g. 112+1=3" while 11411 is not 113+111 but "5-1 111 

the same with 11911,111411, etc. Because the Roman numbering 

system does not have the signum 11011, new signa have always 

to be devised to account for numbers of higher levels of 

magnitude. This makes the system cumbersome and unwieldy as 

it is not immediately accessible to its users. Comparing 

the current year in denary and Roman numerals above gives an 

idea about this. But the unwieldy nature of the Roman sys- 

tem and indeed the practical impossibility of using it for 

any numbers extending beyond few digits, becomes obvious if 

one considers the astronomical figures involved in modern 

scientific calculations, e. g. in astronomy, computing, 

nuclear physics, etc. This is in addition to its severe 

limitations due to its lack of fractions. Thus, although 

the system of Roman numerals is mnemonically more economic- 

al, as far as small numbers are concerned, from a systemic 

economy point of view it is much more economical than that 
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of Roman numerals. 

VariouZ manifestations -Qf mnemon; s eco omy 

Mnemonic economy as an aid to memory is manifested in 

different semiotic systems in a number of ways and on dif- 

ferent levels. There do not seem to be any regulations or 

strictures on the use of mnemonic features in any semiotic 

system, nor on the number of different types of mnemonic 

features which can be incorporated in any one signum, or 

system. There does not seem to be any fixed correlation 

between mnemonic and systemic economy; a semiotic system may 

exhibit neither, either, or both systemic and mnemonic 

economies in the construction of its signa. Although in 

practice it seems to be the case that the more complex a 

semiotic system is the more is the likelihood that it would 

exhibit some mnemonic features. 

I C-Oýc 

Perhaps the mnemonic feature most widely employed in 

graphic semiotic systems is what could be called "iconic 

motivation". This is manifested in the signa exhibiting 

formal features which are reminiscent of, directly hinting 

at, or representative of, objects, or parts of objects, or 

structures of these, which lie within the denotational range 

of the semiotic system in question. Iconic motivation on 

the level of structure is more often evident in semiotic 

codes where the structuring of signa, or constructions of 

self-contained strings of signa exhibit in their formal 
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realisation what is (or is thought to be) the structure (or 

order) of the denoted object. In the binary code, for 

example, the string of 111's" and 110's" is representative of 

the on/off state of the "switches" within micro-processors; 

Morse messages are also sent in the sequential order of the 

interpreting system (English). Iconic motivation is also 

evident in. the number of positions in the distributional 

unit of the binary code being eight or multiples of eight. 

This represents the number of "bits" in every "byte" (which 

is the minimum string the micro-processor can accept as a 

valid input -- See description of Machine Code, Chapter 

XVII, below). 

Iconic motivation is also evident in the structure of 

some musical notation. Arabic lute music, for example, used 

to be noted on a five-line stave which represents the five 

double strings of the Eastern lute. On this stave the notes 

are placed in the order in which they are played. This is 

also the case, it seems (see Muld'er, forthcoming: 73), in a 

system called "tabulature", which was devised in the 16th 

century for the Spanish vihugla, but which was adapted in 

modern times to the six-string guitar. This system of 

notation has six lines, representing the six strings, on 

which numerals are projected, indicating the frets on which 

the fingers are to be placed, together with some other 

conventions. Relative duration of the notes is indicated by 

horizontal spacing between the cyphers used, or by employing 

the "relative duration" notation of ordinary musical 

notation. 
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Iconic motivation on the level of single signa is mani- 

fested by signa whose forms are pictorially (either directly 

or indirectly) representative of their denotata. Direct 

iconic (or pictorial) motivation is manifested in signa 

whose denotata are physical objects which can be pictorially 

represented in the form of the signa concerned. In this 

case the terms "iconic motivation" and "pictorial motiva- 

tion" are equivalent and they are used in this thesis as 

such, e. g. a simplified stylised line drawing of aa flower 

is chosen as the form of a signum denoting "the plant has 

worthwhile flowers", that of a thermometer for a signum 

denoting "desirable temperature" for plants, a spanner for 

"garage classification", etc. (See discussion of the 

systems of "the ABC of House and Conservatory Plants", and 

of "the AA Handbook" below). 

Indirect iconic motivation is manifested in signa whose 

denotata are either not physical objects and cannot thus be 

represented pictorially, or are objects which are difficult 

to represent pictorially in a usable form. In this case, 

iconic motivation is manifested, either fully or partially, 

in the representation of the idea of the denotation. 

Illustrative examples are: the form used for the signum 

denoting "the plant has scent" in the "ABC of house and 

conservatory plants"2 and the "three spanners" for denoting 

a "garage capable of carrying out complex repairs". (See 

the analysis of various systems below for further discussion 

and examples of iconic motivation). 
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Borrowing (usually from other "better known" semiotic 

systems) is another form of mnemonic economy. This is dis- 

cussed where it occurs in the description of various signum 

systems in this thesis. Therefore, I shall touch here on 

some general aspects of borrowing only. It seems that, con- 

trary to the general use of the term "mnemonic", (in relat- 

ion to computers' "assembly language", for example), borrow- 

ing, as an aspect of "mnemonic economy", cannot be said to 

be manifested on the level of form only. Neither does it 

seem to operate on the level of meaning only, nor does it 

operate in fact on the level of signum alone either. it 

appears to be the case that signa exhibiting mnemonic 

features utilise (or borrow) specific forms of signa from 

other "better known" systems together with, at least, part 

of their meaning imbedded in them, as it were. For example, 

the "abbreviations" of the AA Handbook, the 11111,112112 "3"t 

of the "type of compost" signum-family of the "ABC of House 

and Conservatory Plants", or the "All to 'IF" of the "Hexa- 

decimal notation" (see below), or the "mnemonics of computer 

assembly language", etc., all exhibit borrowing as clear 

mnemonic features. This is effected by the borrowing of 

"forms" Lz parts -Qf whole signa specifically because these 

forms (specific "letters", specific "numbers", or specific 

order of certain "letters"), being the forms of, or parts of 

the forms of certain signa, relate to the meanings of these 

signa and have an association with them in the minds of the 

users. It is particularly this relationship that the semi- 
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otic systems exhibiting this type of mnemonic economy 

(i. e. borrowing) exploit in using these forms. 

It would perhaps be more accurate, therefore, to say 

that this type of mnemonic economy is manifested by the bor- 

rowing of the "expression" or parts of the expression of 

signa rather than by the borrowing of pure "form" only. 

Pure form is semiotically vacuous. Its borrowing does not 

constitute a mnemonic aspect in the resultant signa. What 

makes borrowing an effective measure of mnemonic economy is 

the fact that the users associate these "forms" with the 

meanings of the "lending" signa. These borrowed forms are, 

thus, signum-like entities which have significations 

relevant to the meaning of the signa whence they originate. 

Some semiotic systems, which are strongly oriented towards 

human users, have inventories which consist of exclusive 

mnemonic borrowing from other semiotic systems, e. g. "Hexa- 

decimal notation", "Binary code", and "Assembly language", 

mentioned above, as well as the "Library of Congress 

classification system" (see below). In fact the inventory 

of signa (as well as the total output of signa) of these 

systems consist exclusively of signa whose forms are bor- 

rowed, as significative entities, from English and from 

Arabic number writing system. The forms of these signa are 

thus all signum-like entities which have signification in 

their own right, and whose signification contributes to the 

denotation of the resultant signa of these system. 
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Borrowing 
_Qf 

for 

A form alone may of course be borrowed by a semiotic 

system for any of its signa, e. g. "Arabic numerals"' 

Although this borrowing may be argued to be a mnemonic 

feature in that the specific form concerned is (likely to 

be) familiar, or established, in its own right (which saves 

the user learning a new form), this is a trivial aspect of 

mnemonic economy as such borrowing is void of any sig- 

nification and, as such, does not necessarily facilitate the 

learning and use of the system concerned. In fact the bor- 

rowing of a pure form (devoid of any signification related 

to the denotation of the lending signum of which it is a 

form) may prove to have a negative mnemonic effect as it 

would more likely be distractive, or even disconcerting, 

rather than helpful. It involves an un-learning process 

(i. e. dissociation from the "content" of the lending signum) 

before a new learning process takes place (associating a new 

"content" with this form). 

Semantic borrowing 

Mnemonic borrowing can also be argued to exist on the 

semantic level. Meaning, in its abstract and "amor phous 

mass" concept, is only accessible when divided into "con- 

tents" (of specific signa) by signum systems. Independent 

of signal therefore, meaning is a shapeless indefinable 

entity which cannot be borrowed. Any borrowing on the level 
---------------------------------------------------------- Assuming these came after the Roman numerals, i. e. despite 

the presence of Roman numerals. These are borrowed from 
Arabic into the Latin writing system. 
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of meaning, must, therefore, be a borrowing of discrete 

semantic "contents" of signa. An example of such a borrow- 

ing is provided by any numbering system using whole units. 

The system of Arabic Numerals, for example, can be said to 

exhibit mnemonic economy (on the level of "content") in that 

it utilises already established "content" values: "one It , 

"two", "three", etc. giving them different "expressions", 

i. e. 11111,11211 11311, etc. These are the same in every lan- 

guage. This cannot be said to be the same in relation to 

metric and Imperial measures, where the single unit of 

measure for length, for example, denotes a different 

denotatum, "length", in each system. 

Mnemonic borrowing on both these levels, i. e. the "ex- 

pression" level and the "content" level, are independent of 

each other. A semiotic system can exhibit mnemonic economy 

on either of these levels, on neither of them, or on both. 

lh& structure ýý borrowed ýigna 

Before leaving the subject of borrowing it must be 

stated that borrowed signa have to be regarded as plerolo- 

gically simple signa in the borrowing system, otherwise the 

structure of the system supplying the borrowed signa has to 

be included in the structure of the borrowing system. This 

would yield such a massively "universal" grammar which inc- 

ludes every structural detail of ultimately all other semi- 

otic systems between which borrowing is possible. This not 

only is not feasible but futile as well. An example from 

natural language illustrates the point. In the sentence 
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11111arbitraire du signel is one of Saussure's main tenets", 

for example, the subject position is occupied by the borrow- 

ed phrase I'llarbitraire du signe". If linguistic analysis 

is to extend to the internal structure of the borrowed quote 

then the structure of "French" would have to be included in 

the structure of "English". This would of course be the 

case also for quotes from other languages which could be 

included in English. Incorporating the structures of all 

these in the structure of English iS2 to say the least, 

impractical. The same is of course true of any other semi- 

otic system. It has, therefore, to be concluded that bor- 

rowings (including quotes) from other semiotic systems have 

to be regarded as signa which are plerologically unanalys- 

able, i. e. they have to be regarded as simple signa in the 

borrowing system. The-'denotation they have in these borrow- 

ing systems depends on their denotation in the original 

systems from whence they are borrowed. 

Ratimz 5vstems 

Rating systems represent a form of mnemonic economy 

which is manifested by the use of a single simple signum to 

denote a basic service, an entity, or a quantity, and 

multiples of this signum to denote higher levels of service, 

or more quantities. The wide-spread use of this type of 

semiotic systems is an indication of how successful the ap- 

plication of this principle of mnemonic economy is. Perhaps 

the oldest established2 simplest and most widely known 

example of this type of system is Hotel "classification". 
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This is a rating sYstem where the use of stars (from one to 

five) denotes the "standard" of the establishment thus 

signed. This ranges f rom small inns or hotels providing 

basic but adequate service to luxury hotels "offering very 

high standard of accommodation, service and comfort". In 

its current issue, the AA Handbook explains that "the AA 

star classification of hotels introduced and used since 

1912, in addition to providing an indication of the type of 

hotel, may be regarded as a universally-accepted standard in 

all classifications, from the simplest inn to the most 

luxurious hotel". 

The same mnemonic principle is employed in similar 

five-level rating systems of restaurants and caravan and 

campsites. The former use crossed knives and forks, while 
OXXXXPrestonfield House Priestfield Rd 

the latter use pennants, e. g. Edin 9 q7'031-667 8000 District Plan: 39 and 

Cnaigtoun Mesclows Holidoy Park" respectively. The same principle is also 

used in the "classification" of garages in the AA Handbook. 

In this case, however, the rating system extends to three 

levels only, using from one to three spanners (see discus- 

sion of the IIAAII system below). 

A different form of the same principle of mnemonic eco- 

nomy, manifested in "rating systems", is also applied in the 

use of what could be called a "quantity signum". This is 

where a single signum represents a specific number of 

things, (e. g. groups of people7 specific quantity of 

produceg divisions of armies, units of air and naval forces, 
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etc. ) and where a repetitfýon of this signum represen'ts 

multiples of the quantities denoted by the single quantity 

signum. One of the earliest examples I could find of these 

is Otto Neurathts "Fact Pictures". Neurath explains these 

neatly and simply by saying that "a sign is representative 

of a certain amount of things; a greater number of signs is 

representative of a greater amount of things" (Neurath, 

1936: 73-74) (see illustrations below). 
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This type of signum is popular in the graphic representation 

of quantity analyses, especially where these are aimed at 

the general public as in magazine 

press (see also "the doleful 

magazine below) . 
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Another application of this form of mnemonic principle, 

is that where a specific value or quantity is assigned to 

one signum, or a small portion of it, and where denoting 

larger amounts of this value is achieved by increasing the 

"size" of this "value" signum. This increase in size can be 

either one dimensional (usually the "vertical", as in bar 

charts), or along two dimensions, as in pie charts and 

configurations of town areas in maps. In statistical bar 

and pie charts, the larger the figure denoted the longer the 

bar is and the larger the pie section. An example from 

Neurath again illustrates bar charts very well (see below -- 

the rather poor quality of the photocopies is due to the 

originals, printed in 1 
-036, 

being of rather poor quality 

themselves) . 
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This example can be said to be doubly mnemonic as it incor- 

porates the "quantity signum" type of mnemonic economy also: 

the bars are marked in units of lengths. This bar chart 

conveys the same information as the fact picture 

illustration beside it. However, as bar and pie charts in 
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general have no single "quantity" signum, in terms of which 

the bar and pie charts are made, these can convey small 

variations in the denoted figures or quantities by increas- 

ing or decreasing the length of the bar or the size of the 

pie section concerned as necessary. This can be seen 

clearly from comparing the two illustrations above: the bar 

chart clearly shows that in the years 1911-1914, although 

the "fact picture" illustration shows that 11500,00011 people 

were getting married in each of these years, the bar chart 

shows that within the same period the number of people 

getting married in 1914 was substantially less than 

11500,000", while the number of those getting married in the 

previous three years was higher than this figure. It also 

shows that in these three years the highest figure was 

achieved in 1912. Therefore, bar charts clearly give a more 

accurate picture of the statistics represented, especially 

where the units of measure are also denoted as in Neurath's 

example (compare also the two examples from the "TIME" 

magaz ine of Oct. 11 197 6, bel ow) . 
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Ix 

ICONICITY AND PERCEPTION 

Most of the signa in the graphic (in the sense of 

"pictorial") semiotic systems' with which this thesis is 

concerned are pictorially motivated to varying degrees. 

They exhibit a high degree of iconic analogy with the 

objects for which they stand. Although there seems to be no 

reason for the preference in these systems for iconic signa 

on semiotic grounds, the situation changes considerably if 

one considers the psychological processes involved. For 

example, it is more efficient in terms of memory and inform- 

ation processing in the brain if the objects and their rep- 

resentations resemble each other. This is not surprising as 

perception involves many sources of information beyond those 

meeting the eye. 

Mle physiology -Qf perception 

Perception is much more complex a process than just 

seeing. Yet seeing itself is a "very complex process which 

even specialists are barely beginning to understand" 

(Frisby, 1980). It is much more than the simple "register- 

7 --------------------------------------------------- 
am indebted to Dr JG Quinn, lecturer in "Cognition" in 

the Psychology Department, for checking the factual informa- 
tion in this chapter and for commenting on it. 

1 See also suggested distinction between "system" and "code" 
in the "Epilogue" below. 



ing of sensory information" (Anderson, 1980: 22). It in- 

volves knowledge of the object derived from previous exper- 

ience, visual as well as experience derived from other 

senses. The basic process of perception can be summed up as 

follows: on viewing an object, it is stored briefly in a 

visual sensory store, then it is passed through a process of 

"pattern recognition". This entails the encoding of the in- 

formation registered on the retina into neural activity in 

the form of chains of electro-chemical impulses which, by 

their code and patterns of brain activity, "represent" the 

object, but which to the brain is the object. The brain can 

only access the outside world through these neural 

activities; there is no "internalised picture" involved in 

perception (nor in seeing, for that matter) of any object 

(see Gregory, 1966). This is true of objects, photographs, 

and pictorial representations of objects, as well as of 

signs standing in lieu of objects. Objects are perceived as 

combinations of elemental features, e. g. the pattern "All may 

be described as consisting of two lines at 45 degree angles 

and a horizontal line, plus specific rules as to how they 

should be combined. Minor details of configuration are 

unimportant (e. g. variations of "All) as patterns are 

identified by processes which recognise feature configura- 

tions (Anderson, 1980: 33,42). Lines and shapes of a pat- 

tern are compared with stored patterns and images of previ- 

ous experience, seeking familiar and recognised objects and 

finding them whenever possible (sometimes even where there 

are nonev e. g. faces in the fire, the man in the moon, etc. ) 

This is the feature of the brain which enables us to recog- 
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nise people in different gu--ses and under different circum. - 

stances, and, incidentally, enables caricature artists to 

excercise their art. But for this feature human perception 

would perhaps have been as primitive as that of computers 

today. ' 

The way information is stored in the brain plays an im- 

portant part in perception. The brain is structured to make 

the best and most economical use of its memory capacity. 

-, owever, economy of storage and recall is achieved by stor- 

ing "similar" patterns of perception and other experiences 

under the same categories: "humans have a powerful ability 

to detect correlations among stimulus events and build 

schemas to embody these correlations. (Schemas are large 

complex units which organise our knowledge of categories of 

objects)" (Anderson, 1980: 158). These schemas help us re- 

cognise objects. They are important "knowledge structures", 

which enable us to deal effectively with the massive inform. - 

ation-processing demands of a complex world. It is th'is 

ability which enables the b-rain to amass, and process, such 

a vast amount of inf ormati on. Before creating a new 

category for classifying any perception experience (whether 

it is conveyed through the eyes or other senses) the brain 

tries to break it down into familiar patterns or images 

which enables it to be stored within existing classes or 

categories, without the need for creating endless 

categories, each for every new perception, with what this 

---------------------------------------------------------- For further disscussion of human perception see Frisby, 
1980; Gregory, 1966; and Vernon, 1965; also Gombrich, 1972a 
and 1972b. 
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entails in constantly modifying the structures of reiation- 

ships among these categories. 

Psychology Qf pgrception 

Previous experiences and knowledge can also effect per- 

ception, i. e. without recourse to the process of pattern re- 

cognition. For example, the 7aýttern "all can be recognised 

by its context within a wore"', e. g. if the "als" were left 

3ut of the sentence "The c-t s-t on the m-t", then from pre- 

vious knowledge of the words and the context in which they 

Z -4 occur enables the correct rea__ng (i. e. perception) of the 

sentence as "The cat s2ton the mat" (Anderson, 

1980: 33,43). 

Interaction between both processes 

"Data-driven processing" (where perceptual units com- 

bine to form larger units, e. g. the perceptual units of the 

pattern "All) and "conceptually driven processing" (use of 

context and general knowledge), acting alone, would be in- 

sufficient for perception to be effected. The two forms of 

processing interact in the process of perception. An 

example of the difficulty experienced in perception where 

"data-driven" processing acts alone is given by supposing 

that the outline of the profile of a human head is split 

into sections. Randomly arranged, these sections would be 

difficult to perceive as sections of an outline of a profile 

of a human head. On the other hand, each feature of the 

outline is easily recognised when it is placed in the 
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context of a complete outline. An example of the difficulty 

of perception using only "conceptually driven processing" is 

the sentence "the stone broke the w ... It. The last word 

could be "window" or "windscreen", but from the context of 

the sentence the correct choice of word cannot be made. If 

however, the sentence given is 11the stone broke the w ... w11 

then, due to the interaction between 11data-driven process- 

ing" and 11conceptually-driven processing" the last word is 

more likely to be perceived as "window". 

Perception Df iconic siana 

The familiarity of a pattern is an important factor in 

aiding perception, as "we identify patterns by processes 

that recognise feature configurations. If the pattern is 

familiar, the stimulus will be recognised automatically 

without the intercession of attention; if the pattern is 

unfamiliar, attention must be directed to the stimulus to 

synthesize the features into a pattern" (Anderson, 1980: 

43). The more a process is practised and the more familiar 

it becomes, the less attention it requires. This is an im- 

portant consideration as the amount of attention available 

at any one time is limited and must be divided up among 

competing processes. Recognition of unfamiliar patterns 

requires attention in order to synthesise the elemental 

features of a potential perception into a pattern. It is 

this feature of brain activity which makes iconic signa more 

easily accessible and comprehensible (to humans) than 

non-iconic ones. Through iconic signa (or pictorially 
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motivated representations, as signa) the brain perceives the 

real object, as it were, eliminating thus the need for 

learning new signa, as the case would be if non-iconic rep- 

resentations are used. 

The processes of perception and memory storage, briefly 

described above, explain the ease with which the brain sees 

and understands iconic signa compared to abstract signa, 

which the brain must learn and incorporate within its memory 

structure. It is also for this reason that iconic or pic- 

torially motivated signa seem to provide a greater reliabi- 

lity of the knowledge one gets through them over the know- 

ledge one gets through non-iconic signa. In other words, 

iconic or pictorially motivated signa are the more efficient 

signa, as far as conveying information to human users is 

concerned. 
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SUMMING UP 

The foregoing discussion (particularly of "iconic motiva- 

tion", "mnemonic economy", and I'signum-family" -- in as far 

as the latter is a mnemonic feature) raises two important 

and related points: 1) the involvement of psychological 

considerations in semiotic prccesses through their influence 

on the choice and desig-n of signa (and systems of these), 

and 2) the position of motivation in general, and pictorial 

motivation in particular, with regard to a theory of 

semiotics. 

Axiomatic Functionalism gives very little weight, if at 

all, to these (mostly) "psychological" considerations. As 

is clear from the discussion above, I believe that these 

considerations (irrespective of their psychlogical orienta- 

tion) are of considerable importance, as far as semiosis in- 

volves "human intelligences" (to use Peirce's expression). 

They should, therefore, be included (or accounted for) in 

any theory of semiotics. The exact form in which this 

should be done must be decided in the light of many more 

descriptions of various semiotic systems (and codes), both 

those involving human and non-human "intelligences". 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
See "Epilogue" also. 



x 
THE ABC DE HOUSE AND CONSERVATORY PLANTS * 

Under the heading "symbols", the introduction to the above 

book states that: 

As most of the plants described here have broadly 
similar requirements in care and culture there is 
a danger of tedious repetition of certain instruc- 
tions. A series of symbols has therefore been 
devised, in the footsteps of the Guide Michelin, 
that summarise the main characteristics and req- 
uirements of each plant. The symbols are ex- 
plained on page 15, and it is hoped that these 
will provide an easily grasped outline guide. 
(My emphasis). 

These "symbols", explained cn page 15 of the "ABC" book (see 

appendix "All), constitute a semiotic system which is speci, - 

ically established for the purpose of this book. On the one 

hand there are the "characteristics and requirements of each 

plant", and on the other the "devised symbols" which convey 

these characteristics and requirements. The conjoining 

together of these two sides f orms this Graphic Semiotic 

System. The fact that these. "s ymbols" are d evised to 

summarise the characteristics and requirements of the plants 

negates any natural (or causal) relationship between the 

"symbols" and their intended meanings (i. e. the informat- 

ion-value for which they stand). Therefore, the entities 

which the "ABC" book calls "symbols" are signa in Axiomatic 

--------------------------- 7 ------------------------------ compiled by Jocelyn Baines and Katherine Key, and 
Published by Michael Joseph Ltd, London, WC1 1973. 



Functionalism's Index theory. 

It is worth noting that because a "symbol" is devi=d 

for the conveyence of a particular denotation this does not 

necessarily imply the absence of zLa relationships between 

the form and denotation of this devised symbol. As will 

become clear from the examples of semiotic systems discussed 

in this thesis, there is often a strong relation of 

motivation in the choice of a particular form for a 

particular denotation, which sometimes approaches that of a 

causal relation. As was stated above, however, the devising 

of these symbols denies the presence of any causal or 

natural relationship (as defined by Axiomatic Functionalism) 

between the forms and denotations of these symbols. 

Preliminary points 

Before discussing these signa, their precise identity, 

and the semiotic system they constitute, there are a number 

of points which are worth stating even though they and the 

results they lead to may be obvious. Firstly, not all the 

plants described in the "ABC" book have similar requirements 

in care and culture. Secondly, those plants whi-ch do, have 

only "broadly similar requirements" (i. e. not exactly 

similar). Thirdly, the devised "symbols" summarise (i. e. 

they do not state in explicit detail) the main (but not all) 

the characteristics and requirements of each plant. This 

means that a number of whole plants and some characteristics 

and requirements of other plants are MD& described in "sym- 

bols" in this book. This in turn means that the "series of 
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symbols" employed cannot describe all the characteristics 

and requirements of all the plants in this "ABC" book, let 

alone of &U plants. In other words, although innumerable 

more "symbols" could be devised to describe all these char- 

acteristics and requirements this is not done and verbal 

description is employed instead. Furthermore, because this 

semiotic system summarises broadly similar characteristics 

and requirements of plants, its description cannot be as 

precise and as exact as verbal description. Although this 

is to be expected in a semiotic system aimed at the general 

public and whose symbols are designed to be highly mnemonic, 

it nevertheless means that this graphic semiotic system is 

severely limited in its communicative capacity compared to 

natural language. This in itself is not unexpected as 

natural language is "the most important of all semiotic 

systems" (Saussure, 1974: 16), and "as such it incorporates 

or uses as auxiliary devices all the other types" (Mulder 

and Hervey, 1972: 11 ) It is worth noting, however, that this 

observation seems to be true only of semiotic systems which 

are of general interest, aimed at the general public, and 

which need no specialised knowledge to understand. Compared 

with this, there are many sophisticated and extensive semi- 

otic systems used in scientific disciplines e. g. Chemistry, 

Astronomy, Electrical Engineering, etc. 

The "explanation of symbols" on page 15 in the "AB C" 

book brings the semiotic system under discussion into being. 

It lists all the signa, or examples of these, and explains 

what they stand for, i. e. their communicative purport (which 
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is the "characteristics and requirements" of the plants', 

As iconic representation is readily understood compared with 

other forms of representation (see chapter ITIX" on Iconicity 

and Perception above), it is interesting to find, in a bock 

aimed at the general public, and whose "symbols" are 

designed to be "easily grasped", some iconicity in signa 

where iconicity can scarcely be expected, namely "the plant 

has scent" (see discussion of this "symbol" below). 1 

It may be 'argued that within this particular domain cf, 

discourse (i. e. the semiotic system of the ABC book of Hou-se 

and Conservatory Plants) these "symbols" are as pictorially 

representative (to the gardener, for example) as a photo- 

graphic picture is to most people. This raises the question 

of the context of situation and how important it is in the 

correct interpretation of a given message. Axiomatic Func- 

tionalism does not involve itself in any actual discourse 

interaction, whether context related or not. Language for 

Axiomatic Functionalism is a theoretical construct estab- 

----- 77 ------------------------------------------------- It is interesting to note in this. respect that the "ABC" 
book employes simplified line drawing representations only 
and no photographs. There is a number of reasons for this. 
Firstly, the camera lens does not distinguish between essen- 
tial and non-essential features of the object photographed; 
it, therefore, gives equal prominence to all features. 
Secondly, the amount of detail a camera lens records may be 
distracting and disconcerting. In addition to this, the 
resulting image would be that of a specific plant or flower, 
=_t of the properties common to all the members of that 
class of plants or flowers represented. Besides, there is a 
limit to what the camera can photograph. Certain "char- 
acteristics and requirements" cannot be photographed, 
e. g. "3hrs sunlight". The total iconicity afforded by 
photography is, thus, not appropriate or even desirable. A 
pictorial line representation has many advantages over 
photographs in its ability to isolate and concentrate on the 
properties and characteristics for which a specific signum 
is designed. 
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lished by the linguist. Its relation to "real communica- 

tion" is only that of attempting to account for "complete 

utterences" in their "protocolised" forms. As such, the 

concept of "context of situation" is outside its scope. 

Axiomatic Functionalism specifies however that for any suc- 

cessful communication to take place the communicants must be 

proficient in the semiotic system used; otherwise the 

message conveyed, although it may be meaningful in itself 

(as a "grammatical" utterance of the semiotic system con- 

cerned), is meaningless to the recipient, and as such no 

communication can be said to have occurred. 

Th-e first sip-num 

The first signum presented in the explanation of sym- 

bols on page 15, i. e. established in this system, is: 

C? 
The plant has worthwhile flowers. 

The form of this signum is clearly a pictorial, albeit 

highly simplified, representation of "a flower". The out- 

line of semi-circles clearly represents petals and the dot 

in the middle the pistil of this flower. The strong 

pictorial motivation of this form tends to blur its identity 

as a semiotic entity. If this form is a pictorial repre- 

sentation of a flower -- and probably very few people would 

dispute that -- then it could be argued that it does not 

qualify as a semiotic entity. But this argument is refuted 

on two points. Firstly, although there are a number of 

plants with 5-petal flowers in the "ABC" book, this form is 
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not a direct representation of any of them. Secondly, and 

this is the crucial criterion, it is of no significance to 

the semiotic status of this signum whether or not its form 

is a graphic representation of a flower provided, as is the 

case here, that its communicative purport is not solely the 

pictorial representation of a particular flower. In other 

words, if the function, of this form is purely representat- 

ive, i. e. an illustration or representation of a flower, 

then it does not constitute a part of a semiotic entity. On 

the other hand, if this is the form of an entity which 

conveys conventionally specified information, apart from 

itself or the object it represents pictorially, then this 

entity is by definition a semiotic entity whatever its form 

may be. The question, therefore, is not whether or not this 

is a pictorial representation of a flower, but whether it is 

a pictorial representation of its "denotation" or, in the 

"ABC" book's terminology, whether this is a representation 

of the symbol's explanation. It can be argued that if this 

were the case then the "symbol" would not need explanation 

as the explanation would, then, be a linguistic representa- 

tion differing from the pictorial representation in the 

medium employed only and not in the function -- both being 

descriptions of the object represented, nothing more. The 

mere presence of an explanation, therefore, indicates, 

although it does not prove, that the form is not purely re- 

presentational. However, from the explanation of this "sym- 

bol" one learns that it is not devised to illustrate a 

flower with five petals, but to convey a specific and fixed 

information-value which is attached to it by the act of ex- 
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planation itself. The fact that the purported message con- 

cerns "worthwhile flower§-" (in the plural) and not a flower, 

should disperse anY doubt about the form of this I'symboln 

being the form of a signum. Having established this, the 

question of what kind of signum this is remains to be 

answered. 

A sian 

The pictorial motivaticn evident in the form of this 

signum may seem to prevent it from being totally arbitrary. 

At the same time its iconic f"eatures provide some criteria 

which limit it to "standing for" certain entities (i. e. 

denotables), but not others, e. g. flowers of one kind or 

another but not, say, roots or leaves. In this way this 

signum may be thought to be similar to "proper names" in 

Natural languages as proper names, such as "George", "Mary", 

etc., are also restricted in their application by the bio- 

logical property of sex. Within this restriction one name 

(e. g. "George") can apply to any number of different males, 

or (e. g. "Mary") to females. Similarly, any one of a number 

of nam es can be given to one (or more) new-born baby(ies). 

In the same way the signum "the plant has worthwhile 

flowers" could stand for any number of different flowers, as 

is the case here. Also any one of a number of possible 

designs (e. g. if (ýý it 1 11 ýý ", etc. ) can be the G; ýP 4W 

form of a signum denoting one (or more) flower(s). 

Accepting this argument would establish the signum "the 

plant has worthwhile flowers" as a "proper symbol". 
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The analogy with proper names in Natural language is, 

however, inaccurate. On the one hand, innumerable different 

proper names exist in Natural language as part of the 

system, while in the semiotic system studied here there is 

only one signum which applies to all the plants with 

"worthwhile" flowers. On the other hand, the criterion 

governing the distribution of proper names in Natural lan- 

guage is wholly arbitrary, not pictorial or iconic. There 

is nothing in the name "George", for example, to make it an 

iconic representation of all males but not females. 

Furthermore, the crucial criterion differentiating symbols 

from other signa in Axiomatic Functionalism is that symbols 

are linked to their denotata by operations which constitute 

a kind of "occasional" definition of variables. This is not 

the case with the graphic signum here which denotes a 

constant "range" of properties, not an arbitrary selection 

of variables. It is not particular and distinct types of 

flower, nor even flowers, that are denoted but the property 

"worthwhile flowers". The signum "the plant has worthwhile 

flowers" cannot, therefore, be a proper symbol. 

An analogy which does hold is that between this signum 

and onomatopoeic words in natural languge, which have some 

iconic features of their denotata. Both are partially 

motivated in an iconic way (in a phonic way in the first, 

and in a graphic way in the second), but are, nevertheless, 

still arbitra=. The signum " 
C? 

It with the denotation 

"the plant has worthwhile flowers" is, therefore, a Sign. 
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The zeco-nd signum 

The second "symbol" is presented as follows: 

The plant has scent 

It is not clear, at first look, in what way the form of this 

signum is representative or indicative of scent. There does 

not seem to be any direct association between scent and the 

form devised to convey it. The form consists of three con- 

verging curved lines graduated in length, sprouting from a 

base point and curved to the right -- the first line being 

the longest -- and terminating in small clusters of some 

kind. It can be interpreted as a simplified line represent- 

ation of a bunch of flowers, or of the stamina of flowers, 

with both of which scent could reasonably, though rather in- 

directly, be associated. The form of the signum can, thus, 

be said to have (indirect) pictorial or iconic features. 

Despite the fact that one line having one cluster would be 

adequate to stand for. the denotation of the signum, it is 

interesting to note that the form has three. The plurality 

in the form helps to associate it in the mind of the 

receiver with either a bunch of flowers, or the stamina of 

flowers, thus facilitating the learning and recall of the 

signum. It is clearly immaterial for the correct interpre- 

tation of the signum that it has a specific number of 

"stems", or "filaments", of specific graduated curvature and 

length, and of specific "clusters" of two angled short lines 

and dots terminating these, etc. All these are arbitrarily 

determined. Therefore, and despite the indirect iconic 
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motivation of the form, it is clearly an arbitrary conven- 

tion which ties it to the information-value it conveys. One 

could not guess, for example, which of the two signa, 

and It 
C? 

11, would be used for "having worthwhile flowers". 

This second signum is, therefore, like the first, a Sign 

with a wholly fixed denotation. 

As the forms of these signs cannot be further analysed 

into meaningful elements, i. e. into elements which have dis- 

tinctive functions in cenology, and in the absence of any 

proof to the contrary these signs must be established as 

Simple Signs. 

Th-e first sign-family 

The four signa which follow, in the "ABC" book's 

inventory of "symbols", indicate the amount of sunlight the 

plants need daily' during their active season. These signa 

are very interesting for two reasons. Firstly, they form a 

specific grou-p with similar formal and seMantj_c features, 

i. e. they all have the same "outline", and they all indicate 

"amounts of sunlighý11. In other words they belong to one 

signum-family. Secondly, the form of the first signum in 

this family differs from the forms of the other three in 

that it consists of a line representation of the sun's disc, 

as it appears to the eye, and as it is usually represented 

in line drawings, while the other three forms consist of 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
Although the word "daily" is not mentioned in the "ex- 

planation" of each signum it is explained in the introduc- 
tion to the "ABC" book that this is so. 
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combinations of this pictor. 4ial form together with other 

non-pictorial elements. 

-Th& first member sianum 

The first of these signa is: 

The plant needs a full five hours' sunlight 
at least during its active season. 

This has for its form a circle representing the disc of the 

sun. Therefore, it suggests, like that of the first sign, 

total iconicity with the object it represents. However, 

like the first sign also, the strong pictorial motivation in 

this form does not prevent it from being a wholly arbitrary 

signum. This is clearly so because, although its form can 

be regarded as a pictorial representation of the sun, it 

cannot be a pictorial representation of "sunlight", let 

alone being iconic of the whole information-value the signum 

conveys, i. e. "five hours of sunlight". This is, therefore, 

a Sign. Furthermore, the total unanalysability of its f orm 

establishes it as a Simple Sign. 

jh& remaining member signa 

The remaining three signa have common to their forms 

the circle representing the sun, with a quarter, a half, and 

three quarters of its area (as divided by vertical and 

horizontal lines), shaded black respectively, as follows: 
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flý, The plant needs at least 3 hours' sunlight. 

The plant needs at least 2 hours' sunlight. 

The plant can do with very little or even no 
direct sunlight. 

In view of this regular and gradual division of the "sun 

circle" one might be misled into considering these signa as 

complex plerological entities, i. e. as signa composed of 

constituent signa. It seems feasible and reasonable to 

expect the signa 11 
e 

it I if 
C 

11, and 11 ý) 11 to denote 1/4, 

1122 and 3/4 of the sunlight denoted by the "full circle" 

first sign of this family. Behind such expectations lies 

the assumption that each of these three signa is a complex 

signum consisting of the signa "full circle", 
0 

11, and a 

"quarter", 11 hk 11 . For this to be the case, however, the 

forms '%it it 
all 

7 and 11 
Ih 

11 have tob, e established as 

allomorphs of a sign whose denotation is "minus a quarter". 

If this were the case, one would expect the figurae constit- 

uting the forms of these signa to appear in other combinat- 

ions making up forms of other signa. Furthermore, in this 

case, a number of conditions governing the realisation of 

these figurae have to be established. For example, that 

they only occur together with the sign "full circle"; that 

when they do so their curved boundary maps onto the corres- 

ponding section of the "sun circle"; that when two "minus 

quarter" signa occur together (within the I'sun circle") 

these have to be and "Ag" to form the signum 11 
C 

11 7 

and not " 11, or 11, as these do not exist in the 
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system; that when three "minus quarter" signa occur together 

they form the signum 11 
C 

If , not any other; also that at all 

times the straight lines forming the angles of these 

"quarter" signa should be vertical and horizontal. These 

conditions can, however, be argued to be a matter of 

realisation, and as such do not affect the structure of the 

signa in question. As it is, however, these hypothesized 

allomorphs are bon-existent. They cannot, therefore, form 

parts of any other signa. Even if, for the sake of 

argument, the existence of this "minus quarter" signum is 

accepted, the assumption that the three sunlight signa being 

discussed are complex remains groundless. This is because 

the denotations of these are not 113/411,1111211, and 111/411 oA 11 

the sunlight amount denoted by the first sign in the family 

(see "explanation" of these "symbols" above). 

A further hypothesis that may be considered is for the 

"shaded quarters", 111411 1 11, Ad It I and 'Ilk", to be made into 

signs denoting "minus 2hrs", "minus approximately 1hrII, and 

"minus 1 to 2hrs" respectively, - establishing in this way the 

s ignum for example, as a complex sign composed of 

the two signs 
0 

it + It 14 i. e. "5hrs" + 11-2hrs" = "3hrs", 

etc. An alternative hypothesis is the analysis of these 

signa into + and + etc. But 

neither in the first analysis, nor in the second, can any of 

these "constituent" elements be commuted with any other 

elements, neither on the cenological nor on the plerological 

levels. These two analyses are, therefore, invalid because 

they do not satisfy the functional principle. 
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Simple forms 

The forms of these sunlight signa have, thereforeq to 

be established as simple unanalysable forms, despite the 

graphic complexity discernable in the design of each of 

them. The fact that they all share the "sun circle" of the 

first sign together with the shading of different sections 

of it does not make either of them more (or less) complex 

than the first. This points out to the important fact that 

graphic complexity is unrelated to formal complexity, 

neither of which is indicative of, or related to, the other. 

As the pictorial, or iconic, features in the forms of 

these signa are only mnemonic, i. e. they are present only to 

facilitate the learning and recall of these signa, they do 

not affect the relation of arbitrariness holding between 

each of these forms and their individual denotations, as 

established in the explanation of symbols on page 15 of the 

"ABC" book. These signa are, therefore, Simple Signs. 

Further signum families 

All the signs discussed until now were "explained" 

individually in the "ABC" book. The signa which follow are 

families explained with only one example presented. It is 

interesting to note that in the case of the "single" signs 

discussed until now the explanation of each of these estab- 

lishes its semiotic identity, while in the following signum 

families the explanation establishes the principle which 

differentiates the individual signa within each family. 
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lb& "tempe-rature famil-)E! 

An additional interesting feature of the first of these 

families, "The temperature family", is the use of numbers to 

indicate temperatures. These numbers alone could of course 

indicate the "upper" and "lower" temperatures needed for any 

particular plant without the need for the thermometer out- 

line, e. g. 15,25; 10-20; 15/30; etc. This is just as 

precise as the signa used and probably easier to read. 

However, adopting numbers only does not provide a possibil- 

ity for visual (as opposed to mental) comparisons of the 

temperature requirements of different plants. By presenting 

the invariable field of a thermometer, within which all the 

temperature requirements of the plants can be plotted, the 

"ABC" book provides a visual field of reference relative to 

which the temperature requirements of all plants described 

in the "ABC" book can be compared at a glance, without the 

need. for any mental calculations. 

To convey the "desirable temperatures for the plants" 

this signum f amily utilises a form consisting of a highly 

stylised outline representing a thermometer, together with 

different amounts of shading in its tube to indicate 

specific ranges of temperature, as follows: 

The shaded section of the thermometer gives 
the desirable temperature for the plant. The 
upper limit is the temperature that suits a 
plant during the day in the active season and 
the lower limit is the point below which the 
temperature can never be allowed to fall 
without risk of damage. 
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As was mentioned above, the form of this "quoted" signum. 

differs from the previous forms of the signa discussed so 

far in being a citation form illustrative of the forms of 

all the signa in this family, as well as being the form of a 

member signum. in it. In other words, as part of th e llex- 

planation of symbols" this form takes on a temporary 

additional function: that of illustrating the other signa 

in this family (member signa of which are encountered in the 

description of various plants). It is, therefore, both a 

member signum in the family, with the specific denotation of 

a temperature range of 10 - 25"C, and a "citation form" with 

the denotation "temperature sign family", the latter being a 

family which consists Of a number of temperature signs (in- 

cluding this representative member) each denoting a specific 

temperature range. This is, therefore, a sign type which is 

a "model" for a class of "tokens", each of which is itself a 

sign. Thus "denotation" actually holds between, on the one 

hand, the individual signs in the family, typified by this 

model, and, on. the other, their respective denotata -- not 

between this sign model and a single denotatum, as might at 

first look be assumed. Consequently, the analysis (and des- 

cription) of this signum is applicable to the other members 

of this family, and vice versa. An analysis of this signum 

is, thereforev sufficient to establish the semiotic identity 

of each member in the family. 
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Iconic motivation 

Like those of the preceding signs, the f orm of this 

signum, being a pictorial representation of a thermometer, 

has a very strong iconic motivation which facilitates the 

learning and recali of it. However, as was explained 

earlier, it is the nature of the relationship between the 

form and the information it conveys which is the criterion 

determining the semiotic identity of this signum. it is 

clear from the explanation of this signum that the pictorial 

representation of a thermometer is not its raison dletre. 1 

The signum is devised to convey a pre-determined fixed in- 

formation-value, namely, the range of temperature suitable 

f or ea ch pl ant. Th ef act that the form is, to a great 

extent, a simplified pictorial representation of a thermo- 

meter is prompted, like the iconic features of the preceding 

signs, by mnemonic considerations, like making the signum 

"more easily grasped", as is stated in the introduction. As 

such these pictorial or iconic features are, from a strict 

semiotic point of view, not significant and consequently, 

they do not serve to establish, or to mediate, the arbitrary 

relation between the expression and content of this signum. 

This is, therefore, a Sign. 

Every time a sign-token of this family is realised it 

denotes a temperature range with an upper and a lower limit. 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
If this form"s raison dletre is the pictorial representa- 

tion of a thermometer, this would be a very curious thermo- 
meter2 as it has an empty mercury container (bubble) yet 
still manages to indicate, with the mercury in its tube, not 
only temperature but a specific range of temperatures 
between specified upper and lower limits. 
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This may suggest that these constitute two signs which are 

in complementary distributiong as they never apply together. 

The complementation here, however, is not in the system 

itself, but is a matter of "the real world" and has, conseq- 

uently, no separate semiotic significance. This becomes 

41 
clear when one considers that it is not only specific upper 

and lower temperature limits which are denoted but all those 

in between as well. 

. 
IL. e "intension" gand "extension" 

-Qf 
Ila& system 

As different plants have different requirements in 

temperature (within upper and lower limits) the area of the 

shaded section, as well as its location on the thermometer 

tube, vary correspondingly. Thus, varying either of these 

two parameters, which govern the denotation of this family 

(i. e. upper and lower limits, or, looked at differently, 

range and location), gives all the possible signs in the 

system. The theoretical denotations possible are, thus, as 

numerous as those of temperature. However, as these 

temperatures are only "general guidelines" (introduction, 

p. 6), and some variation in them is tolerated by the plants, 

the thermometer scale is divided into four divisions 

(between 10 and 30*C) of 5*C each. This gives fifteen 

possible combinationso or ranges, of temperature. These are 

represented below by the shaded areas only: 
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?- 
30 - 
25- 

20- 

/0- 
8 

(The number under each shaded area indicates 
frequency of occurrence. The striped shading 
indicates the increased possibilities when the 
tenth signum is included in the calculations). 

However, the two hundred and thirty five (235) plants 

described in the "ABC" book utilise only nine out of these 

fifteen possibilities. 1 In other words, the "intension" of 

the system yields twenty possible signs, while i t-, s 

"extension", i. e. the signs in actual existence 

"ABC" book) consists of only ten signs. 

lb-Q semiotic nature -Qf 
the mQmber sians 

The question of complexity (or simplicity) 

(in the 

of these 

signs is not as easy to resolve as it may appear at first. 

One possibility is to consider each sign as constituted by 

two component signs, the upper and lower limits, both being 
---------------------------------------------------------- 

There is in fact a tenth signum which is not explained in 
the introduction to the "ABC" book. This signum has a 
shaded area which extends above the marked upper limit of 
300C- This raises the number of possible signa provided for 
in the system to twenty, out of which only ten are utilised. 
This tenth signum is realised once in a certain Calathea 
plant, viz: 

Calathea Ci El (D 
Although the occurrence of this unexplained signum does not 
affect the structure of the sign-family, which is estab- 
lished in principle, it remains a curious occurrence as it 
is unclear whether the signum denotes "upper temperature 
above 30*c"Y "between 30"C and 35*C11, or even "above 35*C". 
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41. separately relevant, i. e. commutable component signs. Iý 

can be seen from the figure above that this sign family has, 

for example, four signs with a lower limit temperature of 

100C and an upper limit temperature of 15"C, 20"Cl 25*C, and 

30%. By commutation, these upper limits can perhaps be 

established as component signs. Similarly, by commuting 

lower limits in signs having the same upper limits, 

e. g.. 10 - 20*C, 15 - 20*C, etc., different "lower limit" 

component signs can perhaps also be established. This est- 

ablishes each self-contained sign to be a complex sign 

consisting of one "upper limit" sign and one "lower limit" 

sign. The shading, i. e. the range of temperature, would, in 

this analysis, be a matter of realisation. This analysis is 

weakened by its ignoring that each self-contained sign 

denotes a range, not just an upper and lower limit. There 

is also the important fact, which follows from this, that 

neither of the component signs is commutable with zero as 

there can be no temperature range specified by one (upper or 

lower) limit only. 

Alternative analyses 

An alternative analysis is to give the component sign 
F 

3C, " c 
denoting "upper limit" the form 11 350-11 and the component sign 

I rý, denoting "lower limit" the form 117C)"ýTf, The shading itself 

remains in this analysis a determined realisational feature 

(i. e. not uniquely assignable to either of the two component 

signs). But here again the same criticism applies (see 

above). The flaw in both these analyses is the imposition 
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of a complexity which is not warranted by the sign as estab- 

lished in the "explanation of symbols" in the "ABC" book. 

In fact any complexity must be a hypothetical one, as the 

denotation of each sign in this family is, as was mentioned 

above, a specific range of temperature (within which certain 

plants thrive) delimited by both a lower and an upper 

limits. Isolating these upper and lower limits from their 

ranges and establishing them as separate component signs is 

mixing between graphic and semiotic complexities. These 

are, as was said earlier, totally unrelated and independent 

ontological levels which have no effect on each other. 

There might be a. case for attempting to establish a 

number of "minimum range" signs of 5*C each, occurring along 

the thermometer tube in the four positions allowed for in 

the system, between temperatures 10OC' and 30*C, i. e. 

10-15"C, 15-20"Cl 20-250C, 25-30*C. It is plausible to est- 

ablish, in this way, these four divisions as simple signs 

which can combine together to form all the signs in this 

family, e. g. 1110-1511 + 1115-2011 giving the complex sign 

1110-20", etc. However, although this analysis may seem 

logically feasible, it is flawed on two important points. 

The first is that it is an imposed solution which cannot be 

substantiated by the "explanation of symbols" given in the 

"ABC" book. The second is that it equates mathematical with 

semiotic complexity. In other words, it assumes that 

because the number "10" can be mathematically analysed into 

the numbers "5 + 5", then the sign indicating 10*C can be 

similarly analysed. This is like analysing the sign "tri- 
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cy cl e into the signs I'monocycle" and the sign "bicycle" 

which clearly is incorrect. Like graphic complexity, math- 

ematical complexity is irrelevant in determining the semi- 

otic status of signs. All the signs in this temperature 

family are, therefore, Simple Signs, each of which denoting 

a specific range of temperatures. 

Indirect borrowina 

It is interesting to note that this sign family 

exhibits some indirect borrowing of signs from "number 

writing". This is indirect because it is not semiotically 

determined but has to do with the structure of the 

signalling devices involved in temperature measurement. In 

other words, the sign family did not borrow the conventions 

of number writing specifically to include them in the 

temperature signs, but that it adopted the thermometer 

design which itself includes numbers to indicate degrees of 

temperature. 

It is worth noting also that the duplication of the 

temperature degrees in Celsius and Fahrenheit on both sides 

of the "thermometer tube" is of no semiotic significance as 

the temperature denoted is the same whatever system of 

measurement is used. If these temperature degrees were 

given in a table form to denote equivalences, they would 

have then been semiotically significant. Although these 

temperature figures can be used in this way, i. e. to learn, 

for example, that 20 OC = 68 F, this is secondary to their 

communicative purport as specified in their denotation and, 
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consequently, does not affect their semiotic status- 

-Tb& -degree -Qf moisture family 

The signum family which follows indicates degrees of 

moisture. It is presented as follows: 

Represents the degree of moisture at which the 
soil should be kept. (It does not denote 
humidity, about which we give general advice 
on page 6. ) The halfway mark -- for by far the 
majority of plants -- means that the soil 
should be kept moist but not wet. The three- 
quarter mark means "keep wet" and the quarter- 
way mark means keep rather dry. 

This family of three members utilises a form which consists 

of an outline representing a "jug", or a "vase" with differ- 

ent amounts of cumulative horizontal shading of equivalent 

height representing quantities of moisture Nater! ). 

As in previous signs, the iconic features in the forms 

of these signa are of no semiotic significance. If the 

signs' denotation were a 1/4-, 112-, and 3/4-filled jugs of 

water only the "symbols" might then be considered to be 

purely pictorial representations and would not, thus, be of 

any semiotic significance. It is clear from the "explana- 

tion" above, however, that the information-value 0J. these 

three signa involves no jugs of water whatsoever (except 

perhaps in the most indirect way) but the "degree of 

moisture at which the soil should be kept". There is 

nothing intrinsic in the line drawing of a vase with the 

bottom quarter of it shaded black to mean "keep rather dry". 

The denotation this family has is clearly, therefore, con- 
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ventionally assigned to itin the explanation. Thi s 

therefore, is a family of Signs. 

-Th& -semioti-c nature -Qf -th& member sians 

The presentation of the shading as 1/4,1/2, and 3/4 

suggests that these "moisture signs' are complex ones, 

consisting of a sign "empty-jug" and one "quarter-full" sign 

(or more). This hypothesis requires also the establishment 

of three allomorphs of this sign "quarter- full" as each 

shaded quarter has a different graphic form. It has also to 

provide rules of realisation governing the occurrence of 

these quarter signs so that only the first "quarter-full" 

sign occurs with the sign "empty-jug", and the second 

"quarter-full" sign occurs only with the first quarter and, 

similarly, the third quarter occurs only with the first and 

second together, so that the quarters fit not only the 

contours of the jug but also each other so that the second 

quarter makes up the "half-full" sign and not a quarter 

hanging over an empty space; and similarly the sign "3/411. 

A simpler alternative analysis of the signs of this 

family is to regard each member as a complex sign consisting 

of an "empty-jug" sign + one of three signs, 111/4 full", 

11112 full"I or "3/4 full". This analysis cannot be 

maintained, howeverg for the simple reason that none of 

these hypothesised constituent signs exists, either 

separately or in different combinations in the system. This 

analysis is also guilty of finding semiotic complexity where 

the system has none. These "degree of moisture" signs are, 
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therefore, Simple Signs. 

Mu imtension Z_rLd extension -af lb-e family 

The design of these signs and the structure of the sign 

f amily ( i. e. the principle of coinage operative in this 

sign family) provide for two more signs which the "explana- 

tion" does not mention, namely: an "empty-jug" sign, and a 

"full-jug" sign. Although these two possible signs may be 

considered unnecessary from a practical point of view, some 

reflection suggests otherwise. In the case of a plant which 

needs NO watering at all (assuming this is what the sign 

means), it would be more consistent with the plan of the 

"ABC" book to indicate this positively by using an 

"empty-jug" sign. Leaving the description of the plant with 

no watering instructions, as the "ABC" book does on two 

occasions, causes confusion, viz: 

Gelsemium 0 

PID. Hymenocallis 13 0 El 

As for the "full-jug" sign, it could be argued that its 

denotation is covered by the "3/4-full" sign which means, 

not "keep rather wet" as opposed to the 111/4-full" sign 

which means "keep rather dry" but, "keep wet" which seems to 

indicate maximum watering. Confusing though it may be, this 

sign does occur (on page 66) in the description of a certain 

ItCyperus" plant, with no explanation of any watering ins- 
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tructions in the accompanyinE text either, viz: 

cF 3cý -SE 

vl- -- ab Cyperus C -sc 
#s 

. 
La-e "soil-mix" family 

The "soil-mix" signum family is presented as follows: 

This indicates the soil "mix" that is req- El uired. Explanations of Nos. 1,2, and 3 
mixes are given on page 9. 

As can be seen from the above "explanation", this family 

utilises a form consisting of an outline which is a 

simplified line representation of a plant pot enclosing a 

number. It has three signa indicating three different 

"mixes" differentiated by the number within the outline. 

The argument that the pictorial features of th ef orms 

of these signa make it clear that they refer to soil cannot 

be maintained. On the one hand, the forms could as applic- 

ably stand for, among other things, "bucket", as, for 

example, on washing powder packets 11 \ý# it , The forms of the 

three signa exhibit pictorial motivation which, like all 

other iconic features discussed so far, are mnemonic in 

nature. However, although the form may, in the context of 

the "ABC" book, be clearly understood to represent a plant 

pot, it is clear from the "explanation" that this signum 

family does not denote a "plant pot", or a "bucket", or any 

other container objectq but a type of "soil-mix". This est- 

ablishes the "soil-mix" family as a family of Signs. 
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Th-e semiotic nature -Qf 
the Z&ZD-el- sians 

Deciding whether or not these signs are complex depends 

on their exact denotation. There might be a case for argu- 

ing for their complexity if they proved to include another 

semiotic code, or entities, in their structure. In other 

words, this depends on whether the "numbers" employed cons- 

titute separate semiotic entities, or whether they are 

identificatory only. "Soil-mixes", it is stated in the "in- 

troduction", are known by numbers. The composition of 

soil-mixes used in this book, however, is different from 

other commercially available "mixes": "our numbering of 

composts should not be confused with the John Innes number- 

ing or with that of any other commercially marketed com- 

posts". In other words, the "ABC" book does not use an 

already established coding system to identify its "soil- 

mixes" with equivalently coded and already established 

soil-mixes, but creates its own coding, albeit using the 

same formal elements which are used by commercially avail- 

able mixes, i. e. the numbers 11111,11211, and "3". the 11ABC11 

book could have just as effectively used, say, A, B, C 

(11 A it 1 111311 1 11011, or colour coding, etc. ) to refer to its 

specific mixes, which are detailed in the "introduction". 

In fact the authors would have been better advised to use 

another coding system in order to avoid possible confusion 

between its suggested mixes and those commercially avail- 

able. It is clear, however, that the borrowing of 11111,112119 

and "3" from the coding system of commercially available 

itsoil-mixes" (or even if directly from the Arabic numbering 
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I system) to identify specific "soil-mixes" is a borrowing o. 

form only, purely for identificatory purposes. This is a 

trivial mnemonic feature, and does not of course involve 

another semiotic system, nor does it affect the semiotic 

status of the soil-mix signs. These must, therefore, be 

established as Simple Signs. 

Tbg proFagation sign family 

The last signum family explained is that of propaga- 

tion. This family seems to be complicated at first glance. 

The fact that the def ining formal characteristic of this 

family, i. e., the "propagation frame", is introduced 

separately and spatially apart from the four signa of pro- 

pagation suggests that this signum family is distinguished, 

and somewhat different, from the other signum-families "ex- 

plained" so far. 

The sign family is presented as follows: 

The most effective method (or methods) of 
propagating the plant is shown within a 
diagrammatic propagating frame: 

seeds 

leaf cutting 

stem cutting 

division or offset 
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Like the previous familiesl this family of four signa has a 

common outline. However, it differs from the others in the 

curious way it is presented: in none of the other families 

was a need felt for a separate presentation of the outline 

(i. e. the defining formal characteristic of the family). 

The introduction of the "propagation frame" as if it were a 

separate semiotic entity apart from any propagation signum, 

suggests that this is a family of complex signa. This is 

strengthened by the wording of the explanation which also 

suggests that each of these signa is a complex signum 

consisting of a "propagation frame" and a "method of pro- 

pagation". It must be emphasised, however, that this is 

"pseudo-complexity", and that the separate presentation of 

the frame does not affect the semiotic nature of the signa 

involved. This is again a matter of graphic complexity 

which is unrelated to the semiotic nature of these signa. 

.A 
family 

_Qf simple signs 

As none of these hypothetical component signa occurs, 

either separately or in combination, anywhere else in the 

system they cannot be established as signa. This is to say 

that none of the propagation signa consists of more than one 

signum, neither does any of 1Cheir forms consist of a combin- 

ation of semiotically significant elements of form 

(i. e. figurae) as no commutation is possible here. These 

signa are, therefore, Simple Signs comparable to the "degree 

of moisture" signs, as well as to the signs in the other 

families. The "degree of moisture" family can also be said 
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to have a "frame", namely the empty water jug, 11 
0 

It " Th e 

fact that this frame is not presented separately as a 

"moisture frame" does not affect the structure of the sign 

family, nor does it affect the semiotic status of the signs 

of the family. This can also be said of the "temperature" 

family, the "sunlight" family, and the "soil-mix" family, 
C 

each of which, it can be argued, has a "frame", viz: 

it 
0 

11, and respectively. 

The first member siRnum 

The first signum in this propagation family has within 

its progagation frame a circle, the size of that used in the 

"Sunlight" family, and of identical line thickness. it 

contains a number of dots arranged in a design of sixteen 

identical "rays", of three equidistant dots each, arranged 

to emanate in a regular pattern from two different distances 

alternately from a small circle of eight equidistant dots 

which itself has a dot in its centre, totalling altogether 

fifty-seven dots of identical size. If this detailed des- 

cription of the form of the signum discussed sounds 

unnecessarily elaborate, or even confusing, then the point 

is made that there is nothing in the form itself to signify 

"Seeds", let alone "propagation by seeds". Arguing that 

seeds look "dotty" in shape, or that dots are recognisably 

"Seedy" in appearance, is not acceptable because it is not 

true. Even if this argument is accepted it will still be a 

feat of an argument to prove that this regular pattern of 

dots, i. e. represents seeds. In fact even if this 
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design can somehow be accepted as representing seeds, this 

does not explain why the form 11 11 should represent 11pro- 

pagation by seeds". In other words, this f orm has no 

inherent meaning relevant to the denotation of the signum 

whose form it is. The information-value it has is given to 

it in the "explanation of symbols" in the "ABC" book. This, 

therefore, is a Simple sign. 

Ih-e remaining member aizns 

The second of these propagation signa has within its 

propagation frame a simplified line representation of what, 

in the context of the "ABC" book, is clearly recognised to 

be a single leaf. This is clearly of no semiotic signifi- 

cance as the function of this signum is not (artistic! ) 

pictorial representation, but the communication of a 

specific pre-determined information. This signum is, 

therefore, like the preceding one, a Simple Sign created by 

the joining together of a specific information-value and a 

specific form. 

Th e third and fourth signa in this f amily can, 

following similar arguments, be established as Simple Signs 

too. 

It is stated in the "ABC" book that if a plant can be 

propagated by more than one method, the propagation signs 

indicating this are placed within one "propagating frame', 

(rectangular this time to accommodate signs side by side). 

This rectangular propagating frame may also suggest that the 
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signs of this family are complex entities, as two or more 

propagation frames seem to exist in the system. There is no 

commutation possible, however, between a rectangular pro- 

Pagation frame and a square one, or between two rectangular 

propagation frames, which yields semiotically meaningful 

results, as any commutation can only yield graphic 

complexity not semiotic one. This grouping of two or more 

Iting information-value which is signs together, with a resu. 1. 

the information-value of each sign in the group, is no more 

L. han a kind of functional amalgamation, and is purely a 

realisational matter of the signs involved, which does not 

affect the semiotic nature of these signs, e. g. 

cF 

C; Ioriosa 00 "" 06 j Ei 0 dlb 

cF Ciesneria C? 0 30, 
No 

iB (D W 
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Altogether, twenty-seven 1 Graphic Signs are discussed 

here. From the systemic principle point of view, these fall 

into two main categories: Individual signs, of which there 

are two; and Sign Families, of which there are five. The 

first of the sign families, that of "sunlight", has four 

members which are presented individually. The other four 

families are presented as families with one member sign 

illustrated in each case. Amongst all the signs of this 

system, and despite apparent complexities, none proved to be 

of any degree of semiotic complexity, all being Simple 

Signs. This semiotic system is, therefore, a Simple semi- 

otic System. 

Conclusion 

There are a number of interesting points, which emerge 

from the discussion of this semiotic system, and which are I 

worth further mention. 

One point which emerges forcefully is that graphic 

complexity does not correspond to formal complexity, and 

that the formal complexity of the design of signs is not 

related to the semiotic complexity of these signs. Graphic 

shapes and configurations in the form of a sign may be 

identified and isolated as pictorial representations of 

specific objectsv but this does not mean, nor even indicate, 
--------------------------------------------------- 7 ------ These are distributed as follows: 2 individual signs; 4 

sunlight signs; 9 temperature signs, plus 1 unexplained; 3 
moisture signs, plus 1 unexplained; 3 soil-mix signs; and 4 
propagation signs. 
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that the forms concerned, let alone the signs themselves, 

are semiotically complex. This should not be construed as 

denying that these elements of form may have some "meaning", 

in the general and rather vague sense of the word, but that 

they do not have a communicative function as part of the 

purported message of the signs (whose forms they are). 

These elements. may have connotative meaning, but they are 

not denotative. In other words, they have ninemonic 

function. 

Another point worth noting is that, in an attempt to 

make the signs "more easily grasped", the design of all the 

devised "symbols" is simplified to a two-dimensional form. 

This is the case even where a direct pictorial representa- 

tion of a three-dimensional object is used as the form of a 

sign, and where an indication of the third dimension, 

"depth", would be natural, e. g. "flower", "jug", etc. A 

further related point is the use of one colour (black) only 

in all the signs, despite the fact that the "ABC" book is 

printed in full colours. Thus the signs are made "more 

easily grasped" through employing various mnemonic devices, 

e. g. inclusion of pictorial images, or iconic elements, in 

the forms of these signa; simplification of forms to 

two-dimensional stylised line drawings; and printing in 

black only. 

Yet another point worthy of note is the use of 

"shading" to differentiate members of each sign family. 

This (manifestation of the "principle of coinage") also has 

a mnemonic aspect to it: it not only enables the generation 
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of various semantically related signa utilissing the same 

outline, but also makes these easier to learn. 

A last point, which reflects the comment made at the 

beginning of this chapter, concerning the limitation of the 

communicative capacity of this, as well as any other, 

graphic (in the sense of pictorial) semiotic system in 

comparison with Natural language, is that the "ABC" book not 

only has verbal text to convey some specific information, 

which the signs, by their nature cannot convey, but also in- 

corporates verbal text in the forms of specific signs in a 

number of cases (see below): 

PCJT 

an cl 
X, -lk 

0 21 

Erica 

This is not meant as a negative criticism of the "ABC" 

system, but as an observation. Natural language is 

infinitely richer than the "ABC" system. Despite this, 

however, the "ABC" system, 'as well as numerous other 

semiotic systems used in a plethora of communication 

situations in preference to language, prove that natural 

language is not always the best suited medium for all 

communication situations: it lacks these graphic system's 

ease and immediacy of accessability. 
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xi 

SO-ME MOR PLANTS 

The use of strongly motivated graphic semiotic systems, 

similar to the system used in the "ABC" book, is popular in 

books on plants, as well as in books of similar nature, i. e. 

books which involve description of numerous objects. In the 

following pages I shall introduce few of these. 

THE FAMILY CIRCLE BOOK OF HOUSE PLANTS* 

"The major feature" the "Family Circle book of house plants" 

has is: 

"its use of ! Quick-reference symbols f or all the 
cultural aspects one ought to bear in mind if 
indoor plants are to feel quite at home and really 
thrive" (my emphasis). 

This is interesting to note as it explains the strong iconic 

(i. e. pictorial) motivation in the design of these "symbols" 

the "ABC" book of plants whose "easily grasped" signs 

are similarly motivated). 

From the view point of the "systemic principle", the 

"Family Circle" semiotic system is a more "organised" system 

than that of the "ABC". It consists of five signum-fam- 

*---------------------------------------------------------- 
Adapted by Nicholas Arden from the original Dutch edition 

by Rob Herwig. London: Standbrook Publications Ltd, 1972. 



ilies, of three members a, a ch. Al 1fifteen signa are 

presented individually (see appendix "B"). As the degree of 

regularity and organisation, in this system makes describing 

each family and its signa unnecessary, I shall briefly des- 

cribe here one signum-family (the first). 

Th-e 
-sun-light 

family 

The "sunlight" family is the first in this system, 

is presented as follows: 

Likes plenty of sunlight. No Venetian blind, 
net curtain, etc., necessary between window and 
plant during periods of strong sunlight. 

Requires diffused sunlight. If placed in a 
south-facing window, the Venetian blind, net 
curtain, etc., must be between the plant and 
the window on sunny days, between about 10am 
and 4pm. If north, east or west windows are 
used, no protection is required. 

Will grow in a place with poor light. This 
varies from a window overshadowed by trees to a 
place several yards from a clear window. 

Simple family 

and 

The three members of this f amily are clearly simple 

signs. A verbal description of their forms should suffice 

to establish their arbitrary nature and their simplicity. 

The form the three members in this family have in common is 

circle, of fractionally more than three millimetres in 

diameter, representing the "disc" of the sun. Projecting 

outwards from the circumference of the circle are eight 

short linesp of approximately 0.5 millimetre in length each, 

representing the rays of the sun. These mark the circum- 
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ference of the circle into eight sections of equal length. 

The top- most and bottom-most projections are situated at 

the "highest" and "lowest" points of the circumference of 

the circle respectively. 

The first member of this family has the form described 

above, with no shading. It denotes a plant which "likes 

plenty of sunlight". The second sign has a form which con- 

sists of the same form above but with the "disk" of the sun 

divided in half by a vertical line connecting the top-most 

and bottom-most projections on the circumference; the 

left-hand section is shaded black. It denotes a plant which 

"requires diffused sunlight". The form of the third sign 

consists of the same form of the first sign but is complete- 

ly shaded black. It denotes a plant which "will grow in 

poor light". 

The forms of these member signs exhibit no cenological 

complexity, i. e. there are no elements of form in the forms 

of the signs that can be commuted in a functional sense. 

Clearly, therefore, the three members in this family are, 

like the "sun-light" family of the "ABC" system, simple 

signs, which each consist of pictorially motivated but 

nevertheless arbitrary form. The family they constitute is, 

consequently, a simple sign-family. 

It is interesting to note that although the form of the 

third sign is totally shaded black (which denotes no sun at 

all), still has rays (of sun? ) emanating from it. These 

also emanate from the no sun half of the form of the second 
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sign. This of course only emphasises the arbitrary nature 

of the signs in this family. 

Fam_ilie-s 
-Qf simple signs 

Similar analyses of the other four signum-f amilies in 

the "Family Circle" book of plants establish them to be fam- 

ilies of simple signs-all. Consequently, this "Family Cir- 

cle" semiotic system is a simple semiotic system. 

Realisational features 

An interesting realisational feature of this semiotic 

system is that two signs belonging to one family may occur 

together in the description of plants. In such a case both 

apply. This is gleaned from the descriptive explanatory 

text accompanying the illustrations. For example, the plant 

Azalea (p. 14) has two temperature signs which apply before 

flowering and after flowering. The same plant also has two 

compost signs, one of which indicates an acid compost, and 

the other indicates that a special (as well as acid) compost 

,; I. 
V 11 . As was said above, is required, viz: 

however, this is explained in the accompanying text only and 

is not part of the denotation of the two temperature signs. 

These simply denote that two signs apply to this plant. For 

information on Law these two temperature signs apply, the 

reader must seek illumination in the verbal description of 

the plant concerned. This verbal description does not cons- 

titute the denotation of a complex sign formed by the two 

simple temperature signs together. Another illustrative 
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example plant where more than one sign of the same family is 

realised in the "description" is Philodendron (p. 46). This 

is a plant which has two light requirement signs, two humid- 

ity signs and two water requirement signs, viz: 

IVO (this is explained to mean that this 

plant likes "partial shade", "humid conditions", and that 

they must be watered "freely in summer, moderately in 

winter"). 

Although this semiotic system is more organised than 

that of the "ABC" book of plants, it is less elaborate. 

This system has fewer sign: it is, consequently, less 

specific. This explains the necessity for repetition of 

signs in some cases in order to convey more information than 

can be done by using single signs only. This is not a very 

efficient way of communicating messages (compare in language 

having to say "tree, bush, shrub" every time one wants to 

say, "thicket"). In a small and simple system, however, it 

is adequate, and economical, as users have few signs to 

learn. 

***** 

PLANTS FOR ALL PLACES 

Another example of a semiotic system describing the 

requirements and characteristics of plants is to be found in 

the book, "Plants for all Places". * In this book, garden and 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
by Peter McHoy and David Squire. First published by 

Eubury Press Ltd. England, 1979. 
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house plants are listed and their requirements and charac- 

teristics are summarised by a number of "symbols", which can 

be grouped into four signum-families and seven independent 

signa. These can be called: 1) "light requirement" family; 

2) "resilience" family, 3) "container" family, 4) "kind of 

plant" or "aesthetic" family; and, 5) "vegetation group", 

which is a conglomeration of signa relating to the type of 

vegetation provided by specific plants. By analogy with the 

preceding two semiotic systems, the signa in this system can 

be established as simple signs, and the semiotic system they 

constitute as a simple system (see appendix "CII). A brief 

description of the forms of these signs should establish 

their signhood, as there is clearly no commutation possible, 

whether cenological or plerological. 

Mu light-requirements family 

The first family consists of four signs, each of which 

has a form consisting of a "line circle" representing the 

outline of the sun. These signs share the "line circle" 

common to the forms of the four signs in the family. Their 

forms are distinguished by a "central dot", "half", and 

"full" shading, as follows: 

requires full sun 

will thrive in full sun or partial shade 

prefers partial shade 

will grow in shade 
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a& resili-ence family 

The second family uses a rating system similar in prin- 

ciple to those used in the AA Handbook for "garages" and 

"hotels" (see description of AA system below). This rating 

system, however, uses from one to four, five-pointed black 

"stars" as the forms of its four signs. These denote the 

degree of hardiness of plants, as follows: one star denotes 

"tender" plants; two "stars" denote plants which are "hardy 

in mild climate"; three stars denote plants which need to be 

11protect(ed) from frost"; and four stars denote "hardy" 

plants. In other words, they constitute four "grades of 

hardiness" in descending hierarchical order: the fewer the 

stars the less hardy the plants denoted are. The number of 

stars in the forms of these "rating" signs may seem to 

suggest that they are cenologically complex signs. This, 

however, is pseudo-complexity: it cannot be established as 

commutation is not possible. These grades of hardiness are, 

therefore, denoted by one simple sign each, as follows: 

**** hardy throughout the British Isles 

may need protection from late spring frosts 
or from cold winds (these plants are often 
hardy, but the flowers may suffer if exposed 
when coming into bloom) 

hardy only in mild districts such as th e 
South and West, and certain other coastal 
areas with a mild local climate, but may be 
worth trying elsewhere if protection can be 
provided against the worst weather 

tender -- use only for seasonal planting 
during summer; a few may be left outdoors in 
particularly mild areas such as certain 
coastal places in the south-west 
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. 
I-bs- container farr, -ilv 

The third family consists of four simple signs denoting 

the type of container particular plants require, as follows: 

ý: 7 tub 

Iff large tub 

ý window box 

IQ hanging basket 

Apart from the iconic motivation in the design of the f orms 

of the members of this family (as well as in the forms of 

all the pictorial signa in the system), it is interesting to 

note that the "larger" size of "tub" is indicated by 

shading, rather than by the relevant size of the pictorial 

representation of the form, as one would perhaps expect, and 

as the book does in the third sign in this family. The 

third sign is shaded too, although this is a functionally 

redundant feature in this particular case as it is not 

opposed to. a "line" window box, and does not, therefore, 

have any distinctive function. 

The 
-aesthetic 

family 

The fourth family consists of seven signs denoting what 

could be called the "aesthetic value" of the plants in terms 

of their foliage, flower, and/or berries which are thought 

to be particularly attractive, as follows: 
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grown for flowers 

0 
cut flower 

_0 grown for foliage 

IZ) grown for foliage and flowers 

fragrant flowers 

fragrant foliage 

:6 berries 

It is interesting to note here the use of strongly icon-Jc/ 

pictorial features in the forms of the signs constituting 

this family (c. f. The "ABC" system) . The iconicity extends 

in one of these signs to the literal interpretation of its 

denotation, namely "cut flower". This is given the form 

used for the sign "grown for flowers" but with a slant cut 

across it. The signs "fragrant flowers" and "fragrant 

foliagell are also interesting for the complexity they 

exhibit. Commuting their forms with those of the signs 

"grown for flowers" and "grown for foliage" establishes the 

three vertical curved lines emanating from their upper 

contours as separate cenemes. Commuting the forms of the 

two signs, "fragrant flowers" and "fragrant foliage" 

establishes the "flower" part and the Ill eaf 11 part as 

separate cenemes in their own right. 
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Whether or not this complexity is manifested on the 

plerological, rather than merely the cenological, level is 

dependent on the exact denotations of the signs. If these 

are taken to mean that the plants described have "fragrant 

flowers" and "fragrant foliage" but are not necessarily 

grown for these properties, then the "flower" part and the 

"leaf" part of these signs are unrelated to the "flower" and 

"leaf" of the independent signs "grown for flowers" and 

"grown for foliage". In other words, if the sign 

means in fact that the plants so described have "worthwhile 
(, I 

flowers", and the sign It 0 11 means in fact that the plants 

so described have "fragrant flowers" which are not neces- 

sarily worthwhile flowers, then the two 'If 1 owe ra are not 

instances of the same sign, and the complexity in the sign 

"fragrant flowers" is only cenelogical. The same applies 

mutati., ý> mutandis to the sign "grown for foliage", of course, 

making it cenologically complex as well. Furthermore, as no 

tactic relations can be established between the constituent 

cenemes, both these forms have, therefore, to be established 

as simultaneous bundles of cenemes, i. e. cenematic 

complexes. 

If, on the other hand, the sign means in fact 

that the plants so described have "worthwhile flowers" which 

are also "fragrant", commutation would then be possible on 

the plerological level. The sign "fragrant flowers" would, 

consequently, be a plerological complex consisting of the 

already established sign "worthwhile flowers" +a "bound" 

constituent signs denoting "fragrant (flowers)". It is 
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dif f icult ina small system of signs such as this one to 

resolve this point conclusively. It seems to me, however, 

that in practice the sign "fragrant flowers" would be 

understood to mean "worthwhile fragrant flowers". This is 

supported by the fact that the same "flower design" is used 

in both signs. If the intention were that the "fragrant 

flowers" are not "worthwhile flowers" then the design of the 

fragrant flower in the form of the sign would have been 

different (c. f. the signs "the plant has worthwhile flowers" 

and "the plant has scent" in the ABC system above). 

The argument above applies, of course, to the analysis 

of the sign "fragrant foliage" establishing it also as a 

plerological complex. Both these signs must, in the absence 

of any plerotactic relations between their constituents, be 

established as plerematic complexes. 

Another interesting sign in this family is the sign 

"grown for foliage and flowers" (11 Cý11). At first sight 

this sign seems to be a mere juxtaposition of the two signs 

11-0 It and 11 () 11, especially as its denotation seems to com- 

prise the juxtaposed denotations of the two signs mentioned. 

This, however, is not the case, as the denotation of this 

sign is in fact different from a simple juxtaposition of the 

denotations of the above signs, albeit in a rather subtle 

way. This is evident from the fact that while the simple 

juxtaposition of the two signs "grown for f. Lowers" and 

"grown for foliage" would denote "plant with worthwhiie 

flowers" and "plant with worthwhile foliage", these denota- 

tions would remain independent of each other: from the deno- 
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tations it is not clear that these properties coincide in 

one and the same plant. In contra-distinction to thisq the 

sign "grown (both) for foliage and flowers" always denotes 

"Plant with worthwhile foliage and whorthwhile flowers" 

together in an inseparable way. Therefore, this sign must 

be established as a plerological complex consisting of the 

two signs "grown for flowers" and "grown for foliage". As 

no ordering relations between the two constituent signs 

within this complex can be established, it must, therefore, 

be described as a plerematic complex. Furthermore, the 

constituent sign with the form of an "incomplete flower" 

must be seen as an allomorph of the sign whose form is a 

"complete flower" and which denotes "grown for flowers". 

The complexity discussed above can be simply and 

clearly represented in a matrix form. This has the further 

advantage of. showing the economy of the system, as follows: 

"scent" 'If 1 owe r11 11z er of' 
I 

'If lower" 
---------- ? 'leaf" 

:d 
x 

--------- 
x 

0 
--------- 

x 
ý 

x 
--- Ix 

. 
lh& vegetation group 

The remaining collection of seven signs in this system 

consists of pictorial silhouette-representations (of varying 

degrees of iconicity) of their denotations, which generaliy 

relate to the type of vegetation these plants are; also of 

the locational suitability and requirements of certain 
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plants, as follows: 

Is 
requires protection 

4 
evergreen 

# suitable for small garden 

f 
specimen tree 

, dg, ground cover 

,& rock garden 

All these signs are, like all the signs in this system, 

simple signs. Therefore, the semiotic system they constit- 

ute is a simple semiotic system, which consists of twen- 

ty-five simple signs. 

***** 
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SOME COMMON DENOMINATORS 

It is interesting to note that all three "Plants" systems 

are iconically motivated in similar ways, exhibit similar 

pictorial features, and employ "devised" (forms of) signs 

which exhibit substantial similarities, e. g. a circle 

(representing the sun) together with various shadings for 

conveying different amounts of sunlight or shade. In all 

three systems an unshaded circle conveys the information 

that the plant concerned requires the maximum amount of 

sunlight, although the exact denotation varies in each 

system. In the systems used in the "Family Circle" and 

"Plants for all places" the fact that some plants require no 

sun is conveyed by a circle which is shaded black. The 

equivalent sign in the "ABC" system has a "sun circle", 

three quarters of which is shaded. black. In this case, 

however, the denotati. on is that "little or no direct 

sunlight" is required (hence the incomplete shading). In 

two cases (the "ABC" and "Plants for all Places") the black 

shading of one (vertical) half of the "sun circle" conveys 

the information that a mixture of sun and shade is required 

(although the exact denotation also varies). It is to be 

noted also that different "halves" are shaded in these two 

systems. 



Soil siens 

The degree of similarity between the "soil mix" f amily 

of the "ABC" system and the "soil" family of the "Family 

Circle" system is quite remarkable: both have three member 

signs and share the form of an outline which is a simplified 

representation of a plant pot: unshaded and bearing a 

number in the "ABC" system, and shaded black and bearing a 

letter in the "Family Circle" system. The denotation of the 

individual signs, however, differs in the two systems. 

Within the scope of each system, however, both families 

indicate the type of soil that is required. It could 

perhaps be argued that the system of the "Family Circle" 

exhibits a higher degree of mnemonic economy because the 

letters in the forms of the signs stand for the key word in 

the meaning of the sign concerned (IIPII for "prepacked", "All 

for "acid", and 'IS" for "special"), whereas in the "ABC" 

system, a number is used. 

Temperature signs 

Similarity also exists between the "temperature" fami- 

lies of the "ABC" and the "Family Circle" systems: both 

share the common form of a simplified outline representing a 

thermometer, with shading of various proportions of the 

"tube" of the "thermometer" to represent the temperature 

requirements of plants. In the "ABC" temperature family, 

there are ten signs actualiy in use (although the 

"intension" of the family provides for twenty) and 

temperature markings on both sides of the tube-outline 
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indicate the range of temperature that the plants can 

tolerate. The "Family Circle" temperature family, on the 

other hand, has only three member signs (which comprise the 

intension and extension of the family) and there are no 

markings denoting specific temperature ranges (although 

broad ranges are denoted). 

Flower signs 

A remarkable degree of similarity is also present in 

the forms devised for the signs conveying the information 

that the plants concerned have "worthwhile flowers" (in the 

"ABC" system) and that they are "grown for flowers" (in the 

"Plants for all places" system). In each case the sign con- 

cerned has a form of a highly simplified pictorial repre- 

sentation of "a flower", which consists of an outline of 

semi-circles. The only differences are the black shading of 

the six semi-circles in the "Plants for all Places" system, 

and in the central dot in the "ABC" system. 

General comment about arbitrariness 

It is worth pointing out the fact that the three 

systems discussed above have "similar" yet not identical 

signs. Such a similarity in these signs (as well as in 

others) strongly indicates that these are signs, i. e. 

arbitrary. This is because if there were any natural rela- 

tionship between the forms and the denotations these signs 

havel then the same denotation should be given by one and 

the same sign in all three systems. Similarly, the fact 
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that the number of signs denoting a particular requirement, 

e. g. "amounts of light (or shade)II9 differs between the 

systems also strongly indicates that there can be no 

"natural" division of sunlight or daylight (a plant 

requires) into a specified number of sections. Therefore, 

the divisions specified by the signs concerned must be 

arbitrarily decided, and the signs themselves must also be 

arbitrary (i. e. signs). 
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xii 

TWO MORE SYSTEMS 

The following two systems are further examples of simple 

semiotic systems, i. e. of systems that consist of no more 

than an inventory of simple entities. These systems, like 

the preceding systems, exhibit no measure of systemic 

economy at all: no elements in the inventory can combine 

with other elements to constitute self-contained complex 

entities thereby adding further entities to the inventory. 

THE SYSTEM OF LACE KNITTING * 

This "knitting" system consists of twenty-three simple signs 

distributed between two sign-families plus a single sign. 

The first family consists of eighteen signs each of which 

has a form consisting of a 5mm square within which a speci- 

fic design for each knitting instruction is enclosed. The 

second family consists of four signs and uses "letters" for 

"form". The last sign has the form of a horizontal "brace" 

(see list below -- see also following page for the 

explanation of the abbreviations). 

The first three signs, i. e. the signs denoting "knit 1 

* -------------------- ------------------------------------- 

This is a system devised for the Second book 
_Qf 

Modern 
Lacg Knittiligg by Marianne Kinzel. London: Mills & Boon 
Limited, 1961. 



stitch", "knit 2 stitches", KEY FOR CHART 

and "knit 3 stitches", have F-11 K. 1. 

a form consisting of "one F1 fl K. 2. 

bar", "two bars", and "three 
I 1_1 T 

K. 3. 

F-7- bars" respectively (all of 
107 K. I B. 

which are vertical within F-0-1 

the 5mm square that charac- F+_] SLI. 
terises this system). This F-74 K%11. I B. 

51- 

may suggest some plerologi- 
[7A] 

cal or cenological complex- FA-1 
K. 2 tog. 

ity. However, this would be FK71 SI. 1. K. 1, psso. 

confusing arithmetical equa- W S1. I. K. 2 tog., psso. 

174 K. 3 tog. 
tion and graphic complexity IKI SI. 2. K. I. p2sso. 

with systemological complex- 2 K 2 2sso & SI 
7 

. . . tog.. p . 1 

ity. In other words, the 7A S1.2. K. 3 tog.. p2sso. 

fact that "one+one=twoll does FV_1 N1.2. 

M. 3. 
not necessarily mean that 

X This sign in front of a chart line means: knit first stitch I" 
o ne vertical bar of speci- of the round plain. adding the same to the previous 

round- Then proceed by knittino the marked pattern 
fic shape and size, and cen- round. 

XX Do as explained above but mo\e 1%%o stitches instead 
tred within one specific of one. 

L This sign in front of a round means: do not knit last 

square", plus another bar of stitch of previous plain round but use It as first stitch 
for marked pattern round. 

the same characteristics LL Do as explained abo,, e with two stitches. 

-- The brace on top of the Iasi chart line indicates the 

equals "two bars of similar number of stitches taken to2ether b,, one double 
crochet. 

characteristics placed side The figures stand for the number of chain combining 
these groups of stitches. 

by side at certain distance 

from each other and centred both together within this speci- 

fic square". The inapplica bility of the arithmetical equa- 

tion to systemological compl exity becomes clearer if one 

considers that, from the ari thmetical (or even perhaps from 
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`G INSTRUCTIONS ABBREVIATIONS USED N0RKIN 

Thý. ahhrc\ia6om, . ýjopied in ihc %korými: in-, ru:,. iorc of 
ih,, dtmLm, are sucl, as are mo-, vcneraliý uc! -' in 't. rsmmý 
paiierns and xk III he familiar io an% krimer. 

K. -Knit. ' 

KA = Knit I stitch. 

P. -- Purl. 

PA =Purl I stitch. 

KAB. =Knit I stitch through the back. 

SIA = Slip I stitch from the left needle to the righi-hand 
needle wiihout knitting it. 

Psso. =Pass the slip smich over. 

)'o. =)'arn over. i. e. bring the yarn forward between the 
needles and take it back over the right-hand needle 
ready for the next stitch. (in wool patterns this action 
is usuallý described as '%vool foTNA'ard*. ) 

Yo. 2 = Yarn over mice. 

KNI. IB. same as (K. l-M. lB. )= Knit t"jce into one stitch, 
this is into front and then into back, before slipping it 
off the needle. 

(K. I o. ])=- Knit I stitch over the second. i. e. take the needle 
behind the first stitch and insert knitwise into the second 
stitch. Knit this second stitch and leave it on the left 
needle, and then knit the first stitch. No\, \ slip both 
stitches off the needle. The final effect is that the first 
stitch crosses over the second. 

K. 2 tog. = Knit 2 stitches together. 

SLI, KA, psso. =Slip I stitch, knit I stitch and pass the 
slipped stitch over. 

SIA, K. 2 tog., psso. =Slip I stitch, knit 2 stitches together 
pass slipped stitch over. 

K. 3 tog. =Knit 3 stitches together. 

P. 3 tog. =Purl 3 stitches together. 

SI. 2, K. I. p2sso. =Slip 2 stitches, knit I stitch, pass 2 slipped 
sfitches over. 

SI. I. K. 2. psso. 2=Sllp I stitch. knit 2' stitches, pass the 
slipped stitch over both stitches. 

SI. 2. K. 2 tog., p2sso. = Slip 2 stitches. knit 2 stitches together, 
pass 2 slipped stitches over. 

SI. 2, K. 3 tog., p2sso. =Slip 2 stitches. knit 3 stitches together 
and pass the 2 slipped stitches over. 

C. 3R. =Cable 3 stitches, to the right. i. e. take 2 stitches on 
to a spare needle and keep them at the back of the work. 
Knit third stitch, and then krin the two stitches from 
the spare needle. 

C. 3L. =Cable 3 sniches. to the left. j. e wke I siit,: r, on io 
a spareneedle. Keeping this silich In front. knit-' niche, 
and then knit the stitch from the spjre needle. , L-, ihai 
it lies in front of the i%k, o stitches. 

Ni. -"= Make 2) siliches into next stitch. i. e. knit I stitch and 
purl I stitch into the same stitch before slipping ji off 
the neede. 

M.. 3= Make 3 stitches into next stitch. i. e. knit 1. purl 1. 
knit I into the front of the same stitch before slipping it 
off the needle. 

M.. 4= Make 4 stitches into next stitch. i. e. (knit 1. PUT] I). 

iwice, into same stitch before slipping it off the needle. 

M. 5 =Make 5 stitches into yarn over of previous round. I. C. 
knit I (purl 1. knit I ). twice into Nam over of pre\ ious 
round before slipping it off the needle. 

M. 6= Make 6 stitches into double yarn over of previous 
round. i. e. (knit 1, purl 1), 3 times into yarn oNer 2 of 
previous round before slipping it off the needle. 

M. S=Niake 8 stitches into double varn over of pre, jous 
round, i. e. (knit 1, purl 1). 4 times into varn o\er 2 of 
previous round before slipping it off the needle. 

M. 9= Make 9 stitches into next stitch, i. e. knit I (yarn over. 
knit 1), 4 times into front of the same stitch before 
slipping it off the needle. 

st. = St Itch. d. c. --- Double crochet. 

sts. = St Itches. rep. = Repeat. 

ch. = Chain. i ncl. =I ncl usi ve. 

X=This sign in front of a round means: knit first stitch of 
round from first needle on to the third needle. Slip first 
stitch from second needle on to first needle, and then 
slip first stitch from third needle on to the second needle. 
Now proceed to knit the marked pattern round. 

When using a circular pin knit the first stitch of round 
plain, adding it to the previous round, and then start 
to knit the marked pattern round. 

XX=Do as explained above with two stitches. 

LýThis sign in front of a chart line means: do not knit 
last stitch of previous round but slip it on to first needle, 
using the stitch as first stitch for this round. Also slip 
last stitch from first needle on to second needle. and 
last stitch from second needle on to third needle. If 
using a circular knitting needle use last stitch of plain 
round as first stitch for marked pattern round. 

LL=Do as explained above with two stitches. 
*=Asterisk: Repeat the instructions between the asterisks 

as many times as stated. 
)=Brackets: Knit the instructions inside the brackets as 

manY times as specified after closing bracket. 
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the graphic) point of view, the position of the two bars is 

immaterial with respect to the result of the equation "one 

bar + one bar = two bars" irrespective of whether they are 

centred within the squarej placed nearer one of the four 

sides, orientated vertically or at an angle. This is 

clearly not the case in graphic semiotic systems, as a 

horizontal single bar within a square in the knitting system 

denotes "purl 1 stitch" not "knit 1 stitch". Furthermore, 

the fact that graphic elements of design may be identified 

in the forms of other signa does not necessarily mean that 

these signa are complex. If this were the case then the 

sign 11 +11 would be analysed into the signs 11 1 11 and It ý 11 9 

which is incorrect: the sign 11 +11 denotes "slip 1 stitch 

from the left needle to the right-hand needle without 

knitting it", which has nothing to do with the denotations 

of the signs "one vertical bar" and "one horizontal bar" 

(these denote "knit 1 stitch" and "purl 1 stitch" respec- 

tively). For complexity to be established, the "functional 

principle" dictates that all hypothetical constituent 

entities (whether cenological or plerological) must each 

have a distinctive function on their respective level 

(i. e. cenology or plerology). 

Knit two stitches together 

An interesting sign in this system is the one denoting 

"knit 2 stitches together". This has two forms, each con- 

sisting of two lines meeting to form an angle adjacent to 

the top side of the square. The difference between the two 
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forms being the point where the two lines meet relative to 

the top horizontal line of the "square": in the one form, 

the right-hand line is vertical and the other is inclined at 

an angle of 45 degrees; and in the other, both lines incline 

equally, meeting in the middle of the top line (at an angle 

of 60 degrees). It is interesting to note that if the left- 

hand line is vertical then this would constitute the form of 

a sign denoting "slip 1 stitch, knit 1 stitch and pass the 

slipped stitch over". Both forms of the sign denoting "knit 

2 stitches together" are "allocenes" (equivalent to 

allophones in natural language). 

Mnemonic economy 

The signs of this "knitting" system are stated to be 

"evolved by the designer in such a way that they 
symbolise, in their form, the stitch or action 
they represent, thus giving already the outline of 
the -pattern ... A knitter used to chart reading 
can see at a glance how a pattern is developed, a 
fact which eliminates the endless counting of 
stitches and reduces the possibilities of errors". 
(see "chart for altar lace" on following page) 

This claim seems to be substantiated. The signs of this 

lace-knitting system exhibit a number of mnemonic features 

which facilitate its use. For example, "two" (vertical) 

bars are used to convey the information "knit two stitches", 

"three" (vertical) bars are used for "knit three stitches". 

Also, a horizontal "bar", which is the "opposite" of a 

vertical onev denotes "purl", which is the opposite kind of 

stitch to "knit". The form of an open circle in the sign 

denoting "yarn over, i. e. bring the yarn forward between the 
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needles and take it back over the right-hand needle ready 

for the next stitch", is mnemonic in that it is symbolic of 

a strand of wool wound around the needle. 

Another sign showing very clear mnemonic economy is 

that denoting "knit 1 stitch over the second" (so that the 

first stitch crosses over the second). The form of this 

sign reflects this denotation, comprising a central vertical 

"bar" (indicating one stitch) crossed by another, thinner, 

"bar" (indicating a second stitch) angled in a direction 

approximately from the top left-hand corner of the square to 

the bottom right-hand corner of the square. 

The two upward-pointing "angled bars" (mnemonic of 

merging two vertical "bars", which denote two stitches) can 

be associated with the merging of the two stitches to be 

knitted, i. e. "knit 2 stitches together". Similarly, two 

downward-pointing "angled bars" mnemonically symbolise "make 

2 stitches into next stitch". However, it must be noted 

that although the form of this sign is a graphic antonym of 

that of the sign denoting "knit 2 stitches together", the 

same is not true of the signs themselves, i. e. the signs do 

not have opposite denotations. This dimineshes the signs' 

mnemonic value. 

The same can be said of th e sign denoting "make 3 

stitches into next stitch" (which consists of three down- 

ward-pointing "angled bars") and the sign denoting "slip 1 

stitch, knit 2 stitches, pass the slipped stitch over both 

stitches" (which consists of the opposite form, i. e. three 
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upward-pointing "angled bars"). This sign also exhibits a 

measure of mnemonic economy with regard to the sign preced- 

ing it in the "key for chart" (which has a form of two up- 

ward-pointing "angled bars" and which denotes "slip 1 

stitch, knit 1 stitch and pass the slipped stitch over"). 

The difference in number of "bars" is indicative of the 

number of stitches to be knitted. 

Similar mnemonic economy is exhibited by the four "let- 

ter" signs. These comprise two signs whose forms are single 

letters each, IIXII and I'Ll'; and two signs whose forms are 

double letters each, 11XX11 and I'LL". In both cases the signs 

with single letters involve one stitch each, while those 

with double letters involve two stitches. 

***** 

THE MODELLING SYSTE 

The modelling system is devised by a manufacturer of model 

cars, ships, aeroplanes, and their spare-parts in order to 

describe these products (see list below, and an example of 

the use of the signs at the end of this chapter) . 

This is a simple semiotic system which consists of 38 

simple signs (two direction of rotation signs). Apart from 

it being a simple system of simple signs, there is nothing 

semiotically significant that could be said about it without 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
The system described here is from the manufacturer's book 

Graupner ModelljnZ, Germany: Johannes Graupner, 1976. 
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being repetitive. It exhibits very Meaning 
little uniformity among its signs. The of the symbols 
forms of the signs in the system being 

RC R/C, radio control 

a mixture of direct and indirect pict- -No-, free flight 

4-4 control-line 

orial representations, as well as some 
see page 

of abstract nature, e. g. various trian- weight 

length, fuselage length 

gles and lines of various configura- width, wingspan 

height 
tions. Many of the signs in the system 

i surface area 

are pictorially representative (i. e. 
diameter 

bore 

iconic) of their denotations, e. g. the V thickness 

size (of sheets, foils. etc. ) 

sign for "weight" has a form which is a 1W max- load 

representation of the old type of brass max- payload 
*1 engine 

weight. Besides this mnemonic feature volumetric displ- 
0 r- p. m. 

(i. e. pictorial motivation), there are M1111111111111111 shaft thread 

stroke 
others, e. g. indirect representation of spinner 

the idea of the denotation. The sign airscrew 

propeller adapter 

for "engine", for example, has a form direction of rotation 

_C wing holdclown set 
popularly used in representing an ex- 00 engine mount 

plosion. Other illustrative examples mounting holes spacing 

tank 

include the following: I'volumetric dis- ; Z__ break-in period 

power supply 

placement" (which indicates the size of =3" screw-on battery terminal 

the engine and has to do with the 
6041111 marine propeller 

shaft and tube 

usually vertical movement of the piston bearing block 

CD coupling 
in an engine), is indicated by a wide rudder assembly 

black vertical two-way arrow; the sign 
no. of layers (wood) 

for "stroke", i. e. the range of the piston movement, is re- 

presented by a wide white vertical two-way arrow. The sys- 

tem also includes a number of signs which exhibit no 

mnemonic motivation at ali. Illustrative examples of these 
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include a sign whose form is a "black triangle" which de- 

notes "length, fuselage length", and a "line" triangle for a 

sign denoting "height". 

Recommended - recommand6 - consigliato 

No. 41= No. -r'- No. r- No. pe'vo No. GDNo- N o. 

DECAPERM 5-Pol 
1748 or, ou, 0 

136 
411 357/2 1 B4 1382/10 185 475/4 186 

accu 
6 V/4 Ah 

JOHNSON 1753 134 721 
or ou 0 156 + 

2 MONOPERM 1382/0 . , dryfit 
SUPER 5-Pol 1747 135 412 357/2 184 + 185 475/4 186 6 V/7.5 Ah 

(2 off) 1 
(2 off) I 

1382/Oa , 
(2 off) I I 

3655 
I I 

model 1215 mm 154 mm 3,6 kg 
fullsize ship 26,66 m 5,60 m 

S 
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xiii 

THE CLASSICS OF WORLD ART * 

The semiotic system employed by the "Classics of world art" 

series of books is included in this thesis because of the 

interesting display of systematic organisation in its signa, 

illustrating graphically the systemic principle, as well as 

the principle of coinage in the generation of signa which 

belong to clearly delimited signum-families. 

"The Classics of world art" series of books utilises a 

system of thirty-three "symbols"' and three sets of numerals 

to describe briefly and concisely the essential features of 

each painting. The system is presented as follows: 

In order to provide, in readily accessible form, a 
guide to the basic elements of each work, all 
items of the Catalogue are preceded by a number 
(which refers to the chronological position of the 
work in the painter's activity, and is used 
throughout this publication for purposes of iden- 
tification), and by a series of symbols denoting 
the following: 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
The books in this series are published over a number of 

years. Each book is devoted to the works of one particular 
artist, or sometimes to a group of artists. This biblio- 
graphical note, especially with regard to the dates of 
publishingg refers to one such book in the series: jh& 
complete paintings _Qj 

La& VAn Eyks. General publisher: 
Rizzoli Editore2 Italy: 1968. Translated and published in 
Britain by George Weidenf eld and Nicolson Ltd. 2 1970. 

1 This is the number of signa culled from the series as a 
whole. The books in the series vary in their use of signa, 
and no book has all possible signa in the system. The Van 
Eyk book employs 24 of these signa. The 33 signa (see 
appendix "Ell) analysed here comprise the "extension" of the 
system. Its "intension" has many more possible signa. 



execution of the work, i. e. to what extent it is 
the artist's own work 

medium 

base 

location 

other information such as: whether the work is 
signed or dated; whether it is now complete; 
whether it was originally finished. 

The remaining numerals denote respectively the 
size, in centimetres, of the painting (height x 
width) and the date. These figures are preceded 
or followed by an asterisk in all cases in which 
the information given is approximate only. All 
such data are based on the general consensus of 
opinion in the field of modern art history. 
Outstanding differences of opinion and any further 
relevant data are discussed in the text. 

It will be noted from the above that the "symbols" are 

devised for use in this series of books in order to provide 

a guide to the basic elements of each work "in readily 

accessible form". Besides stating directly that the "sym- 

bols" used are expected to be "readily accessible", this 

quote also states indirectly that (written) language is not 

readily accessible, or at least not as readily accessible as 

graphic "symbols". This is one important feature behind the 

wide-spread use of graphic signs (compare the very similar 

stated claims of the "ABC" system, the "Family Circle" sys- 

tem, and that of the "lace knitting" system) . 

A related point worth noting is the reference above to 

the discussion of any "relevant data" in the text. This is 

denoted by a clever "blank" sign in the relevant families 

(see discussion of signa below), which enables the authors 

to present a uniform and organised description of the 
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paintings: all descriptions consist of the same number of' 

signa in the same order. Besides being a helpful mnemonic 

feature, this use of the "blank" signs avoidsthe possible 

confusion resulting from the omission of one or more signum 

in any particular description (c. f. the description of 

plants in the "ABC" system and in the "Family Circle" Sys- 

tem). In addition to this (realisational) uniformity in the 

number of signa used in the description of each painting, 

the system employs the same principle of geometrically 

deviding the basic outline of its forms to produce a uni- 

formity of design in its signa. This is the clearest em- 

bodiment of what I have called the "systemic principle" (or 

"general organising principle") in the "graphic" semiotic 

systems described in this thesis (see Michelangelo's "The 

Fall" below, and other illustrations at the end of the 

chapter). A consequence of this organisation into distinct 

categories, which share the same formal outline and the same 

denotational range, is that these categories constitute a 

signum-family each (but see below also). 
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Sians ano their families 

What the "Classics of World Art" series calls "symbols" 

are defined as 11signa" in Axiomatic Functionalist terms. 

This is clearly the case as these are devised specifically 

for this particular series of books. Furthermore, the sys- 

tematically divided "squares", "circles", and "rectangles", 

used as the forms of the signa in this system, have clearly 

no inherent meaning in themselves which makes them natural 

candidates for conveying the information they convey in this 

system. This being arbitrarily decided establishes these 

signa as signs. This is, therefore, a semiotic system which 

consists of 33 signs presented individually, and grouped in 

five categories, under the headings: "Execution", "Medium", 

"Support", I'Location", and "Other data". 

It is my contention, however, that the two categories 

of sign, which the "Classics of world art" series presents 

under the separate headings, - "Medium" and "Support", are 

more closely related than any other two categories in the 

system. Some people might even argue that they are so 

inseparably related that they are virtually one and the same 

thing. This is due to the fact that the choice of "sup- 

port", i. e. the base material on which the artwork is 

executed, necessarily includes, or at least restricts, the 

choice of material to be used (e. g. oil paint, gouache, 

pastel, charcoal, pen/pencil). This close tie between the 

two categories is manifested on the realisational level by 

their signs being mapped onto the same circular frame in the 

description of works of art in the series (see the various 
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examples in the chapter). These two categories of sign 

constitute, therefore, two subdivisions (sub-families? ) 

within one sign-family. 

lh& execution sian-family 

The first sign-family has a general dimension of deno- 

tation which relates to the authenticity of the work of art 

concerned, i. e. to what extent the work described is the 

artist's own work". It consists of eleven members (plus one 

"blank") which have in common a square frame measuring 4mm 

each side . This is subdivided (by a thinner line than that 

of the square) into nine smaller squares of equal size; 

these form three adjacent horizontal rows, and also three 

adjacent vertical rows, of three squares each (forming one 

central square, surrounded by the remaining eight squares). 

This is presented as follows: 

Artist's own work 

Done by artist with assistance 

Done by artist and associates 

Done by artist with extensive help from associates 

Work executed in the bottega (workshop) 

attributed to artist by most authorities 

Execution by artist doubted by most authorities 

Traditionally attributed to artist 

Recently attributed to artist 

Doubtful work 

Work not judged (not accessible) 
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Three of the signs in this family can, using the com- 

mutation test, be established to have cenologically complex 

forms. These are the first, second, and sixth sign. Except 

for these, the "cenemes", i. e. elements of form, of the 

remaining member signs of this family, cannot be analysed 

into semiotically meaningful elements, i. e. those which have 

distinctive function in cenology: the component squares 

(shaded black or unshaded) in the form of each of these 

signs do not exist in the inventory of signs in the system, 

nor do th ey commute with other component squares in the 

forms of other signs in the system. Each of these signs in 

this family is, therefore, despite graphic or geometric com- 

plexity, a "simple sign". 

Mnemoni-c economy 

Studying the signs of this f amily for a while, one 

becomes aware of the subtle and clever way in which mnemonic 

features are displayed in the forms of these signs. 1 

Firstly, the 4mm square "frame" with its wiry and regular 
o 

divisions, common to all members of the family, holds some 

similarity to the outline of a "canvas", which is "squared" 

and ready for working on: it is certainly more mnemonical 

of a painting than the "circle" of the next sign-family). 

Secondly, the degree of authenticity of the artwork des- 

cribed is signified by the pattern and number of shaded 
---------------------------------------------------------- The "artists" who devised these "symbols" must have 

assumed that art-lovers are very observant readers(? ), as 
the mnemonic economy features exhibited are by no means 
obvious. Orv perhaps they worked to Leonardo da Vinci's 
principle that the real artist works for the connoisseurs, 
not for the general undifferentiating publicM. 
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component squares in each frame. The first member of the 

family, denoting "artist's own work", for example, has all 

the component squares shaded black (I'M 11). The fifth member 

of the family, denoting "work executed in the workshoP'Iq 

i. e. with minimal contribution from the artist concerned, 

has only the central component square shaded black (112111). 

The second, third and fourth members of the family, denote a 

range in between these two extremes; each successive member 

denotes a decreasing contribution towards the execution of 

the work by the artist. This is reflected by a proportion- 

ate decrease in the number of shaded component squares in 

the forms of these signs ("C111,11 El if I I'll") . In the forms 

of the sixth and seventh member signs, the probable authen- 

ticity of the work may be be gauged by the proportion of 

component squares which are shaded black: the sixth sign 

denotes work "attributed to artist by most authorities", and 

all component squares except the one occupying the bottom 

right-hand corner of the frame are shaded black (111211); 

whereas the seventh sign denotes "execution by artist 

doubted by most authorities" has only four component squares 

shaded The unshaded components in this seventh sign 

comprise the right-hand vertical row and the bottom 

horizontal row (suggesting, it seems to me, few "cornered? " 

advocates of the authenticity of the work by the doubting 

critics -- but perhaps this is reading too much in these 

signsl). The eighth sign, denoting "traditionally attribut- 

ed to artist" has more component squares shaded black 

(11advocates"? ) than white OIN 11). The ninth sign, denoting 

"recently attributed to artist", on the other hand, has a 
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reverse situation in its frame 
OIRS 11 The tenth sign, 

denoting "doubtful work" has a form which can be regarded as 

the opposite of that of the sixth sign (denoting "attributed 

to artists by most authorities"). It has a single component 

square shaded black in its bottom left corner (110111). The 

eleventh sign, denoting "inaccessible work", has a form 

similar to the preceding sign (which perhaps suggests that 

the work remains doubtful in the eyes of the authors of the 

11 Classics of world art" until they can examine it). It has 

a form with one component square shaded black in its bottom 

right corner (11911). 

The kind-of-work family 

The second sign-family in this system has eleven mem- 

bers (plus a "blank"). It is subdivided in the "Key to sym- 

bols used" into those members denoting the "medium" in which 

the work is executed, and those members denoting the "base" 

(or "support") of the work. The members of these two sub- 

divisions, however, share a common form, consisting of a 

circle of 4mm in diameter. This is divided in half by a 

horizontal line of the same thickness as that delimiting the 

circumference of the circle. The resulting halves of the 

"circl ell correspond to the two subdivisions in the family: 

the signa denoting "medium" utilise the upper half, while 

those denoting "Support" utilise the lower half of this cir- 

cular frame. Each half of the circle is divided further 

into three segments of equal form and dimension by two thin- 

ner equidistant lines radiating from the centre of the cir- 
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cle to its circumference, as follows: 

oil 
Alfresco 

Tempera 

Water colour 

Crayon/Pastel 

Canvas 

Wall 

Panel/Wood 

Parchment 

Cardboard 

Bronze/Metal 

A family of comple-x signs 

Although the two categories of sign in this family are 

presented separately (each with its own frame of full circle 

of identical proportions and partitioning), the member signs 

of these categories are never realised independently of each 

other. Their shared partitioned circle must therefore be 

regarded as the formal "frame" which characterises the signs 

of this family. It is similar in this respect to the 

various "frames" utilised by sign-families in other systems 

described above. The two half-circle components of the 

member signs of this family have specific discrete, though 

related, denotations each. As these are commutable signs, 

each in its own right, they constitute, therefore, two cons- 

tituent signs within one complex sign. Each free-standing 
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member sign in this family, thusl consists of two constit- 

uent signs. As there is no ordering relations between these 

two constituent signs, the complex they form is thus a 

plerematic one, i. e. a complex unordered sign. 

The forms of these signs can, however, be analysed fur- 

ther into elements (of form) which have distinctive func- 

tion, i. e. into cenemes. This can be done by commutation, 

e. g. II&I (oil) is commutable with 11011 (water colour) 

establishing the middle top "triangle" as a functional 

ceneme. Similarly, all six partitions of the "circle" can 

be established as cenemes. The forms of these signs are 

therefore, cenlogical complexes. Furthermore, as the order 

of the black and white cenemes is functional, i. e. corres- 

ponds to a difference in the message conveyed, the forms of 

these signs must, therefore, be extablished to be Ordered, 

i. e. they are cenotactic complexes. 

Mnemonic economy 

The main (significative) mnem- 

onic feature exhibited in the form 

of the members of this second sign- 

family is the correspondence in the 

division of the form into upper and 

lower halves7 mentioned above. It 

will be noted that the signs signi- 

fying the medium in which works are 

executed have shaded segments in 

the top half of the circle only, 
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whereas the signs signifying the material on which the work 

is Supported have shaded segments in the bottom half of the 

circle only (see Da Vinci's "Gioconda/Mona Lisa", above, as 

well as other examples in the chapter). This upper/lower 

dichotomy in the form common to the members of this 

sign-family corresponds to the surface and basal components 

of a painting, i. e. to the "medium" (or material) in which 

it is executed and to the "base" on which this medium is 

"supported". 

LU location family 

This third sign-family has four members, denoting the 

"location" of the artwork described. These have a common 

form consisting of a verticall row of three equidistant cir- 

cles (of 1mm in diameter each), which are placed approxim- 

ately 0.5mm above each other. The signs in this family are 

differenciated formally by the number and location of their 

"black" component circles. The first sign has the three 

component circles shaded black, the second sign has two (the 

middle one is unshaded) , the third sign has only the middle 

component circle shaded, and the last has no shading at all, 

as follows: 

Premises open to the public 

0 Private collection 
0 
40 
0 Whereabouts unknown 

Work lost 
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flMily- 
-Qf simple signs 

The forms of the member signs of this family are 

unanalysable into elements of form which have distinctive 

function (i. e. cenemes): neither the vertical row of cir- 

cles making up each sign nor the individual component cir- 

cles of each sign, whether shaded black or unshaded, exist 

independently in the inventory of signs of the system, nor 

in the forms of other signs: no commutation is possible 

without a residue. Each of the signs in this family is, 

therefore, a "simple sign". 

Mnemonic economy 

There is some mnemonic economy exhibited by the signs 

of this family which is reminiscent of the mnemonic princi- 

ple used in the first family of signs. In other words, and 

in terms of accessibility of the public to the works of art 

denoted, the number of shaded component circles in the form 

of these signs corresponds to the degree of accessibility. 

This ranges from all three being black (denoting complete 

accessibility) to no shading at all (denoting complete inac- 

cessibility). In between these two extremes, the sign 

denoting "private collection", i. e. work accessible to a 

number of people (though not to the general public), has two 

black component circles. The sign denoting "whereabouts un- 

known"t i. e. accessible only to very few people (those -- if 

any -- who possess the work), has a form with only one black 

component circle. 
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The fourth sign-family in this semiotic system denotes 

data related to the artworks described which is not given in 

the preceding sign-familiesi e. g. whether or not the work 

concerned is signed or finished. There are four members in 

this family which share a common framework of a rectangle 

(2-5 x 3.5 mm) the shorter sides of which are horizontal. 

This is divided into four rectangular units of equal dimen- 

sion by three horizontal lines, thinner than that delimiting 

the rectangular frame, running between the two longer sides 

of the rectangular frame (compare this manifestation of 

"organisation" in the forms of these signs with the forms of 

the "Execution" and "Medium and Support" families). The 

four signs differ formally in the location of the single 

component rectangle which is shaded black, as follows: 

Work signed 

Work dated 

Work incomplete or now fragmentary 

Work unfinished 

The signs of this family are simple signs which have 

non-analysable, non-commutable forms. It is interesting to 

note that these do not follow the form and pattern of the 

shading used in the preceding family: the family does not 

have a form divided into three component rectangles which 

could be shaded in a similar way to those of the preceding 
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f amily. This is probably because 

unlike those of the preceding 

range of denotation uniting them 

other families: these are separat 

signs in the preceding families. 

no mnemonic features seem to 

members of this sign-family. 

Blank 
-siRna 

the signs in this family, 

families, have no general 

as closely together as 

e and not as related as the 

This is also probably why 

exist in the forms of the 

There remain the three "blank frames": the "square", 

"circle", and "rectangle". As in this discussion, these are 

presented together on one line after the main body of the 

other signs, as follows: 

EDG)Q Key to these symbols provided in text 

The denotation of these signs (each in its respective 

family) is that the information regarding the work of art 

concerned cannot be denoted by any of the signs in these 

(respective) families, and that it needs to be explained 

verbally. The denotation of these signs can thus be "see 

text for information on the 'execution', 'medium and sup- 

port', or 'other data' (depending on the blank sign used)". 

Although the denotation of these signs seems to be "see 

text", this cannot be given as clearly (and as immediately) 

by one sign only (instead of three). This is because it 

could be confusing as regards the information one needs to 

see the text about. Although this can be deduced from the 

"absent" sign (which is replaced by this hypothesised one 
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"see text" sign), this deduction involves mental calculation 

which detracts from the system being "readily accessible". 

Furthermore, using three signs the forms of which are estab- 

lished in their respective families is mnemonically more 

economical because it gives a uniform completeness to the 

descriptions of the works of art, as well as convey the 

information in a more precise fashion, as was mentioned at 

the beginning of this chapter. 

Numeral siRn-families 

Three sets of signs, comprising three sign-families and 

utilising a form consisting of a number of numerals each, 

are employed in this system. These should perhaps be con- 

sidered to constitute an auxiliary semiotic system (or sys- 

tems) which the "graphic art system" contracts, as it were, 

to execute specific functions (that of conveying specific 

types of information) to which they are by their nature most 

aptly suited. As auxiliary systems they are governed by the 

rules of this "Art" system, not by their own rules as 

independent systems. This is an important point as on it 

depends the semiotic nature of the signs involved, i. e. 

whether these are simple or complex signs. Illustrative 

examples of each of these three (alpha)numeric sign- fami- 

lies are the following: 1148111, "482a" or 11482b"; 1180x53"; 

and "189811. The first three denote "the chronological 

position of the work in the painter's acitivityn; the fourth 

denotes "the size in centimetres (height x width)"; and the 

fifth "the date". These clear borrowings are, except for 
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the sign for "size", cenologically complex signs, because of 

the commutations possible between the cenemes which constit- 

ute their forms. For example, 11482a" commutes with 11482b" 

establishing 11 a 11 and "b" as (borrowed) cenemes which have 

distinctive function in cenology: they distinguish the 

forms of two separate signs, each of which denotes a 

different painting (see examples below). The same applies 

to the numerals in these forms and to those of the signs 

denoting "the date", as they can be shown to consist of a 

number of cenemes by commutation. Unless the conventions of 

number-writing are included in this "art" system, these 

forms have to be established as cenologically complex (not 

plerologically). This analysis does not extend to the signs 

denoting "size". This is because of the presence of the 

multiplication sign IIxII (borrowed from arithmetic). The 

conventions of arithmetic, however, are not part of the 

conventions of this semiotic system (except perhaps in a 

mnemonic sense). Therefore, IIxII cannot be established in 

this system as a distinctive ceneme in its own right: no 

commutation is possible neither cenologically, nor 

plerologically. The signs for "size" must, therefore, be 

established as simple signs. 

Four graphic and three numerical sign-families have 

been discussed, which together make up this semiotic system 

of the "Classics of world art" series of books. One graphic 

sign-familyp that of "Medium and Base", is established as a 
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family of cenotactically and plerematically complex signs, 

and two numeric families are established as families cf 

cenematically complex signs. 

tem isa complex system. 

families with the "graphic" 

Therefore, this semiotic sys- 

Including the alphanumeric sign- 

ones produces an interesting 

system which exhibits a mixture of different kinds of signs 

in one(? ) system. Further analyses of many more semiotic 

systems need to be undertaken, however, before the question 

of the status of the "lending" systems and their influence 

can be decided. It seems, however, that treating them as 

sub-systems which intersect with the main semiotic system c-it 

the junction of the borrowed signa seems a promising 

proposition. 

I 
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xiv 

THE AA-MEMBERSI HANDBOOK 19 2/73 * 

The "abbreviations and symbols" used in the AA-Members' 

Handbo9k, listed and explained on the inside front cover, 

are divided into three groups (see appendix 'IF"). Two of 

these are under the main headings "Garage entries" and 

"Hotel entries" and apply specifically to garages and hotels 

respectively. The third group, which has no heading and is 

presented before the other two, is of a general nature and 

applies to both garages and hotels. 1 

A syste _Qf signa 

These "abbreviations and symbols" are specifically 

designed for the AA-Handbook to indicate specific services, 

and/or to convey specific information-values. Therefore, it 

is inconceivable that the relationship between these 

"symbols" and the meanings they convey. should be other than 

conventional. In other words, these relationships, although 

mnemonically motivated to varying degrees, are still arbit- 

rarily established by the conventions of the AA-Handbook. 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
In view of the large size of the AA system, I shall con- 

centrate on a selection of a few "interesting"' signa for 
detailed analysis, mainly from those in the "Garage Entries" 
group, in order to avoid unnecessary repetition as far as 
possible. 

1 In the current issue of the AA-Handbook this third group 
is given the heading "General Entries". 



Therefore, these "abbreviations and symbols" are classif ied 

in Axiomatic Functionalism as signa. 

This becomes clear if one considers the changing 

number, and sometimes that of the design, of these "abbrev- 

iations and symbols" over the years, e. g. the "break- 

down-truck" signum started life as a long car with a winch 

attached to its back the 'Ify" signum changed its 

straight font for italics, and the "no dogs" signum had a 

labrador type head in the early years which changed in the 

current edition into a head having the perked ears of a 

German-Shepherd type dog. Also, while the services offered 

by the "Automobile Association" increased over the years, 

the number of the "abbrev ia tions and symbols" in the 

handbook decreased substantially (e. g. the 1972/3 has 73 

entries as opposed to 37 in the current issue). Some of the 

reduction in the number of signa used is due to certain 

services becoming obsolete or perhaps little desired, e. g. 

"chauffeur-driven car hire", "Collection and delivery 

service for nearby airport or docks", etc. But the reduc- 

tion is due mainly to some services being no more indicated 

because they have become available generally, i. e. have 

become standard services, e. g. "Single room (with private 

bath or shower, and toilet) and breakfast, per night" , "No 

forecourt facility", etc. 

Consequently, the denotations of these (disused signa) 

are distributed among the other related signa changing the 

denotations of the latter as necessary, e. g. all hotels 

listed in the AA-Handbook are expected now to have at least 
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some single rooms with private toilet facilities. This 

change of denotation in itself negates the possibility of 

any natural relationship existing between the signa and 

their denotations. This is necessarily the case as main- 

taining otherwise leads to the absurd conclusion that a 

natural relationship (i. e. a relationship of cause and 

effect) between a signum and its denotation is alterable by 

a change in the designation of a separate and independent 

signum. Indeed any reduction, or increase, in the number of 

signa in any semiotic system affects all the signa in the 

system, as, by definition, a semiotic system is a network of 

relationships between the totality of the signs in any one 

system. Any disturbance affecting any part of a semiotic 

system reverberates throughout the system and causes modif- 

ications and changes in the structure of its network of 

relationships. This change also proves, albeit indirectly, 

that the signum system affected is a semiotic system, 

i. e. not a collection of, for example, natural indices or 

even signa. 

complicated. syste 

From the systemic principle point of view the AA system 

is more complicated than the systems described so far. Each 

of the three main groups of signa in this system consists of 

a mixture of one or more signum-families, as well as of 

individual signa of a variety of forms (different principles 

of coinage are operative across these groups). The 

"general" groupq for exampleg consists of twelve signa, two 
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of which constitute a signum-family of two simple signs: 

the form of one is purely pictorial (a line representation 

of a telephone), while that of the other combines the same 

pictorial representation of a telephone with the letter 'IN" 

(upper case and placed immediately to the left of the 

telephone representation). The only difference between this 

family and, say, the "temperature" family of the "ABC" book 

of plants is that this family uses the letter 'IN" instead of 

shading (in fact in later editions of the AA-Handbook the 

"handle" of the phone design for "night phone" is shaded 

black, viz: 111"'). The rest of the signa in this group are 

all "abbreviations". 

Mnemoni-c economy 

The use of a number of "abbreviations" rather than 

"symbols" to convey certain information, e. g. 'Ify" f or 

"ferryll, 'IS" for "seasonal opening", etc. is not explained, 

but must be assumed to be dictated by practical and mnemonic 

considerations, namely ease of learning and of use. It is 

worth noting, however, that from a semiotic point of view, 

there is no inherent difference between a line configuration 

of pictorial nature, e. g. I'll" and another of abstract 

nature, whether it is called an "abbreviation", or not, 

e. g. 11 (5 11, 'If r", or tlfyfl,, 

As the signa in the AA system are designed specifically 

for ease and speed of reference, it is essential that they 

are easily recognised, understood and learnt, i. e. as mnem- 

onically economical as possible. This is manifested in the 
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fact that the "abbreviations" consist of letters culled from 

words in their explanations. In the "symbols", mnemonic 

economy is manifested in that their design includes (and in 

some cases consists wholly of) pictorial elements related to 

their meaning, e. g. a representation of a spanner for 

"garage", and that of a recovery truck for "breakdown 

service centre". 

It is not easy to decide whether "abbreviations" or 

"symbols" are the more mnemonic. On the one hand, "abbre- 

viations" utilise the familiar, readily available, and 

readily recognisable forms of letters of the alphabet. 

Secondly, "abbreviations" are readily recognisable subs- 

titutes of words, or of groups of words, whose meaning is 

very closely related to, or constitutes the significant part 

of, or in some cases constitutes the whole of the denota- 

tions of the signs (i. e. "abbreviations") concerned. Their 

correct understanding, therefore, presents the brain with a 

smaller problem involving less energy than if presented with 

previously unencountered "abstract" signs. On the other 

hand, pictorially motivated signa, once learnt, have the 

advantage of being easily spotted: their forms are gener- 

ally simpler than those of "abbreviations", which are gener- 

ally cenologically more complex. 
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Principle 
-of coinaae 

Although it could be argued that once the principle of 

"coinagelf is recognised, the "abstract" signa (i. e. "abbr- 

eviations") become very easily guessable (even without 

consulting the table of abbreviations and symbols) it is not 

clear, however, what the principle employed here is. In the 

case of "abbreviations" especially, there seems to be no 

correlation between the number of letters in the abbrevia- 

tions used and the number of words in their explanation, nor 

of the length of the message conveyed. Analysis of these 

abbreviations yields no consistent principle which can be 

applied, neither in the choice of nor in the number of 

letters used in the abbreviations. These ("abbreviations") 

include: lower case letters, e. g. "ell for "early or 

beginning of ... 11,11frIl for "from", Ilbdill for "Inclusive 

dinner, bed, and breakfast (rate always charged whether 

dinner taken or not)"; capital letters, e. g. IIBII for "Bed 

and breakfast per person per night", 'IRS" for "repairs and 

servicing until time sh own", IIBD&B 11 for "Double bed and 

breakfast per night"; a mixture of both, e. g. IlMnll for 

"Service until midnight", IIEtrII for "Easter"; hyphenated 

letters, e. g. IIc-dII for "Collection and delivery service 

for nearby airport or docks"; use of different fonts, 

e. g. I'*" for "Open Sundays and Bank Holidays", I'M" (bold) 

for "Motel or motor hotel", "Fill (bold italic) for "Fuel 

injection specialists", (very) small letters in a circle, 

e. g. 11 @11 for "Approved hotel"; and a mixture of letters and 

symbols7 e. g. IfNTýll for "Night telephone", tl&ýýtl for "Single 
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room (with private ba th or shower, and toilet) and 

breakfast, per night". 

A pertinent point touched upon above regarding the AA's 

abbreviations, which the Handbook does not clarify, is what 

these letters are abbreviations of. They are not abbrevia- 

tions of the wording of the explanatory messages (given on 

the inside cover of the AA-Handbook) as is clear from the 

examples above. They cannot be abbreviations of the denota- 

tions of the signa involved either because denotations are 

meaning entities and pieces of information which cannot be 

abbreviated to letters, but can be conveyed through signs. 

What these abbreviations resemble (and this perhaps is 

accidental) is what is rather loosely called "mnemonics" of 

(computer) "Assembly Language". ' Like Assembly Language, the 

"abbreviations" in the AA-Handbook use the same principle of 

presenting the brain with the familiar form consisting of 

one or more letters, present in keywords in the message to 

be conveyed, thus providing the brain with important links, 

which substantially facilitate the 1 earning and recall of 

these messages. 

Abbreviations samil borrowlj3Z 

The "abbreviations" used in the AA system have to be 

established as simple signs, despite the fact that they 

appear to be cenologically complex. In the case of "abbre- 

viations" which consist of one "letter", e. g. "C" (denoting 
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"children accepted over minimum age")q IIUII (denoting "un- 

licensed"), "ell (denoting "early or beginning of), etc., it 

is clear that these are simple signs each: if they were 

compl ex they would have to have complex forms. The "abbre- 

viations" which consist of two or more "letters", e. g. "ex" 

(denoting "except"), "Tea" (denoting "afternoon tea"), "sea" 

(denoting "hotel with majority of rooms overlooking sea"), 

etc., may seem to suggest that they are complex signs, at 

least cenologically. The deciding factor, however, is not 

the number of letters which can be discerned in the forms of 

these signs but the application of the "functional 

principle"; in other words, whether or not the individual 

letters in the clusters constituting the forms of these 

---------------------------------------------------------- This is an interpretive code similar to "Hexadecimal 
notation" (see Chapter 11XVI11) for instructing the processing 
unit (or units) within a computer to carry out specific 
tasks. The mnemonics string 11LD A, (B)II, for example, is 
translated by an assembler programme into Machine Code 
instruction for a specific computer to "'Load' the content 
of memory location B into register All. Although this "mnem- 
onics" coding makes it easier for humans to interact with 
computers with a reasonable degree of intelligibility 
(because of the use of specific letters of one or two key 
words in the instruction) this cannot be correctly called 
abbreviations. "Assembly Language" is a code which inter- 
sects with written English in a semiotically non-significant 
way: it borrows its expressions from written English, 
utilising the brain's ability to link 'similar' forms (or 
entities) together, transferring in the process the informa- 
tion conveyed by the one to the other. In other words, by 
linking the mnemonics 11LD A, (B)" of Assembly Language to 
the equivalent English message via the words "Load register 
A with content of memory location B11, learning the meaning 
of these "mnemonics" becomes much easier than if the message 
and the mnemonics have no letters in common. Comparing 
different wordings of the message should make this point 
clear, e. g. "place the content of the memory location whose 
symbol letter occurs within parentheses after the comma in 
the register specified by the letter before the comma". It 
is perhaps because of the realization that this is a new 
(semiotic) code that it is called "Assembly Language", in 
common parlancey rather than, say7 Abbreviated English. 
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signa have distinctive function. This is decided by the 

commutation test. One has to beware of mixing one's 

knowledge of the letters of the English alphabet (and of the 

English language) with the letters, as elements of form in 

these "abbreviations". With this in mind, all these com- 

plex-looking clusters of letters constitute in fact a simple 

form each. This is because no commutation is possible among 

these forms without leaving a residue. For example, 

although in the minimal pairs "Teal' and "sea" the "letters", 

or more correctly the tentative "elements of form", 'IT" and 

Its" can be established as potential constituents of form, 

the remaining part of the forms, i. e. 'lea", cannot be estab- 

lished as elements of form in their own right, as they 

cannot be commuted in the system. The same applies to the 

other minimal pairs, e. g. IIfrII and 'Ify", IIMdII and I'Mnll, IlLdll 

and IlLpll (denoting "time last dinner can be ordered" and 

"last post" respectively"). Consequently, no cluster of 

letters can be established as a cenological complex in this 

system. The fact that some "abbreviations" may be generally 

understood as proper abbreviations for the words in their 

denotation, e,. g. "TIC" (denoting "Tourist information 

Centre"), does not alter the situation; if at all, in fact, 

it emphasizes the arbitrary nature of this "abbreviation". 

Any complexity that is discernible in the forms of these 

("abbreviation") signa is purely graphic, not semiotic. 

consequentlyv the signa constituted by these forms have to 

be established as simple signa. 
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The same argument ap: -/-'ies to the signum llnigý-t 

telephone", which combines a letter and a pictorial element 

in its form (IINTI'll). In other words, as the pictorial 

element of form cannot be commuted in the AA system this has 

to be established as simple unanalysable form. The signum 

of which this is a form is thus a simple signum. The other 

signum which combines a letter and a pictorial element in 

its form,, 11B,;: $11, can be established by commutation to be 

complex (both elements of form are commutable). In the 

absence of any tactic relations between the two elements of 

form, this has to be cenematic complex. 

GARAGE ENTRIES 

The "garage entries" start with a garage classification 

scheme which is explained as follows: 

The AA Garage Plan, by the use of spanner symbols, 
enables members to select the garage most suited 
to carry out the type of service or repair 
required ... The signs displayed by AA-appointed 
garages indicate the type of garage and the extent 
of the services available. 

Although it seems reasonable to expect the semantic field of 

"type of garage" and that of "extent of services" to overlap 

extensively (and perhaps cause some confusion in deciphering 

the signa involved) , it shculd be pointed out that, as used 

in the AA-Handbook, they are mutually exclusive. Each of 

these terms indicates certain features (or services) in- 

dependent of those indicated by the other. Furthermore, 

"type of garage" and "extent of services" are expressed by 

two different sets of signa which are also independent of, 
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and unrelated to each Other. 
1 

"Type of garage", in the AA-Handbook, indicates how 

well equipped a garage is to carry out certain repairs. 

"Extent of services available" indicates to what extent, if 

at all, a garage participates in the AA free breakdown 

service scheme. The pictorial representations used in the 

"garage entries" can, therefore, be further subdivided into 

two sub-groups. The first of these is a rating system which 

indicates the "type of garage" by the use of from one to 

three spanner-silhouettes. This rating applies to car re- 

pair garages only. In other words, it indicates how well a 

particular garage is equipped to carry out repairs on cars, 

but not on scooters, motorcycles, or three-wheel vehicles. 

The second sub-group consists of the rest of the "abbrevia- 

tions and symbols" in the garage entries and indicates the 

"extent of services" available from particular garages, 

e. g. long opening hours, free breakdown service, repair of 

other types of vehicle, etc. 

GARAGE RATING SIGN-FAMILY 

The first sub-group constitutes a system of rating for 

garages which consists of three signa sharing the same 

semantic field, namely "garages equipped to carry out a 

- -------------------------------------------------------- 'It is worth noting that while it is perhaps obviously the 
case that not all car repair garages offer free breakdown 
service, the reverse is not as obvious. In other words, not 
all garages which offer breakdown repair service are car re- 
pair garages. The AA-Handbook lists garages which offer no 
repair service except in the case of a breakdown, 

11 ji6iftgemy Gar Atmrford Rd Tý Rothwe112382 yj 
e. go RS530Pm 58pm Aus MG FPD 080 (i) V& 
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range of repairs" (corresponding to the number of span- 

ner-silhouettes displayed). These member signa share also 

the formal outline of a spanner-silhouette (which is doubled 

and trebled to indicate two further levels of service). In 

other words, this rating system constitutes a signum-family 

of three members, each having a form consisting of one 

"spanner-silhouette", or more, indicating the level of re- 

pair a garage is equipped to carry out, as follows: 

One spanner denotes garages equipped to carry 
out minor mechanical and electrical repairs 
and routine servicing. 

Two spanners indicate garages which are 
competent to handle all standard mechanical 
and electrical repairs and servicing, but are 
not quite as fully equipped as those awarded 
three spanners. 

vvi Three spanners are displayed by well-equipped 
garages capable of handling every kind of 
mechanical, electrical, or body repair and 
overhaul. 

Pictorial motivation and the first member sianum 

Being perhaps the most common tool in any garage, a 

spanner has an unmistakably clear connection with, and an 

obvious reference to, garage. It might be argued, there- 

fore, that an illustration of one (or more) spanners is an 

obvious and "natural" symbol for garage. Such argument can- 

not be maintained: although a spanner is generally associ- 

ated with garages, there is nothing inherent in its form, 

nor in the form of a silhouette representation of it, to 

denote "garage", let alone "garages equipped to carry out 

minor mechanical and electrical repairs and routine ser- 
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vicing". Similarly, there is nothing inherent in the forms 

of two, or three spannerS, or spanner-silhouettes, to denote 

different types of garages offering varying levels of car 

repair. Furthermore, although spanners are strongly 

associated with garages for car repair, they are equally 

strongly associated. with garages of all kinds, as well as 

with other professions and DIY work. If it were the case 

that spanners (and representations of spanners) "naturally, " 

represented or denoted "garages", they would not have needed 

"explanation". This becomes clear when one considers that 

if these silhouette representations of spanners were removed 

from their context it would be difficult to tell what they 

represented. 

Clearly, it is the AA-Handbook which has decided arbit- 

rarily what one, two, or three spanner-silhouettes, in the 

context of this semiotic system, should signify. In 

explaining these spanner "symbols", the AA-Handbook gives 

them their denotations, establishing the arbitrary nature of 

their semiotic identity. It is thus clear that the 

relationship between one, two, and three spanner-silhouettes 

and the information these convey is totally arbitrarily. 

This does not deny nor affect the pictorial motivation 

in the choice of a spanner-silhouette (or silhouettes) for 

the denotation of these particular information-values. At 

the same timeg this pictorial motivation does not affect the 

arbitrary nature of these signa, nor does it, consequently, 

affect their semiotic nature. They remain fully conven- 

tional signs. This becomes even clearer when one considers 
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that many garage tools other than "spanner" could have been 

chosen, and these may be mnemonically as well as semiotic- 

ally just as appropriate for the denotation of "garage 

types". The choice of spanner representations, which are 

easily associated with garages, to denote types of garage is 

mnemonically very appropriate as it makes these signa 

readily understood and easily learnt. Notwithstanding this 

strong pictorial motivation, however, each of these "signal' 

remains totally arbitrary. It is by the conventions estab- 

lished in the AA-Handbook that each is assigned the informa- 

tion which it denotes, and, consequently, must be estab- 

lished as a Sign. The first of these, the "one-spanner" 

sign is, in the absence of any proof to the contrary, estab- 

lished as a Simple sign. 

Two-spanner signu 

The second member in this garage-type signum-family has 

the form of two identical spanner-silhouettes standing close 

and parallel to each other and inclined to the left in the 

same fashion as the silhouette form of the first sign. In 

other words, the two spanner-silhouettes which constitute 

the form of this sign are exact duplicates of the one sil- 

houette form used in the first sign. 

This may seem to suggest that those classified as 

two-spanner garages offer twice as much service as those 

classified as one-spanner garages, which implies that this 

sign is complex. This appears to be deceptively simple: 

double spanner = double service. This assumption, however, 
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is invalid and logically incorrect. Although 111-spanner" + 

"l-spanner" may yield a 112-spanner" sign, "basic service" + 

"basic service" cannot be said to yield anything but more 

"basic service". If the 112-spanner" sign denoted a garage 

which offered two basic services simultaneously (whatever 

this may mean), or the space and staff capability of giving 

basic service to two cars at the same time, then the above 

equation might apply. This is clearly not the case here, as 
I 

the denotation of the 112-sp2nner" sign shows. 

tentatively complex sign 

This sign could be argued to be complex if it could be 

established that one of its two spanners stands for a garage 

o E'fering "basic service", as in the one-spanner sign, and f 

the other stands for the "additional service", which raises 

this particular garage to a level of competence above that 

of a one-spanner garage. 

That it is not possible to decide which of the two 

spanners stands for "basic service" and which for "addition- 

al service" is immaterial, as the sign could be argued to be 

morphologically complex, comparable in English to, 

ff it# 11 e. g. went . go" + "past", or "wives": It wife + plural". 

The argument that the occurrence of the one-spanner sign in 

this case becomes confusing (as it is then impossible to 

determine whether it denotes "basic service" or "additional 

service") can be refuted, and the "confusion" resolved, by 

establishing rules of realisation which state that whenever 

a free-standing 111-spanner" sign occurs it denotes "basic 
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service", not "additional service". This is logical and not 

unreasonable, as there could not be any "additional service', 

without "basic service". This is also comparable to the 

signs for "past" and "plural" in the examples above, where 

the rules of English make it impossible for these to occur 

independent of in the first case a verb, and in the second a 

noun. 

It may be possible to establish, by commutation with 

the 111-spanner" sign, an occurrence-dependent tentative 

sign, "additional service". This would have the bound form 

one spanner-silhouette which can only occur as an element of 

form of a complex sign with at least one other "spanner-sil- 

houette". It is not possible, however, to establish in the 

same way the other "one-spanner" as a sign in its own right, 

as it cannot be commuted with other signs denoting places 

offering "additional service". It cannot be commuted with 

its absence either, as this would produce a free-standing 

"bound sign", denoting an ("additional") extension to a 

("basic") service which does not exist. As it is the case 

in Axiomatic Functionalism that unless all elements of a 

complex sign are signs, each in their own right, then none 

of these elements can be a sign, this "2-spanner" sign has 

therefore to be classified as a Simple sign. 
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The third and last member in this signum-family has the 

form of three identical spanner-silhouettes, standing close 

and parallel to each other and inclined to the left in a 

similar fashion to the two preceding signs. It denotes 

"garages capable of handling every kind of mechanical, 

electricaig or body repair and overhaul". It seems, there- 

fore, that the form, as well as the denotation of this 

signum incorporate those of the preceding two signs; and 

that this appears to be a plerological complex signum. 

It might be argued that, by commuting this sign with 

the 111-spanner" sign denoting "basic service", it would be 

possible to establish the tentative constituent sign "two 

spanners". 1 This would denote "well equipped garages capable 

of handling every kind of complex (i. e. non-minor) mechani- 

cal, electrical2 and/or body repair and overhaul". Further- 

more, by commuting this "3-spanner" ("complex") sign with 

the 112-spanner" simple sign (denoting "garages competent to 

handle all standard mechanical and electrical repairs and 

servicing"), it would be possible to establish the tentative 

constituent sign *"one spanner". This would have the denot- 

ation "well-equipped garages capable of handling every kind 

of repair and overhaul which the 2-spanner rated garage is 

not equipped to handle". By comparing these tentative cons- 

tituent signs, "one spanner" and *"two spanners", with the 

independent simple signs established by the system it 

---------------------------------------------------------- This is a different sign from the simple "2-spanner" sign 
discussed above. All the tentative constituent signs will 
be written in full and preceded by an "asterisk", (""). 
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becomes clear that these are different signs. A diagram- 

matic representation (by the use of horizontal lines) of the 

denotations of these simple signs and those of the tentative 

constituent "signs", as well as of that of the 113-spanner" 

sign, illustrates the point. 

The denotations of the three member signs in the garage 

rating family can be represented as follows: 

(Basic 
service) 

---------- 

(Basic additional 
service + service) 

---------- ---------- 

"Basic service" 
denoted by 111-spanner" 
simple sign. 

"Standard serviceff 
denoted by 112-spanner" 
simple sign. 

(Basic additional Further 
service + service + service) 

---------- ---------- ---------- "comprehensive service" 
denoted by "3-spanner" 
(simple? ) sign. 

This representation clearly shows that the 111-spanner" sign 

denotes "basic service" only, nothing else. It also clearly 

shows that the practical implications of the denotation of 

th e 112-spanner" simple sign includes the denotation of the 

111-spanner" simple sign, but excludes the "further service" 

offered by garages denoted by the "3-spanner" sign. It 

further shows that the practical implications of the denota- 

tion of the "3-spanner" sign includes that of the 112-span- 

ner" and 111-spanner" simple signs. 1 
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By comparison, the practical implications of the denot- 

ation of the tentative constituent sign "two spanners", 

seem to include the "additional service" offered by 2-span- 

ner rated garages, but excludes its "basic service" 0). 

Surprisingly, however, it also properly includes the 

"further service" offered by the "3-spanner" rated garages. 

This clearly makes this potential, or tentative, constituent 

sign, *"two span, ners", distinctly different from the 

112-spanner" simple sign established by the AA rating system. 

Diagramatically, this can be represented as follows: 

(additional Further 
service + service) 

000000000011 ---------- ---------- "Non-basic comprehensive 
repair and overhaul 
service" denoted by the 
potential constituent 
sign "two spanners". 

The denotation of the tentative constituent sign *"one span- 

ner", consists only of the "further service" part of the de- 

notation of the "3-spanner" sign, and totally excludes the 

two other parts, "additional service" and "basic service". 

This also makes this (improbable) tentative sign, *"one 

spanner", distinctly different from the 111- spanner" sign 

established by the AA rating system. This can be re- 

presented diagrammatically as follows: 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
More precisely, the practical implications of the denota- 

tion of "3-spanner" sign means that it includes the services 
offered by the two lower grade garages, i. e. "Basic service" 
+ "Basic service + additional service + Further service". 
This, howeverv does not affect the actual denotation of the 
"3-spanner" sign7 as basic service + basic service = basic 
serviceg as was stated above. 
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(Further 
service) 

0*00000600 0*0000000011 ---------- "Non-basic, non-standard 
but otherwise every kind 
of repair and overhaul", 
denoted by the tentative 
constituent sign "one 
spanner". 

While it may be practically possible to have a garage 

which is well-equipped to carry out extensive and comprehen- 

sive repairs, but offers no basic service, this is not 

possible in the AA garage rating system. The system does 

not provide for the existence of such a garage. Every 

garage listed in the AA-Handbook offers a minimum basic 

service, whatever its rating. Therefore, there cannot exist 

in the AA system signs for garages offering standard and/or 

extensive repair service but not "basic service". In other 

words, the hypothesised tentative constituent signs, "two 

spanners" and *"one spanner", cannot exist in this semiotic 

system. 

The "3-spanner" sign has a denotation which practically 

includes "basic ser vice" (as well as "standard service"). 

It canno t, therefore, consi st of two constituent signs, 

neither of which incl udes in its denotation nbasic service". 

This also contradicts the mnemonic principle of the AA 

system, namely that the range and competence of garage 

services are connoted by the increase in the number of span- 

ners in the signs. 
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Any complexity in the 112-spanner" and 113-spanner" signs 

is, like that of all "pseudo-composites" in natural lang- 

uage, e. g. "catwalk", apparent, not real. Any discernable 

"complexity" in their forms, although mnemonically import- 

ant, is, from a semiotic point of view, superficial and 

totally non-significant. The "3-spanner" signum, like the 

lt2-spannert' sign, is, therefore, a pseudo-complex simple 

sign. The mnemonic importance of the sign is manifested in 

the correlation between the increasing number of spanners 

and the increasingly high level (i. e. wide range) of service 

offered. 

The garage type rating system constitutes a simple 

family which consists of three simple signs denoting three 

different garage grades (with varying degrees of compet- 

ence). The three signs exhibit a degree of mnemonic economy 

in that the increase in the range of services denoted by the 

signs is indicated by an increase in the number of span- 

ner-silhouettes in the forms of these signs. The AA rating 

system would be manifestly much more difficult to learn and 

use if it employed three totally different and unrelated 

signs (i. e. signs exhibiting no mnemonic economy), even if 

these were garage related, e. g. "spanner", "wrench", and 

"pliers". additionally, the fact that 

1+2+3 suggest an ascending series in which 

2 includes 1 and something more 

3 includes 2 and something more 

which correlates analogically with the three ranges of 
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service offered, in which 

range 2 includes range 1 and something more 

range 3 includes range 2 and something more. 

BREAKDOWN-TRUCK SILHOUETTE SIGN-FAMILY 

The extension of service sub-group of signa in the 

garage entries. starts with a "breakdown Classification" 

signum. This indicates whether or not a garage participates 

in the AA breakdown service scheme; it does not indicate 

different levels of breakdown service, as might be expected. 

The signum is presented as follows: 

breakdown service normally available 24 hours 
every day unless otherwise shown (see page 19) 

On page 19 the AA-Handbook explains that: 

NO The breakdown-truck sign indicates that these 
garages participate in the AA's breakdown 
Service providing 24-hour mechanical first 
aid, unless otherwise stated in this Handbook. 

It is clear that the form used for this signum is a 

pictorial representation of the "breakdown-truck" mentioned 

in the "explanation". Like those of the garage rating 

signs, however, the strong pictorial motivation this form 

exhibits (making it clearly recognisable as a representation 

of a truckg and as such of considerable mnemonic value in 

itself), is of no semiotic significance. It does not affect 

the arbitrary nature of the relationship between the form 

and the information it conveys; nor does it, consequently, 
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affect the semiotic nature of this signum. This is, there- 

fore, a sign, and, in the absence of any proof to the 

contrary, a Simple sign. 

By stating that the breakdown service applies 24-hours 

every day "unless otherwise stated", this sign provides for 

the establishment of other signa where the breakdown service 

is not available 24 hours a day; in fact a number of these 

signa are utilised in the AA-handbook. These take the form 

of a "truck-silhouette" followed by 1112Mn" (or I'Mn"), 

1119.3011, or other figures indicating closing time, e. g. 

It ORM, It I" *22.00 11 , 

That these entities are signs is clear by analogy with 

the breakdown-truck sign discussed above, namely that the 

information they convey is not inherent in their forms 

(although the "time-figures" may seem to suggest otherwise), 

but is arbitrarily assigned to them by the AA-Handbook. 

Mnemonic economy 

There is a clear borrowing in these signs f rom number 

writing and from the conventions of English, namely the 

24-hour clock "time- f igur es", "Mn" and 1112Mn". The mnemonic 

motivation exhibited by this borrowing is a very important 

feature in these signs as it enhances their "learnability" 

(and "guessability"), and thus their usefulness. It must be 

emphasized, however, that this borrowing does not affect the 

ItsemioticitY" Of these signs (by which I mean whether or not 

these are semiotic entities); nor does it affect their semi- 
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otic nature (i. e. the degree of arbitrariness that they 

exhibit) or their systemological status either (i. e. 

whether they are simple or complex semiotic entities). In 

other words, these remain signs in their own right in the AA 

system. The sign 1118.00", for example, has a denotation 

which is specific to the A. A system. It does not, for 

instance, denote "at 6pm", nor even 116pm", but "open until 

6pm" or "providing service until 6pm". This part of its de- 

notation arises only through the particular conventions of 

the AA system. The denotational range of these signs 

constitutes the principle which defines a set of signs. 

This in turn establishes the semantic dimension of this 

sign-family, all members of which have denotations which can 

be broadly formulated as follows: 

00 The "breakdown-truck-silhouettell sign indic- 
ates garages participating in the AA breakdown 
Service providing mechanical first aid, every 
day, until the stated time. 

This provides for as many signs as there are garages 

differing in their "closing time". 
I 

Complex signs 

It is clear that the form of each of these signs con- 

sists of two main parts: the "truck-silhouette" and the 

"time-figure". It is also clear that these correspond to a 

"division" in the denotation of the sign: the "truck-sil- 

houette" indicating a garage participating in the AA break- 

down Service 7 days a week; and the "time-figures" indica- 

ting when this service ceases every day. Thus in each of 
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these signs there are two potential constituent signsq which 

can be established by commutation. The "time-figures", 

denoting daily cessation of service, are commutable with 

each other, as is clear from the examples quoted above and 

from numerous other examples in the AA-Handbook. They can, 

therefore, be established as signs in their own right, but 

only if the "truck-silhouette" can also be so established. 
1 

It cannot be argued that the "truck" sign is already estab- 

lished as a sign, because this needs to be done in this 

particular context2 i. e. in the context of the "time- 

figures". Besides, the simple and independent "breakdown- 

truck silhouette" sign is a different sign from the poten- 

tial constituent sign being discussed here. The simple 

free-standing sign, "breakdown-truck silhouette", denotes 

1124-hour daily service", while this potential constituent 

sign, "breakdown-truck silhouette", denotes the "daily 

availability of the service" only, not the 24-hour avail- 

ability of it. Commutation can, however, be carried out in 

this ca se because the AA-Handbook employs other signs 

(denoting different "extensions" to. garage services) which 

make use of "time-figures" to denote the time these specific 

services cease to be available ea ch day , e. g. 11 RS530prn lf 
, 

It 89PM 11 
etc. This establishes the "truck-silhouette" part 

of these tentative complex signs as a constituent sign in 

its own right, in relation to "time-figures", which are 
- -------------------------------------------------------- 
This is according to the Axiomatic Functionalist dictum 

mentioned above, that "a sign is only analysable into two or 
more constituents in grammar, if each of these constituents 
can be definitely identified as a sign .. unless each of 
the constituents can be identified as a sign, none of the 
constituents can be identified as a signs" (Hervey and 
Mulder, 1973: 45). 
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themselves now also established as constituent signs. Con- 

sequently, the sign comprising these constituent signs is 

established as a complex sign. The complexity of this sign 

is evidenced by the fact that its constituent signs are not 

independent signs juxtaposed together, but signs between 

which there is a constructional relation. This is clear 

from the fact that the denotation of this complex sign which 

is not merely the denotation of one constituent sign + that 

of the other, but is a different denotation forged from the 

denotations of the two constituent signs by virtue of the 

constructional relation between them. 

In the absence of any evidence of plerotactic relation 

between the constituent signs, "breakdown-truck silhouette" 

and "time-figure", these are established as a simultaneous 

bundle of signs, constituting a complex Unordered Sign every 

time a different "time-figure" is used in conjunction with a 

(silhouette) "breakdown-truck" form. Both of these constit- 

uent signs have to be established in this analysis as 

"bound" signs as neither can occur independently of the 

other (but see below) . 

Synonymous constituent signs 

The separate entry of IlMn" in the "abbreviations and 

Symbols" on the inside front cover of the AA-Handbook, with 

the denotation "service until midnight" may seem to suggest 

that "Mn" (and perhaps every "time-figure") is an independ- 

ent sign occurring separately from any other "constituent" 

sign. There is no evidence for this, however, as neither 
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f'Mnftl 1112Mn", nor any of the "time- figures", occur independ- 

ently in the AA-Handbook. These are always realised as part 

of a "complex" sign. 

Sign-famil, y 

It is clear that all the signs established above as 

plerematic complexes (i. e. complex unordered signs) share 

similar forms (which could perhaps be argued to be 

identical), consisting in each case of a "truck-silhouette" 

and a "time-figure". As was mentioned above also, these 

signs share similar denotations, a fact which makes it 

possible for the AA-Handbook to give them one general 

dimension of denotation, namely "garages providing breakdown 

service until the stated time every day". They form, there- 

fore, one sign-family comprising all the complex signs est- 

ablished above. 

Sign-famil. y and _tb_e single sign 

As so far defined, however, this sign-family excludes 

the simple "breakdown-truck silhouette" sign (which denotes 

"garages offering a breakdown service 24 hours every dayll), 

although it shares the form of truck sihouette with the 

members of the family (without the "time-figure"). The 

simple "breakdown-truck" sign not only shares the denota- 

tional field of this family, but (practically) includes it 

in its denotation (24 hours daily breakdown service must 

necessarily include any breakdown service which is available 

less than 24 hours a day). To include this sign in the 
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family, however, would create the problem of there being a 

sign whose form has no litime-figure", yet its denotation in- 

dicates maximum time, exceeding thus the denotational field 

of the sign-family itself. Additionally, the sign would be 

the only simple sign in a family of complex signs. 

It is possible to include this "simple" "break- 

down-truck silhouette" sign in the sign-family by extending 

the family's dimension of denotation (or denotational field) 

to include the denotation of this sign, namely "garages 

providing breakdown service 24 hours every day, etc. ". This 

is not only possible, but desirable also, as it is in line 

with the AA-Handbook's presentation of this sign-family. 

This extension provides the sign-family with a denotational 

field within which all "breakdown-truck silhouette" signs 

can be included, namely: "garages providing 24 hours a day 

breakdown service every day unless otherwise shown, in which 

case the service wiil not be available from the time stated 

until _thp, next opening time" (presumably next morning). 

Thus every "breakdown-truck silhouette" occurring in isola- 

tion denotes 1124-hour daily breakdown service". "time- 

figures" denote the period of time when the breakdown 

service is not available, not the cessation of service only, 

as implied by the "explanation" in the AA-Handbook. 1 This is 

also in line with the free-standing "breakdown-truck silhou- 

ettell sign as a sign with no "time-figure", which denotes a 

24-hour breakdown service. The f ree-standing "break- 
--- -- ----- ---- -------------- lIn--fact--it is inaccurate -- to - state 

- that - "time-figures" 
denote the cessation of service only without indicating an 
opening timeq as the message is then incomplete and can be 
confusing. 
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down-truck silhouette" sign and the "breakdown-truck silhou- 

ette" signs, as abstracted from a complexq are thus not only 

homonyms but synonyms also. This produces a more consistent 

and neater overall system as the sign-family then includes 

all signs which include in their form a "truck-silhouette" 

and denote the daily availability of breakdown service. 

LINE BREAKDOWN-TRUCK FAMILY 

The second in the "extension of services" sub-group of 

the "garage entries" inventory of "abbreviations and 

symbols" is another breakdown service signum. This though 

is a line representation of a truck of identical configura- 

tion to the silhouette one. It is presented as follows: 

tO Breakdown service normally available Monday- 
Friday (unless otherwise stated) until time 
shown (see page 19). 

On page 19, however, there is nothing that refers 

specifically to this line representation of a "break- 

down-truck" signum. Therefore, the "explanation" given to 

the "breakdown-truck silhouette" sign presumably applies to 

this signum also, namely: 

The (line drawing representation of)' breakdown- 
truck sign indicates that these garages partici- 
pate in the AA's Breakdown Service providing mechg 
nical first aid, normally Monday--Friday (unless 
otherwise stated) until the time shown. 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
In contradistinction to "breakdown-truck silhouette" sign, 

I shall, henceforth, use "line breakdown-truck" sign to mean 
the more accurate but long-winded "line drawing representa- 
tion of breakdown- truck" sign. 
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As "normal" working hours vary among garages (especial- 

ly with regard to 11closing time"), the time when the break- 

down "first-aid" service ceases to be available every day 

Monday--Friday is stated with every "line breakdown-truck" 

signum. This establishes a signum-family with as many "line 

breakdown-truck" signa as there are different "closing 

times". Although presented on its own (i. e. without a 

"time-figure"), this signum, unlike the independent simple 

"breakdown-truck silhouette" sign, does not exist in the AA 

system independent of a "closing-time" figure. 

complex sign 

That this signum is a sign in its own right can be est- 

ablished by analogy with the "breakdown-truck silhouette" 

sign, namely that despite the very strong pictorial motiv- 

ation in its form, this signum remains arbitrary. Indeed, 

the line drawing representation confirms the arbitrary 

nature of this signum, as well as that of the "break- 

down-truck silhouette" sign, because the presence of two 

"formsn having identical configurations but conveying 

different information-values proves, or at least strongly 

suggests, that there is no natural relationship between form 

and information-value (i. e. either of the two could have 

been chosen to convey the one or the other piece of informa- 

tion), and, consequently, the choice made is totally arbit- 

rary. This signum is, therefore, a Sign. 
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Also by analogy with t1--e analysis of the "silhouette" 

complex unordered sign, e. g. " &D12Mn It I into two immediate 

constituent signs, this "line breakdown-truck + time-figure" 

sign is similarly analysablel into the constituent signs 

"line breakdown- truck" (denoting "the availability of break- 

down service during "normal working hours" Monday--Friday 

(unless otherwise stated. )"), and "time-figure" (denoting the 

cessation of this service every day from the specified time 

until the next opening time"). This "line breakdown-truck" 

sign is, thus, a complex sign consisting of two constituent 

simple signs. In the absence of any proof of plerotactic 

relations between the two constituent signs in this complex, 

these are established as a simultaneous bundle of signs 

constituting a complex Unordered sign. 

These "line breakdown-truck" signs share very similar 

formal features, namely line representation of a break- 

down-truck and a 12hr clock 11 time- figure". They also share 

the same dimension of denotation (or denotational field) 

stated in their "explanation". They form, therefore, one 

sign-family which consists of all the complex unordered 

"line breakdown-truck" signs established (by the AA sign 

system). 

.A matt _Qf realisation: elipsis 

It is interesting to note that some of these signs are 

realised without a closing "time- figure", which at first is 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

This is done by commutation with other signs in the system 
in the same context, e. g. " "30pm "12Mn and" 81-030pin 
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confusing. In these cases the "line breakdown-truck" sign 

is followed by the sign 'IRS" together with a "time-figure" 

which indicates the availability of "Repairs and Servicing 

until time shown", e. g* NDRS6pm '1 
9 

NDRS530pmll 
2 

11 VD24hrs RS9pm 11 
, In 

other words, the 'IRS" "time-figure" indicates the usual 

daily closing time of the garages indicated, defining thus 

the "normal" working hours during which these garages 

provide repairs and servici. ng. It is clear, therefore, that 

in these cases the 'IRS" t1time-figurell also applies to the 

"line breakdown truck" sign. This is evident from the fact 

that when the "line breakdown-truck" sign occurs without 

"time-figure", it is always followed by an 'IRS + 

time-figure" sign. In other words, the breakdown service is 

provided by this particular garage during the stated working 

hours of the garage concerned. Where this is not the case 

the different times of the two services are stated, 

e. g. " "pm RS530pm ". This is not, therefore, a Ill ine break- 

down-truck" sign occurring independently of a "time-figure" 

(i. e. a "simple sign"), nor does this occurrence constitute 

another "complex" sign (i. e. 'lline br eakdown- truck" + 'IRS" + 

"time-figure"); it is an occurrence of two independent signs 

juxtaposed together. An ellipsis of the line break- 

down-truck "time-figure" occurs due to the information it 

conveys being redundant, as it is conveyed by the RS 

"time-figure". This is comparable to many situations in 

English, e. g. "The old man and (old) woman" where the second 

"old" (in parentheses) is often omitted. 
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PETROL AND OIL SIGNUM-FAMILIES 

In a similar fashion to the breakdown-truck sign 

families, the extension of services sub-group in the garage 

entries presents two signum-families which indicate the 

avail ability of petrol and oil. These (petrol and oil) 

families utilise one formal outline, which after some 

consideration transpired to be a simplified representation 

of an old type petrol pump which had a globe on a vertical 

body. The first of these families has a "silhouette" re- 

presentation of this pump, while the second has a "line" re- 

presentation. 

PUMP SILHOUETTE SIGNUM-FAMILY 

The "pump silhouette" signum-family is presented as 

f oll ows: 

Petrol and oil available 24 hours, 7 days a 
week, or until midnight when symbol followed by 
Mn. 

By analogy with the "breakdown-truck silhouette" sign-fam- 

ily, this family can be analysed into a simple sign (with no 

"time-figure") denoting "availability of petrol and oil at 

all times", and another potentially complex sign (which con- 

sists of a "pump silhouette" + "time-figure") denoting 

"availability of petrol and oil until the time spcified, 

seven days a week". If "Mn" were the only "time-figure" 

which occurs in this potential complex, as the "explanation" 

quoted above suggests, it would not be possible to establish 

this signum as a complex sign. This is because although the 
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"Pump silhouette" could be established as a constituent sign 

(by commutation with "break-down-truck" signs or "line pump" 

signs, for example), the "time-figure" IIMnII could not, in 

this case, be so established, as no commutation would be 

possi e. 

Both potential constituents of this complex can, how- 

ever, be established as constituent signs, each in its own 

right, because the AA system has in its inventory "pump sil- 

houettell signa which have "time-figures" other than IlMnll, 

it 
r2arn Newbridge Gar Newbridge Ln TI'061-480 

It IkN lký Oij Tollgate A utopoint 118 St Leonard's St 

e 4166& 2496 RS2arn i2arn R) 9@40 o8 0 FIR and" 'IT 25419 RS7prn 17prn VW W-D M20 c, 8 e, & 7_? In 
, fc-d Fl PI *& 

other words, the commuta'Zlion of the "time-figure" part of 

the complex sign is also possible. This establishes this 

"pump silhouette" sign as a complex sign and, consequently, 

the family which constitutes it as a complex sign-family. 

The complexity exhibited here is, like that in the signs of 

the sign-families discussed above, plerematic, i. e. it 

involves no "ordering" relations between the constituent 

signs in these complexes. 

It is interesting to note that the presentation of this 

sign in the AA-Handbook does not provide for the occurrence 

of "2amll, or any other "time-figure" for that matter (except 

I1MnII with "pump silhouette" sign. (In fact "Mn" seems to 
11TA *Portsmouth Gar Milton Rd ýn, 35453 

be always realised as 11 12Mn", e. g. " NIýCosham75372RS530pmil2MnRovTriP/, Z- 

Alk Griff Griffiths 441 St Leonard's Rd TI'60291 
AýD R S7 30prn i 12 MnM gn 9; D 906 0- z3c-d PI I., * It However, this (oversight? ) does not 

of course affect the establishment of the "time-figure" as a 

semiotic entity. The important point is that the principle 

(of coinage) which generates a complex sign every time a 

different "time-figure" is conjoined to the "Pump silhou- 
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ettell, is established. 

LINE PUMP SIGNUM-FAMILY 

The "line pump" signum-family is presented as follows: 

Petrol and oil available during normal working 
hours (unless otherwise stated). 

In analogy with the "line br eakdown- truck" sign-family, and 

in comparison with the analysis of the "pump silhouette" 

sign family above, this signum-family can be similarly est- 

ablished as consisting of a simple sign (denoting "avail- 

ability of petrol and oil during normal working hours"), and 

complex signs, e. g. 1159P, 11 (denoting the "time when petrol 

and oil cease to be available every working day") which con- 

sists of the constituent signs, "line pump" + "time- 

figure". In other words, this "line pump" sign-family is a 

complex unordered one. 

further "line pump" signu 

The last signum using the "petrol pump (but with a 

stroke in it) for its form is presented as follows: 

0 No forecourt facilities. 

This is clearly a complex sign: line pump +a line across 

it (which conventionally denotes negation of the denotation 

of the sign without the line -- c. f. the "no dogs" signum, 
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This is a curious sign, because it seems to me to be 

unnecessary. Absence of any sign denoting the availability 

of petrol in the description of garages would have conveyed 

in a more economical way (one sign less in the system) the 

information this sign conveys. It cannot be argued that the 

absence of a sign denoting petrol availability from the 

description of garages is as confusing as the absence of, 

say, watering instructions from certain plant descriptions 

in the "ABC" book of plants either. This is because every 

plant is expected to need at least some watering (no matter 

how little), while not every garage is expected to provide 

forecourt facilities. Be it as it may, however, this sign 

raises the question of whether or not it can be included in 

the "line pump" sign-family. Formally, the sign merits 

membership in the family as it falls within the family's 

formal field. Denotationally, however, it could be argued 

that this sign denotes the negation of the sign-f amily Is 

11denotational field", therefore, it cannot be a member in 

it. Leaving the sign outside the sign-family produces 

inelegant and disorderly system. However, as the denota- 

tional range of the sign-family, i. e. availability of 

petrol and oil, can be interpreted to encompass "negative', 

availability of petrol and oil as well, the sign "no 

forecourt facilities" is established as a member in this 

"line pump" family of unordered complex signs. 
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Another complex sign 

The only other complex sign in the AA system is the 

f ol low i ng: 

RS repairs and servicing until time shown (summer) 

This sign is always realised together with a "time-figure" 

in the AA-Handbook. Consequently it is established as a 

complex sign. Like all preceding complex signs, however, no 

ordering relations can be established between the constit- 

uents in the complex which establishes it as a complex 

unordered sign. 

HOTEL ENTRIES STAR RATING SYSTEM 

A rating system, which is widely known as "hotel class- 

ification", was originated by the Automobile Association in 

1912 (see under "Mnemonic economy", Chapter VIII). This is 

a system which employs from one to five "stars" to indicate 

the standard of service and type of establishment partici- 

pating in the system. It is presented as follows: 

Classification: Hotels are classified by stars. 
Each classification is intended to indicate the 
typC of hotel rather than the degree 

-Qf merit. 
The range of menus, service, and hours of service 
are appropriate to the classification. Individual 
hotels often satisfy some of the requirements of a 
higher classification than that awarded. 

Hotels and inns simply furnished, with some 
lounge facilities; all bedrooms with hot and 
cold water; adequate bath and lavatory 
arrangements; main meals served to non- 
residents; choice of dishes for main courses 
at lunch and dinner 
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Hetels offering a higher standard of accom- 
modation; lavatories on all floors; shaver 
points in all bedrooms; telephone or bells 
in bedrooms 

Well-appointed hotels with more spacious ac- 
commodation and some private bathrooms; 
telephone or bells in bedrooms 

Exceptionally well-appointed hotels offering 
a high standard of comfort and cuisine; room 
and night service; telephones in all bed- 
rooms; a higher proportion of private bath- 
rooms; suites available on request 

Luxury hotels, offering the highest standard 
of accommodation service, and comfort 

In analogy with "garage classif ication" this rating 

system must be established as consisting of five simple 

signs. These denote five levels of service (in the 

dimension of "excellence, facilities, expense, etc. ") which, 

from a semiotic point of view, constitute five different 

denotata, each of which is independent of the others. The 

fact that in reality the denotation of, say, a 5-star hotel 

(i. e. the highest level of service) includes, and must 

include, all the services offered by, say, a 3-star hotel 

and more, is a matter relating to the structure of the real 

world, not to semiotic convention. In other words, this 

rating system "denotes" five "levels"' of hotel in ascending 

hierarchical order. Each level is denoted by a simple 

single sign. This hierarchical order is nconnoted" by the 

accumulation of "stars". Denotationally, though, all the 

five signs are discrete entities. It is only when one 

analyses the features of the five levels of service in 

practical (as opposed to semiotic) terms, that one finds 

"proper inclusion" as a feature of this hierarchical grading 
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of the services offered (not of the denotations). This is 

exactly like the "garage classification" rating system 

except in the number of signs denoting corresponding levels 

of service. 

This rating system exhibits a strong, though different 

type, of iconic motivation. Unlike other signa, the forms 

used in this system exhibit no pictorial motivation nor any 

borrowing from other systems. Its iconic motivation is pro- 

vided by the structure of the "real world", i. e. by the 

hierarchical order of different classes of hotel, which, as 

was said above, is "connoted" by the accumulation of stars. 

This accumulation manifests the system's strong mnemonic 

economy, where the higher the level of service provided, the 

more the number of stars in the form of the sign denoting 

this service (compare also the three-level "garage class- 

ification", and the "watering" signs in the "Family Circle" 

system above). 

The rest of the signa in the AA system are all simple 

signs. A general characteristic exhibited in the AA system 

is the strong iconic motivation evident in all the signs, 

simple as well as complex. This is exhibited in the mnem- 

onic borrowing of letters and linguistic conventions, as 

well as in the pictorial representations used as the forms 

of a number of signs. Another mnemonic device employed in 

the system is the use of a sign with a specific form, 

e. g. "spanner", and "star", to denote a specific level of 
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service, and fiffrther signs, whose forms consist of multiples 

of this one form to denote higher levels of service. A fur- 

ther mnemonic device utilised by the AA system is also the 

use of a silhouette and a line representation (of the same 

design) with consistent signification: "silhouette" signs 

denoting the availability of the specific service seven days 

a week; and the "line" signs denoting the availability of 

the service during normal working hours. Both types of sign 

occur together with a "time-figure", which modifies their 

denotation. The regularity in these signs, which is an 

important mnemonic feature, can be expressed in the table 

form below. 

Si 
Truck 

Time 
Pump 

gns 
Denoting: Sil. Line figure Sil. Line 

form form form form 

Recovery 24hrs a x 
day, 7 days a week 
-------------------- 
Recovery until time 

-------- 
x 

-------- -------- 
x 

-------- -------- 

shown, 7 days a wk. 
-------------------- 
Recovery service in 

-------- -------- 
x 

-------- -------- -------- 

working hours only 
---- --- --- - -------------- -- 

Recovery service + 
----- --- - 

x 
-------- 

x 
-------- -------- 

after working hours 
-------------------- 
Petrol available 24 

-------- -------- -------- -------- 
x 

-------- 

rs/day, 7 days/wk. 
--------- - ----------- 

Petrol until time 
------- -------- -------- 

x 
-------- 

x 
-------- 

shown, 7 days a wk. 
-------------------- 
Petrol available in 

------- ------- ------- -------- -------- 
x 

working hours only 
---------- ------- --- 

I 

---------- 
Petrol available + 

---- ------- -------- 
x 

------- 
x 

after working hours 
ýMý - M 
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As was mentioned above the AA system consists of three 

groups of signa, each of which could be said to have its own 

semantic field. These three groups could perhaps, there- 

fore, be argued to be three separate semiotic systems which 

are only brought together by the scope and requirements of 

the AA-Handbook. The argument against this runs as follows: 

the three groups of signs are generated (or "organised") by 

one general organising principle. This is evident in the 

fact that the three groups have signs which are clearly of 

the same type: the three groups consist of mixtures of p*lc- 

torial and "abbreviation" 'L.. ype signs; in the three groups 

the same mnemonic principle is evidently used in arriving at 

these "abbreviations", as well as the use of different 

"font" for the forms of certain signs, e. g. (from the 

"garage" group) tip/it (denoting "Petrol injection 

specialist"), and (from the "hotel" group) tt mtl (denoting 

"Motel or motor hotel"). These three groups, therefore, 

constitute a single semiotic system. Within this system, 

each of these "groups" constitutes what could be called a 

"specialist diction" group or different "registers". They 

are thus similar to, in common parlance, the t1language of 

art", the t1language of science", etc., which only indicates 

the wide scope of the semiotic system in question. 
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xv 

FURTHER THEORETICAL NOTIONS 

I 
The following two semiotic systems, i. e. the "binary" and 

the "hexadecimal" systems of numbering, are interesting in 

two respects (over and above being semiotic systems). In 

the first place they illustrate vividly and in a simple man- 

ner the idea of the nucleus o-If a plerotagm (syntagm) with a 

sub-ordinative structure. In such a plerotagm the nucleus 

is the identifying element for the function of the peri- 

pheral entities, which are subordinated to this nucleus. In 

the second place the plerotactics (syntax) of these semiotic 

systems resemble, qua tactic structures, the phonotactics of 

natural languages (not the syntax). 

The idea of "nucleus" stems from the notion I'distribu- 

ti onal unit" or 'If ield of relations". This is defined as a 

"self-contained bundle of positions" in general. In a nar- 

rower sense,. however, i. e. as a "cenotagm" (phonotagm), 

"distributional unit" is defined as a "self-contained bundle 

of positions in cenology (phonology)n. Th e term al so 

applies to an "instance of a self-contained bundle of 

positions in cenology (phonology)n. In an "instancen of a 

distributional unit the positions are not merely potentially 

fillable but are actually filled by the "relatan of a 

self-contained cenotagm (phonotagm). In the more abstract 

sense, a "distributional unit", as a model, refers to a 



string of empty positions which may be filled by attested 

elements in attested cenotagms (phonotagms). An alternative 

definition which sheds some more light on it is "minimum 

type of structure within which the distribution of cenotac- 

tic (phonotactic) entities can be described completely and 

exhaustively". In other words, a "distributional unit" is a 

construction of self-contained structured positions which 

may be filled by cenotactic (phonotactic) or plerotactic 

(syntactic) entities between which tactic relations hold. 

Being a self-contained bundle means that it is a complete 

and independent structure within the communication system 

concerned. That is to say: nothing outside such a struc- 

ture can determine the distribution of the immediate cons- 

tituent entities within it. 

"Positions" are defined as "divisions within a chain, 

such that in every such division an entity, as an immediate 

constituent of that chain, can stand and alternate (i. e. 

commute) with other entities, or with zero". In other 

words, "positions" are the ultimate divisions of a minimum 

self-contained tactic construction in such a way that each 

of these resulting divisions (i. e. positions) is filled by 

only one immediate constitu ent. 

"Immediate constituents" are defined as "constituents 

that are not constituents of constituents within the combi- 

nation in question". "Ultimate constituentsn are defined as 

"the last analytical entities of a self-contained combi- 

nation of entities". In other words, they are the simple, 

and minimum, entities at the level of analysis in question. 
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"Tactic relations" are defined as "constructional rela- 

tions (whether ordering or not) between syntagmatic enti- 

ties, as immediate constituents in combinations". "Syntag- 

matic entities" are, however, orderable entities. This 

definition means, therefore, that "tactic relations" are 

relations between immediate constituents as orderable 

entities (e. g. phonemes, words, pleremes, etc. ) in their 

positions within a construction. These tactic relations can 

be either direct or indirect. As the terms suggest "direct 

relations" are those holding between immediate constituents 

directly, i. e. without intermediate entities effecting the 

direct relations, e. g. between the nucleus and the first 

peripheral position in the distributional units of the 

following two semiotic systems (see below). "Indirect 

relations" are relations which hold between immediate cons- 

tituents via other entities, e. g. the relation between, say, 

the second peripheral position and the nucleus in the dis- 

tributional units of the systems to follow. Again, my 

concern here is with direct relations only, and in fact with 

one type of direct relation only, namely that of "sub-ordi- 

nation" or "determination". This is defined as a "direct 

tactic asymmetrical. relation of functional dependency". In 

other words if two entities stand in a direct tactic 

relation in such a way that one of them depends on the other 

for its tactic function, i. e. for its position in the cons- 

truction (but not the other way round), this entity is said 

to be sub-ordinate to the other, or governed by the other, 

as ngovernment" is the converse of "determination". The 

Sub-ordinate entity is also said to be in a peripheral 
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position to the governing entity. This latter entity 

occupies the nuclear position relative to the one or more 

peripheral elements in the construction. The nucleus is the 

"identity-element" without which no construction is possible 

(in a direct tactic relation of determination), as all the 

peripheral elements ultimately depend on the nucleus for 

their tactic function. This is not the case with the 

peripheral elements which can commute with zero without 

affecting the construction -- hence they are called 

"expansions". Thus, within a "distributional unit", in the 

sense of a minimal tactic construction, tactic entities may 

occupy a number of peripheral positions but only one 

ultimate nuclear position. 
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xv I 

HEXADECIMAL NOTATION 

"Hexadecimal notation" is a form of number writing invented 

to help humans interact intelligibly with computers by using 

a computer mode of communication. It can be viewed as an 

intermediary stage between the IlDenaryll system used by 

humans and the "Binary" system used by micro-processors. It 

is much nearer to the binary system of machine code than any 

of the high level computer "languages" like "Basic", itpas- 

call', licit 9 "Forth", etc., in that it represents numbers in 

terms of "bytes", and generally mirrors the structure of the 

binary system. Because of this, it is much easier to con- 

vert from hexadecimal to machine code than form any other 

language. It also has the advantage of massive speed of 

program execution over others written by even a compiled 

language like "Pascal". Most computers, home computers inc- 

luded, have in their ROMs (Read Only Memory, i. e. system 

programs) an interpreter program which enables them to 

accept hexadecimal notation as a programming language. 

Because of this, hexadecimal notation is sometimes 

inaccurately called by the popular computing press a 

"machine-code". 



As the name implies (hex=6 and decimal=10), this is a 

numbering system based on sixteen elementary numerical 

signs, as opposed to the decimal/denary system which is 

based on ten and to machine code which is based on two. It 

has an inventory of sixteen entities denoting numbers from 

zero to fifteen. In a sequential ascending order from left 

to right (0 to 15) these are as follows: 

0123 L567 89AB CDEF 

The hexadecimal system of numbering is clearly a semi- 

otic system of conventionally defined signs. Indeed the 

fact that the forms of these signs are borrowed from other 

well established semiotic systems is sufficient criterion to 

make this a system of signs. The first ten digits of this 

system (i. e. 0 to 9) are borrowed from number writing. The 

borrowing here is of "form" and "value" together, i. e. o, 4Ar 

whole signs. In fact the borrowing is of the whole 

inventory of simple signs of the "Arabic" system of number 

writing, but not of all its base-ten conventions. To these 

the hexadecimal system applies its own conventions, namely 

base-16 numbering. This in. itself does not af*fect the 

denotations of these borrowed simple signs which remain the 

same as those in the denary system, i. e. numbers 11011 to 119". 

The digits, "All to 'IF", are borrowed from the Roman alphabet 

in their normal sequence, but only as forms, to which the 

hexadecimal system attaches its own (information-)values, 

namely the numerical values from "10" to 111511. 
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Although the borrowing exhibited by the hexadecimal 

system is irrelevant from a strict semiotic point of view, 

it is of extreme importance from the users' point of view. 

This is especially so in a system specif*ical. Ly designed for 

human users, and whose raiso dletre is to facilitate human 

interaction with machines. The importance of the borrowing 

exhibited here becomes clear if one considers some 

alternative systems of unfamiliar signs to denote the same 

base-16 numbering system, or even a system which is known 

but not as familiar as the signs of the denary system and 

the letters of the Roman alphabet, e. g. the Latin alphabet 

the forms of sixteen letters of which can be used even re- 

taining a sequential order. As it is, however, not only all 

the forms used here are familiar to users, and their sequen- 

tial order is also familiar to them, but ten signs out of 

the sixteen of the hexadecimal inventory of signs are known 

to them (not just familiar). All intended users of the sys- 

tem already know the first 10 digits. They have only the 

values of the six new digits to learn (these being sequen- 

tially and formally familiar to them). From a mnemonic 

point of view, therefore, the borrowing exhibited in the 

hexadecimal system of numbering is essential for the 

functional efficiency of the system. A measure of this is 

the successful understanding and use of the system on a wide 

scale. 
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system _Qf simQle signs 

The cenological system of hexadecimal numbering, thus, 

consists of an inventory of sixteen simple entities (nume- 

rals) Any one of these numerals is the f orm of a sign, 

utterances of which denote a numerical quantity. As the 

forms of these signs are cenologically (graphologically? ) 
I 

simple, the corresponding signs2 i. e. the numerals in their 

capacity of having denotation, must be simple as well. if 

they were complex, their co., stituents would necessarily be 

signs as well. As there are, by definition, no signs with- 

out forms these signs can only be complex if their forms 

were, in some way or another, complex themselves. As this 

is not the case these signs constitute an inventory of 

Simple signs. 

Hexadecimal numbering does not, of course, stop at fif- 

teen. Tw o or more digits can combine together to form a 

complex sign denoting any number at all. ' As they are order- 

able, each of these signs has the status of a "plereme" 

(roughly: words) . They can be used in ordered combinations 

f orming new self-contained entities which too are numbers, 

i. e. utterances of those complex signs, too, denote numeric- 

---------------------------------------------------------- It is the convention in this system, however, that the 
numbers are given in sets of two digits, or multiple of 
two1s7 i. e. in bytes. This is to keep the hexadecimal Sys- 
tem analogous to the binary system of machine code into 
which hexadecimal numbers will eventually be translated. 
The representational equivalence between both systems 
extends even to a lower level than the byte. To this end it 
will be noted that the maximum number denoted by any one 
hexadecimal digitq i. e. F (15), is the same as tnat denoted 
by one "nybble" (i. e. half a byte) in the binary system (see 
chapter XVI on "Binary code", below). 
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al values. Thus, the hexadecimal numbering system has a 

distributional unit which consists of a minimum of two POsi- 

tions. Each position in this distibutional unit, i. e. each 

digit in any complex hexadecimal number, represent the power 

of 16. The right-most position is always that of the 

nucleus and it represents 16 to the power 0, i. e. face 

value. The next one to the left of it, i. e. the first per- 

ipheral position, represents 16 to the power of 1. Every 

subsequent peripheral position (to the left of the nucleus) 

represents 16 to the power of its position of peripheralness. 

in the distributional unit. In other words, first periph- 

eral position represents 16 to the power 1, second periph- 

eral position represents 16 to the power 2, third peripheral 

position represents 16 to the power 3, and so on. Thus a 

hexadecimal number representing two bytes would extend over 

four positions, which can be represented as follows: 

pn &00 p3 p2 p1 No 

have the values 

16n 163 162 161 160 

i. e. 

n 0*0 4096 256 16 1 

(N: nucleus, and Pl: is first peripheral position, etc. ) 

Examples: &OC (12), &AD (173), VA10 (6672), &FFFF (65535), 

etc. 1 It will be noted that the maximum number which can be 

conveyed by four hexadecimal digits, FFFF (15x4O96 + 15x256 

+ 15X16 + 15xl = 65535), is the same as the maximum number 

denoted by a complex of two bytes in binary. 
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The identity element in any complex hexadecimal number 

is the entity in unit position. It is formally marked by 

being the one in the rightmost position. As the difference 

between, say, "Fl" (241) and 111F" (31) is functional, i. e. 

corresponds to a difference in communication, the self-con- 

tained complexes constituted by these simple signs are or- 

dered plerological (gramma. tical) complexes, i. e. they are 

plerotagms (syntagms). In the case of, say, "F111 the value 

of 'IF" is determined by the relation in which it stands to 

the nuclear element 11111, In the case of, say, IIB52CII 

(11x4096 + 5x256 + 2x16 + 12xl = 46380) the values of "B", 

115119 and 11211, are each determined by the relation in which 

they stand to the unit position, i. e. "C". In this way the 

values of entities, deriving f rom their relation to the 

nucleus in terms of their positional occurrence, can be 

mapped onto a simple ascending and descending scale. Any 

position irydicates the sixteen-fold of the value indicated 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
As the majority of computers and micro-processors have in 

their "system programs" (i. e. ROM's) interpreting programs 
which accept both denary and hexadecimal numbers as valid 
programming inputs, it is the convention to precede hexa- 
decimal numbers by a marker, ? '&? I or II&H", in order to 
prevent possible confusion between the two systems of num- 
bering. Without such a marker one cannot tell (nor can the 
micro-processor) whether certai-n numbers are hexadecimal or 
denary, e. g. "1111 in hexadecimal is seventeen in denary, 
"39" is f if ty-seven, etc. This "marker", which in some 
publications follows rather than precedes the number, is 
purely a labelling device to warn both types of users of the 
system (i. e. humans and micro-processors) that they are 
dealing with hexadecimal, not denary numbers. It is thus 
part of the representational conventions of hexadecimal num- 
bering systeml but not of the hexadecimal system itself. 
This is clearly the case as these markers are, depending on 
the type of micro-processor in use, not always input as part 
of every computer program, let alone as part of every hexa- 
decimal number in a program. As pure labels, these are not 
part of the semiotic system of hexadecimal, and will, con- 
sequentlyv be ignored). 
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by entities in a position immediately to the right, and one 

sixteenth of that indicated by entities in a position immed- 

iately to the left. In a sequence of, say, "B", followed by 

115119 112", and "C", if one does not know which of these 

entities stands in the nuclear position one would be totally 

at loss as to the plerotactic (syntactic) value of each of 

these constituents and, consequently, be unable to cognise 

the denotation of the whole construction. 

The syntax of the system of hexadecimal notation re- 

sembles the phonotactics of natural languages because in 

both cases the decision as to what constitutes their immed- 

iate constituents remains wholiy arbitrary. In other words, 

whether the immediate constituents of, say, "B52C" are to be 

regarded as its ultimate constituents, i. e. "B", 11511,112119 

and "C", or whether the construction is to be analysed dif- 

ferently, e-g- (B5) (2C )IB( 52) C, etc. , remai ns an arbi t- 

rary decision. In whatever way this construction is 

analyse-d, however, its ultimate nucleus remains the entity 

in unit position, i. e. "C" in the example given. This has 

to be so as the concern here, like in phonotactics, is with 

functional form, not with anything that has denotational 

import in respect of the messages conveyed. The form of the 

relative position in cenotagms (phonotagms) can be nothing 

but relative peripheralness (or nuclearity) in relation to 

the ultimate nucleus of the whole construction. In other 

words, the entities constituting the construction "B52C" can 

be mapped onto a distibutional scale, in which nB" is as 

peripheral in respect to "5", as 115" is in respect to 1? 2", 
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etc. This is not the case in syntax where everything that 

does not directly have "denotation" has at least 11denota- 

tional import". That is, it contributes to the denotation 

of what it is a feature of. It is purely accidental from 

the view point of syntax that the hexadecimal system of num- 

bering has a plerotactics (syntax) that resembles the 

phonotactics of natural languages. It is only because of 

the nature of the hexadecimal system which determines the 

denotational range of its numerals in terms of numbers, that 

this situation prevails. Syntactic systems do not neces- 

sarily exhibit this kind of regularity, indeed most do not. 

It is, in this case, entirely due to a strict regularity 

within its denotational range, i. e. within that part of the 

external world to which entities of the hexadecimal system 

of numbering refer. 
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xvii 

MACHINE CODE: 

binary system _Qf numberillg 

"Machine Code" is a system of 11b i nary 11 numbering which 

computers use to store and manipulate information. Because 

of the limitations of conventional electronics circuitry, 

the only practical electronic representation of information 

is by the use of two-state logic, represented by state 11111 

and 11011. Consequently, the two states of the circuits used 

in digital electronics are generally "on" or "Off", i. e. 

presence or absence of electric pulse or charge. These are 

represented in the binary system of numbering by the nume- 

rals 11111 and 110" respectively, called "bits" (short for 

"binary digits"). These two "bits" are in functional 

opposition with each other whereby 111" is opposed to 11011, 

and 11011 is in turn opposed to 111". "Bits" flow through the 

computer circuitry in groups of eight, called "bytes". Each 

of these "bytes" represents the binary number for a piece of 

information or an instruction in machine code. Each task 

the computer carries out, such as adding two numbers, 

clearing the screen, etc., involves a sequence of several of 

these instructions. All computer-amassed information (data, 

programs, etc. ) and virtually all information processing 

today is performed in "binary format". * 



aystem 
-Qf 

jjd. Q signs 

Machine code, or the binary system of numbering, has 

thus an inventory of two digits, 110" and 111". These have 

the same numeric values as in the denary system, i. e. "zero" 

and "one" respectively. Clearly, these are borrowed from 

the system of number writing. They remain in this system, 

however, as they were in their previous state, simple signs: 

each has a simple form. The semiotic system of binary num- 

bering has thus an inventory of two simple signs. 

.A note _QI2 
"intension" 

It is worth noting here that my concern is the "binary 

code" as a semiotic system. This is to a certain extent 

distinct from "machine code". The former represents the 

"intension" of the system, the latter its "extension". The 

"intension" of the semiotic system of binary extends to all 

possible numbers and logical combinations allowed by the 

rules of the system. This is not the same as tne "machine" 

code (as used by micro-processors). The "extension" of the 

binary system, does not allow any number consisting of less 

than eight bits, or digits. This is-because micro-proces- 

sors deal in whole "bytes" and multiples of these only. 

Clearly, this is not the case in the "intension" of the 

system: this has an inventory of two signs, 1" 111 and 110111 

each of which is a valid single sign in its own right. 

Similarly, in "Hexadecimal notation" too the "extension" of 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
For further details on this subject see Watts, L., and 

M. Wharton, 1983; Penfold, R. A. and J. W., 1984; Zaks, R., 
1982). 
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the system does not allow fcr single digits, while the "in- 

tension" clearly does, as a single digit is, like each of 

the two digits of the binary system, a valid sign in the 

hexadecimal system. 

complex system 

The two simple signs of the binary system can combine 

together to form self-contained complexes of varying 

lengths, e. g. 11%1111 (3)2 "%1COO" (8), 11%11001010" (202). 1 

The order in which these simple signs, 11111 and "Of', occur 

within a self-contained complex of a binary number is 

important as different orders constitute forms of different 

signs. The combination 110101", for example, is the form of 

a sign denoting number "five", while 11101011 is the form of a 

sign denoting number "ten". The binary system is, there- 

fore, not only "Complex" but "Ordered" as well, i. e. it is 

plerologically (syntactically) complex. All self-contained 

bundles in this system have the status of pleremes (words). 

"Order", "Position" and related notions 

The three notions "plereme", "ordering". and "position" 

are interrelated together, as the one implies the other. 

They can be viewed as different aspects of the same thing: 

there can be no such thing as a plereme unless it is capable 

---------------------------------------------------------- These are normally preceded by a marker, "%" in this case. 
This is not a fixed marker however, as different books 
and/or micro-processors have different markers, e. g. "". 
etc. This is purely a labelling device and as such is of no 
semiotic value. See relevant footnote in chapter on Hexa- 
decimal). 
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of being ordered into plerotagms (syntagms), i. e. self- 

contained bundles of positions in plerology (grammar). If a 

semiotic entity is orderable it occurs in certain positions 

within plerotagms. The notion "position" also implies 

reference to an established "distributional unit" (defined 

in plerology (grammar), as a "field of relations", i. e. "a 

self-contained combination of one or more syntagmatic 

entities"). A "distributional unit" in Axiomatic Function- 

alism is composed of at least two positions, a nuclear and a 

peripheral. In this binary code, however, the distrib- 

utional unit, like that of 11--ýexadecimalll (as well as that of 

denary, for that matter), consists of a nucleus and, in 

principle, an unlimited number of positions. Also like the 

denary and Hexadecimal systems, the nucleus in the binary 

code is the element occurring in the right-most position, 

i. e. in "unit position". None of the peripheral elements 

can occur in any plerotagm (syntagm) unless the nuclear 

position is filled by a governing entity. Also, each 

peripheral element in the distributional unit depends for 

its function and for its occurrence on the occurrence of the 

next less peripheral element, and this in turn depends on 

the next less peripheral element, and so on. The first 

peripheral element depends on the nucleus for its occur- 

rence. The nucleus on the other hand can occur on its own 

without the need for any peripheral element to "actualize" 

it (i. e. make it occur). In other words, the positions in 

the binary distributional unit exhibit unilateral and 

unidirectional functional as well as occurrence dependency: 

every element in the plerotagm (syntagm) depends for its 
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tactic function as well as -jror its occurrence on trie occur- 

rence of the less peripheral element than itself in relation 

to the nucleus. 

This is in principle similar to that of the "Hexadeci- 

mal" (as well as to that of the 11denary" system as well). 

As the minimum number of positions in trie "binary code" is 

82 i. e. a "by te 11 ,I shall describe the values of each 

position in the distributional unit in terms of eight (11811) 

positions. It is worth remembering, however, that the dis- 

tributional unit of this system is, as mentioned above, an 

open one, consisting of one obligatory nucleus position and, 

in principle, an unlimited number of peripheral positions. 

The values of the 8 positions of the binary distributional 

unit, where each digit or "bit" represents the power of 2y 

are as follows: The right-most bit in any binary number, 

i. e. the nucleus position, represents 2 to the power 0 

(i. e. its face value). The next one to the left, i. e. the 

first peripheral position, represents 2 to the power 1, the 

next to it, i. e. the second peripheral position, represents 

2 to the power 2, and so on. The left-most bit in any 

one-byte number (bit 8), i. e. the seventh peripheral 

position, represents 2 to the power 7. Mapped onto a dis- 

tributional scheme, these are as follows: 
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pn p7 p6 p5 p4 p3 p2 P1 No 

have the values 

2n e*e 27 p6 p5 p4 p3 p2 P1 20 

i. e. 

128 64 32 16 842 

As is the case in denary where the complex ordered 

sign, 11123", when mapped onto the system's distributional 

unit yields: WOO + 2x1O + 3xl 123 (one hundred and 

twenty-three), so it is in the binary system where the 

complex ordered sign, %01111011 (mapped onto its distribu- 

tional unit) yields the following constituents: 1x64 + 1x32 

+ 1x16 + 1x8 + 1x2 + 1x1 = one hundred and twenty-three. 
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xviii 

THE LIBRARY OF CONGRES CLASSIFICATION SY TEM 

"Classification is, in its simplest statement, the 
putting together of like things, or more fully 
described, it is the arranging of things according 
to likeness and unlikeness" (Richardson, 1964). 

brief historical note 

Schemes for "practical arrangement of books" have been 

in existence for many centuries. The earliest recorded sys- 

tem of any dimensions worthy of mention was that of 

"Callimachus, the greatest of the librarians of Egypt, for 

the Library of Alexandria (260-240 B. C. )". The earliest of 

the surviving systems seems to be that of "the monastic 

library of St. -Riquier" which dates back to the year 831 

(Sayers, 1955). Systems for the classification of human 

knowledge on philosophical grounds, however, date much 

earlier than that. The earliest of these, reported in 

Richardson's Cl assif ication: Theoret ical and Practical, is 

one system which is "somewhat uncertainly abstracted from 

Plato's Republic 428-347 B. C. " (Richardson, 1964). The 

principal schemes for the classification of human knowledge, 

and, more particularly, of books, which have been "devised 

7 -------------------------------------------------- 
am indebted to two gentlement who willingly and enthus- 

iastically repeatedly allowed me to tap their considerable 
knowledge and experience of library classification systems. 
These are Mr. Kenneth C Fraser, "Assistant Librarian" 
(Readers' Services), and Mr. James Kidd, "Sub-Librarian" 
(Cataloguing), both of St Andrews University Library. 



by philosophers and/or adopted by libraries" start with that 

of Conrad Gesner in 1548, followed by that of Francis Bacon 

Partitio universalis doctrinae 

Sayers, 1955). 

Mu LCC system 

humanae in 1623 (see 

Of the numerous classification systems currently in use 

in libraries worldwide, e. g. Cutter's "Expansive Classifica- 

tion", Dewey's "Decimal classification", "bibliographical 

classification", etc., the most widely used is that of the 

"Library of Congress classification" (henceforth IILCCII). 

Thi s was originally designed for the special needs of the 

Library of Congress and for its use only, a fact which 

accounts for some of the structural features of this 

classification. The LCC system evolved essentially from the 

library's subject card catalogue as a classification for its 

own massive stock of books. A statement that very aptly 

sums up th. e essential features of the LCC system is the 

following extract from the Report D-f Jb& Librarian for 1901. 

In his report in which the librarian introduces the LCC 

system a certain "Dr. Putnam" explains that 

The system of classification thus far applied is 
one devised from a comparison of existing schemes 
(including the 'decimal' and the 'expansive') and 
a consideration of the particular conditions of 
this Library, the character of its present and 
probable collections, and its probable use. It is 
assumed that the departments of history, political 
and social science, and certain others, will be 
unusually large. (Sayers, 1955: 155) 
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This statement provides few pointers to the future 

developmen ts of the LCC system which proved to be true and 

applicable to the system as it is today. However, as the 

LCC system incorporates i n its structure basic featu res from 

both the Decimal and the Expansive systems, a brief 

discussion of these will be helpful. 

THE DECIMAL SYSTEM 

The Decimal classification of Melvil Dewey divides 

knowledge basically into ten "classes". 

0 General works 

1 Philosophy 2 Religion 3 Sociology 

4 Philology 5 Natural Science 6 Useful arts 

7 Fine arts 8 Literature 9 History 

Each "class" is in turn divided into ten "divisions", gener- 

al works being always in division 110". These "divisions" 

are further subdi. vided into ten "sections", which are in 

turn subdivided into "sub -sections", "sub-sub-sections"t 

etc., depending on the extent of the material being 

classified. A point is added after the third division to 

aid in reading. The number of divisions never exceeds ten, 

hence the term "decimal classification". 

An example of 

which (from left 

"natural science"; 

I'divisionn "chemi 

"section" "organic 

this system is the classmark 11547.2911 in 

to right) 115" signifies the "class" 

within this class, 114" signifies the 

stry"; within this, "7n signifies the 

chemistry"; within this, 112" signifies 
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the "sub-section" "hydrocarbons"; and, within thisq 11911 Sig- 

nifies the "sub-sub-section" the "Higher Series" of hydro- 

carbons. 

The features which the LCC system incorporates from the 

Decimal system are restricted to the use of numbers to 

signify "subject-areas" of knowledge, and to the use of a 

decimal point and a number to sub-divide these "sub- 

ject-areall numbers into further numbers signifying more 

"subject-areas". The LCC system did not, however, adopt 

Dewey's decimal division of knowledge. 

CUTTER'S EXPANSIVE SYSTE 

The Expansive classif icati on system of C. A. Cutter 

consists in effect of seven separate levels of classifica- 

tions of increasing complexity, called "First classifica- 

tion", "Second classification", etc. The level used depends 

on the number of books in a library. 

Cutter's Expansive classification employs both letters 

and numbers. On each level certain letters of the alphabet 

are used to designate "classes". As the complexity of th e 

classification grows, i. e. the size of the library increas- 

es, the next level of the classification is used. This es- 

sentially means that previously unused letters are incorpo- 

rated into the classification. The "first classification" 

is divided into eight "classes". "subjects" within these 

"classes" are designated either by an additional letter or 

by a previously unused letter. 
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Cutter's "class-marks" are built up in a sequential 

order (from left to right). The first to occur is a letter, 

which may be followed by one or more letters, signifies a 

"subject", e. g. 11B 11 signifies Philosophy, IIXDGII signifies 

"Grammar", etc. These may be followed by a single figure 

number from one to nine, which distinguishes books written 

in a certain "form", e. g. "Zq-7 signifies "Library jour- 

nals", etc. The point in the class-marks seperates "sub- 

ject" divisions from "form" number. These in turn are fol- 

lowed by two-figure numbers ranging from eleven to nine- 

ty-nine, which distinguish books relating to a geographical 

location, e. g. (from the Second classification) IIF4511 sig- 

nifies "History of England and Great Britain". 

Where possible, Cutter uses the initial letter of a 

subject as part of the class mark. For example (from the 

sixth classification): "Electric Arts", which is signified 

by IIRTII, is alphabetically subdivided into IIRTD" which 

signifies "Dynamos, Batteri-es", R TG which signifies 

"Gal va nopl as tics". I 

Author marks 

Cutter author marks constitute a separate sytem which 

is added to the class-mark system. One or more letters of 

the author's name are written, after the classmark, as 

follows: where the author's name begins with a consonant 

(except S), one letter of the author's name is used. Where 

the name starts with an "S", two letters are used. Where a 

name starts with I'Sch" then these three letters are used. 
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In the case of authors' names beginning with vowels, the 

first two letters are used. To the initial/s is added a 

number which "is short if the name occurs at the beginning 

of the alphabet and progresses in length as the names 

progress along the alphabet", e. g. "Abbott" is signified by 

"Ab2l', "Beard" is signified by 11B32", "Smith" by "Sm5l", 

"Schneider" by "Sch57", etc. (Sayers, 1955: 245). 

From Cutter's Expansive system, the LCC system adopts 

the principle of using a combination of a letter and a 

number to signify various bits of information, e. g. authors' 

names, titles of books, etc. The LCC system, however, 

restricts the number of letters in any "Cutter number" it 

uses to one letter only. This is usually an initial of the 

name signified. The rules about the number of initials used 

depending on authors' names are consequently disregarded. 

The numbers after the initial, though, are, like those of 

Cutter's Expansive system, indicative of the letters that 

follow the initial letter in author's names. 

THE LCC SYSTEML INTRODUCTION 

The LCC system reflects, as stated above, the large 

collection of books the Library of Congress has, as well as 

those that it is likely to have. With this in mind the LCC 

system envisaged that two initial letters were suff*icient to 

signify the sub-divisions of the twenty main classes. This 

has not been sufficient in certain areas, however, which 

creates difficult problems for libraries that have adopted 
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the system. Decades after the initiation of the system, the 

classifiers in the Library of Congress decided that two 

initial letters (denoting a particular branch of knowledge 

within a "main class") did not provide sufficient scope for 

two subject-areas. Thus "Law", the Library's largest 

collection (where the number of books exceeded what the 

system allowed for), was made an "exceptional case" and a 

third letter was permitted for this class. The second case 

was that of the "History of Eastern Europe", which was 

allocated no placement at all in the initial classification 

scheme, i. e. had no letter reserved for it. This problem 

was resolved also by the addition of a third letter, "J", 

which was placed between the two letters allocated for 

"history of Russia", i. e. 11DJK11. The addition of a third 

letter, however, is problematic since it not only disrupts 

the system itself, as book records have to be redesigned to 

allow for the third letter; but also a massive number of 

books have to be reclassified and relocated on tne shelves. 

Many libraries which do not bav*e a large collection of books 

on "Law" or on "the history of Eastern Europe" (including 

that of . 
the University of St Andrews), opted not to employ 

this modification. In many cases, this is also because the 

computer systems used are designed for two initial letters 

and cannot be easily modified. 

Each class is organised and compiled separately 

starting with class IIZ" for "bibliography". After a few 

years of gestation this initial class appeared in 1902. The 

floutl ine of the Library of Congress Classification" itself 
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did not appear until 1904 (see Mills, 1960: 89, and Sayersl 

1955: 151-174). Thus the LCC system is in reality a series 

of large special classifications (of branches of knowledge 

" immense size and compass. The as expressed in books) ol. 

procedure which was followed in the LCC system was (and 

still is) generally to make a provisional (i. e. theo- 

retical) schedule for each class and then to develop this 

schedule in detail, guided by the books the Library of Cong- 

ress has on the subject. This may not be the best of ways 

for creating or building a classification system of human 

knowledge as expressed in books and publications, but it is 

practical enough for the LCC purposes (or so it was 

thought). At its introduction the LCC system was criticised 

as being an "inductive procedure", albeit based on "the 

scientific analysis of the objects to be classified and on 

subsequent synthesis of the results" (See Favell, 1934). 

Notwithstanding this and other criticisms of the LCC9 

however, the system is acknowledged to be the best available 

for its comprehensiveness and detail, hence its adoption 

(with some adaptation) by numerous major libraries all over 

the world. 

For proper understanding of the LCC system it is 

important to note that it took decades to develop into the 

(as yet incomplete)l classif ication system it is today. 

This means that successive groups of people were involved in 

the development of the classification as a whole, as well as 

in the development of the separate "classes" and "main 

-------- ------------------------------------------------ 
'The "law" class is not fully classified yet. 
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classes" independently. This in turn means that although 

the general overall (organising) principle of classification 

is the same for the whole LCC system, the way in which this 

principle is interpreted within the classification of "main 

classes" and "classes" by different groups of classifiers 

varies. This accounts for the variation in approach to each 

of these classifications. 

Additionally, human knowledge made massive advances 

during the comparatively long time it took for the LCC 

system to develop into its current state: branches of 

established fields of knowledge have been developed, as well 

as totally new areas of knowledge established. As the LCC 

system was envisaged to account for (i. e. classify) all the 

books in all these fields, it adopted Cutter's (Expansive 

Classification) idea of leaving out some letters of the 

alphabet from its "main" classification to allow for the 

anticipated advance of knowledge. This explains why the 

letters IIWII, "XIt, and "Y", are not in the "main classes" of 

knowledge (yet). The letters 11011 and "I", which do not 

appear anywhere in thýe LCCý system either are excluded for a 

different reason: these were left out of the system from the 

beginning for fear of confusion with the numerals 11011 and 

Ili", However, even without resorting to these letters the 

LCC system has grown to be massively complicated. 

Explaining itj its rules, and the very many exceptions to 

these in any adequate manner requires volumes. Clearly, 

thereforej I can here only touch on its basic structure, 

whichy in any case, is sufficient for the purpose of this 
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study. 

General overview 
_Qj 

lja& LCC system 

In view of the complicated nature of the LCC system, 

have opted for the presentation of the system and its 

analysis to go hand in hand. The alternative of presenting 

the whole system first then analysing it was, I thought, 

perhaps expecting rather much from the reader, who would 

then have to master the system in order to follow the 

analysis without constant reference to previous pages. In 

order to give the reader a general overview of the system, I 

shall reproduce here the extended "class-mark" which is 

arrived at at the end of the discussion. 

The LCC class-mark consists essentially of two parts. 

These are called here the first and the second parts. The 

first part is the letters and numerals which denote I'sub- 

ject-areas" of knowledge. This is provided and (is strictly 

controlled by) the Library of Congress. The second part on 

the other hand is book specific and, as such, tolerates some 

"local" variations, which may be introduced by particular 

libraries to suit their own requirements. This second part 

is generated according to specific LCC rules. As different 

libraries have different requirements, as well as different 

collections of books, however, this book-specific part of 

the class-mark, although often provided by the Library of 

Congress, is less uniformly accepted throughout the world 

than the first part. 
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The first part of the IL CC system consists of the 

following sections: 

L W(L) N (N)(N)(N) (. N (N)(N)(N)) (. LN (N)(N)(N)) 

The signification of each section of this representation, 

from left to right, is as fo' ' ows: 

L "main-class" 

L W(L) "class" 

N (N )(N)(N) I'subject-areall 

(. N (N)(N)(N)) decima-. subdivision of "subject-area" 

(. N (N)(N)(N)) Cutter subdivision of "subject-area" 

The second part on the other hand consists of the 

f ollowing sections: 

. LN (N)(N)(N) (LN (N)(N)(N)) (Z5) MN (N)(N)(N)) 

(LN (N)(N)(N)) MN (N)(N)) MN (N)(N)(N)) (NNNN) 

The -signification of each section of this formulaic 

representation is as follows: 

. LN (N)(N)(N) : author's Cutter number 

(LN (N)(N)(N)) : second author's Cutter number 

(Z5) : work is a critical appraisal 

(LN (N)(N)(N)) : work or author about whom book is 
written 

(LN (N)(N)(N)) : translator's name 

(LN (N)(N)) : language of translation 

(LN (N)(N)(N)) : title 

(NNNN) : date 
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LH-E FIRS PAR 

Main 
-C-lasses 

The LCC system organises human knowledge on a 

"departmental basis" into twenty main classes denoted by 

twenty-one letters from "All to TIZ "I as in the following 

table (adapted from Mills, 1960: 150 -- see appendix IIGII). 

A General works. Polygraphy 

B Philosophy (which includes Religion) 

C History -- Auxiliary Sciences 

D History and Topography (except America) 

E-F America 

G Geography. Anthropology. Sports 

H Social Science (including Statistics, Economics, 
Sociology) 

i Political Science 

K Law 

L Education 

M Music 

N Fine Arts 

Language & Literature (including Linguistic and 
Literary History and Literature) 

Q Science 

R Medicine 

S Agriculture, Plant and Animal Industry 

T Technology 

U Military Science 

V Naval Science 

Z Bibliography and Library Science 
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The sequential order of presenting these classes, the 

selection of letters (rather than numerals) to signify them, 

as well as the choice of the letters used, and the 

alphabetical sequential order of these letters are all 

arbitrary. There may be some (sequential and logical? ) 

motivation in the selection of "All for "generalia", 

i. e. "collections; encyclopaedias; dictionaries", or "ZII for 

"bibliography" and "library science", but this is 

insignificant from a strict semiotic view point, and has 

only a minor mnemonic effect. The sequential order of the 

main classes in the LCC system is, as stated above, 

arbitrary and relatively unimportant in its own right. The 

fact that it is "arbitrary", however, is important, as this 

establishes the "letters" denoting the main classes as 

conventionally fixed entities, i. e. signs. Thus every 

"letter" (in the above inventory which occurs as the 

left-most element in the system's cl as s-marks )I in its 

capacity of indicating a "main-class", is the form of a sign 

whose denotation is a "main-class" within the classification 

of knowledge in the LCC system. 

"Classes" 

Each of these "main classes" may in principle be 

expanded into as many "classes" as there are letters of the 

alphabet, including the three "reserved" ones (but excluding 

"I" and "on). Each of the resulting subdivisions is 

indicated by the initial letter of the "main class" and a 

second letterg indicating a "class" within that. For 
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example the class-mark IIPE1361. M211 (Mathews Syntax) denotes 

a book in the main class of "language and literature", 

("P"), which deals with "English", ("Ell). (The same goes 

for the example quoted earlier above, i. e. "PE1361. T82". ) 

IIPQ" on the other hand signifies a book which deals with a 

"French" subject (Q), e. g. IIPQ2613. Ul87Z5G8" (Journal jaga 

annees noires); "PC" signifies a book on "Romance 

languages", e. g. IIPC2511-S37 (French verse-art: a study); 

IIPJII signifies a book on "Oriental Languages and 

Literature", e. g. "PJ7741. S6S5K5ll (The Islamic 
. 
13id 

-Qf 

nations); etc. "Classes" may also be signified by one 

letter only, in which case this is the letter of the "main 

class". Realised alone, however, one letter normally 

indicates "general works" in the "main class". For example, 

IIPII indicates "Philology and Linguistics -- General" as in 

IIP61. R7 (A Shor History 
-Qf 

Linguistics, by R. H. Robins), 

lIP123. B2H2ll (Universals 1, n Linguistic Theory, E. Bach and 

R. T. Harms eds. ), 'IP325. L511 (Semantics, Vols. 1&2, 

J. Lyons), etc. 

Arbitrsgry choice 

The choice of "letters" for signifying "classes" is, 

I ike that of the "main classes", totally arbitrary. Th is 

arbitrariness is manifested in a number of ways. The 

sequential ordering of the letters signifying "classes" is 

of no semiotic significance, i. e. not functional. Neither 

is it of mnemonic significance either, since, unlike that of 

the '"main classes", the sequential order here is of no 
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importance to the user of t. ý-, e system. IIA119 as a letter (on 

its own, or as the second element of form) signifying a 

"class", has no priority, logical or, practical, over any 

other letter, which could have just as freely been chosen to 

signify the same "class". There is no logical or pragmatic 

significance in the choice of letters, nor in the sequence 

in which they are used to signify the LCC "classes". These 

could have been numerals, as in the Decimal Classification 

system. -Furthermore, the same sequential order is not 

maintained in the sub-divisions into "classes" of all the 

"main classes": different letters are left out of sub-divi- 

sions of different "main classes". For example, "main 

class" "All has no "class" designated IIABII nor "AD", while 

"main class" IIBII has no "class" designated 11B All nor "BE" 

(see Appendix IIGII: chart of LCC system). 

What is equally important, if not more Sol in 

establishing the arbitrary nature of the choice of specific 

letters for specific "classes is that these letters are 

unrelated to those signifying "main classes". This is clear 

from the following examples: "PII (bold print), as presented 

in the inventory of "main classes" denotes "Language and 

Literature"; when it occurs (printed normally) as the 

left-most element of a class-mark, however, it denotes the 

class "Philology and Linguistics -- General"; "A", which 

denotes the "main class" "Generalia", is unrelated to "A" 

which denotes a "class" within a "main class", e. g the class 

"CA" denotesq not "general works in history", but 

"Philosophy of history"; similarly "GA" denotes "Mathe- 
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matical and astronomical geography" not general works in 

"main class" "GII (which denotes "geography, anthropology and 

sports"). Just as important with regard to the arbitrari- 

ness of the choice of the letters, to denote "classes" is the 

fact, evident from the examples quoted above, that these 

letters do not relate consistently to each other either. 

The letter "All 9 for example, in combination with IICII (for 

main class "History") signifies the "class" "Philosophy of 

history", while the same letter, "A", in combination with 

other main class letters signify totally different 

"classes", e. g. 'INA" denotes "Architecture" (not "philosophy 

of Fine Arts"), IIQAII denotes "mathematics" (not "philosophy 

of science"), etc. 

lh& "class" sign 

It is clearly the case that these letters, and 

combinations of letters (which signify "classes" within 

"main classes") are wholly arbitrary entities whose 

signification is wholly conventionally fixed by the LCC 

system. This of course establishes them as signs. Thus 

every letter or combination of two letters (or, in the cases 

of "Law" and "East European History", combination of three 

letters) which occupy the left-most position (or positions) 

in a "class-mark" of the LCC system constitutes a sign whose 

denotation is a specific sub-division (called here a 

"class") of the "main classes" of knowiedge as defined by 

the LCC system. 
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Cenologi-c-ally complex siRns 

As it is clear from the examples above, ea ch 11c 1ass 11 

sign has a form which is borrowed from the English alphabet, 

and which consists of either one or two letters (or, in the 

case of "Law" and the "History of Eastern Europe", three 

letters). Where a sign has a one-letter form it is clear 

that this constitutes a simple sign, as any complexity on 

the level of sign necessarily presupposes complexity on the 

fa sign whose form consists of level of form. In the case o. 

two letters, however, there is obviously a combination of 

elements of form. This may or may not correspond to a 

complexity on the level of sign: a two-letter "class" sign 

could either be a simple sign, or a complex sign. If it 

proves to be a complex sign then its complexity could be 

cenological or plerological. It is clear from the examples 

of the class-marks quoted above, and from others in the LCC 

system, that different letters can (within the limitations 

of the LCC system) combine together in different 

arrangements to produce forms of different signs, e. g. IIAC" 

denotes "Collected works", while "CA" denotes "Philosophy of 

history"; "AN" denotes "newspapers" while 'INA" denotes 

"architecture". It is thus clear that the two-letter 

"class" signs are cenologically (phonologically) complex. 

As is clear from the examples above also, the order in which 
I 

these elements of form (i. e. letters) combine together is 

functionally significantv i. e. "CA", IIACII, 'INA", "AN", etc. 

constitute (complex) forms of different signs. The forms of 

the two-letter (orv in the case of "Law" and "East Eropean 
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History", three-letter) "class" signs are, therefore, not 

only complex but "ordered" as well. 

Plerologically simple signs 

The commutation test does not apply here, however, on 

the level of signs. This is clear from the denotation of 

the letters selected for I'main classes" and f or "classes". 

Essentially this is because two-letter "class" signs are not 

combinations each of a sign for "main class" and another for 

a "division of main class", nor are they combinations of two 

one-letter simple "class" signs either. For the commutation 

test to be valid it requires that all tne elements in a 

construction must be separately commutable. In other words, 

the construction in question must consist of functionally 

significant constituents each in its own right. Only in 

this way cap a construction be proved to be complex (as is 

the case with the elements of form above). In order to 

establish that the two-letter signs constitute complexes of 

two signs each it must be shown that every two-letter sign 

must consist of two separately commutable constituent signs. 

The left-most letter of any two-letter "class" sign, in its 

capacity of being the form of a sign denoting a "main 

class", could perhaps be argued to constitute a functionally 

valid commutable tentative constituent sign. This cannot be 

argued to be the case with the second letter in the form, 

howeverv as it has no single separately fixed denotation in 

the overall LCC system. Th e two-letter class signs can, 

thereforev only be established as single signs, each with a 
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complex ordered form consisting of two letters. The same is 

true mutatis mutandis of three-letter "class" signs, i. e. 

each of these is also established as a single sign whose 

form is a cenotactic complex of three letters. 

Subiect areas 

"Classes" resulting from the divisions of "main 

classes" are further expanded (or sub-divided) in the LCC 

system into sub-classes by the use of up to a maximum of 

four numerals, as can be se en from the examples above. 

However, only a minimum of one numeral is obligatory, e. g. 

IIBVI (a periodical in Philosophy), "Pl-J7 ("Journal of 

Lipguistics"), etc. These sub-classes are what might mnem- 

onically be more accurately called "subject-areas" because 

this sub-division yields the level of general subject-areas 

of knowledge. For example, under IIP146" all "general works" 

of "Structural and Saussurian linguistics" are classified; 

IIP147" covers "Prague School & Functionalism"; lIP14811 covers 

"Copenhagen School -- Glossematics". 

Arbitrary ghoice 

The choice of numerals (as opposed to other possible 

forms) to denote "subject-areas" is arbitrary. The choice 

of specific numbers to denote specific subject-areas is also 

arbitrary. This is evident from the fact that the same 

number signifies different subject-areas in different 

classes. For example, "P361" denotes "General works" of 

subclass "Polyglot Dictionaries, Glossaries, etc. ", which 
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itself is a subclass of "Comparative Lexicography", itself a 

subclass of "Language -- Linguistic Theory -_ Comparative 

Grammar" of the class "Philology and Linguistics -- 

General", which is the sub-class of the "main class" 

"Language and Literature". "PK36111, on the other hand, 

denotes works on the "Etymology of Vedic language", which is 

a subclass of "Indo-Aryan languages", itself a sub-division 

of the class "Indo-Iranian Philology and Literature". Also, 

"PR545111, for example, denotes works on the 19th Century 

author "Shorthouse, Joseph Henry (VIIIa)", while 11PK5451" 

denotes works on "Oriental translations" of the subclass 

"Modern Indo-Aryan literature", itself a sub-division of the 

class "Indo-Iranian Philology and Literature". In view of' 

this total arbitrariness (see below also) of the numbers 

chosen to signify "subject-area" within the "classification 

of knowledge" in the LCC system it must be concluded that 

their signification is wholly conventionally fixed. Each of 

these numbers (together with the letter, or letters, 

preceding them) must, therefore, be established as a fully 

fledged sign which denotes a particular "subject-area" 

within the LCC system. Each of these signs consists of up 

to three letters (which occupy the left-most positions in 

the LCC plerotagm and signify the "class" within the LCC 

system to which the sign belongs) and of up to four numerals 

(which signify a specific "subject-area" within this 

"class"). 
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The arbitrariness in the choice of numerals to denote 

subject-areas extends to the sequential ordering of these 

numerals (from small numbers to large ones). The sequential 

ordering exhibited here is not consistent within all classes 

in that these do not necessarily sub-divide into subject- 

area number "111 followed by "subject-area" number "211, etc., 

all through to the potential maximum of 11999911 subject- 

areas. "Classes" do not sub-divide into equal numbers of 

"subject-areas". Furthermore, the sub-divisions within 

"classes" are such that the resulting "subject-areas" are 

not placed at equal intervals of numbers with equal gaps 

between them. Some 11 s ubj ect- ar ea s 11 may be more closely 

related together and may consequently be given a close 

sequence of numbers to signify them. Others may be loosely 

related and thus be given a sequence of numbers with gaps in 

them. These gaps vary according to arbitrary assumptions by 

the classifiers about these "subject-areas". Gaps are sets 

of numbers which, like the gaps in the letters denoting 

"main classes", are arbitrarily left out of the system, 

especially where a particular "subject-area" is thought 

likely to develop further in tne future. 

Decimal subdivision -Qf 
"subject-areall 

Predictions about the development potential of certain 

subjects have not always been accurate. This can be seen 

from the many instances where a decimal number (i. e. frac- 

tions of "subject-area" numbers) has had to be introduced to 

denote the development of what previously was thought to be 
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one specific "subject-area" into numerous more narrowly 

defined ones. This is not only because of the massive 

advance in human knowledge and the developments in contem- 

porary fields of research, science and technology, etc., but 

also probably because of oversight in the original basic 

classification of knowledge into specit*ic subject-areas. 

Within the sub-class "Historical Linguistics -- Diachronic 

Linguistics", for example, "General works" on "Comparative 

Linguistics" (denoted by the "subject-area" number lIP143") 

is divided further into various "subject-areas" by the 

introduction of a decimal fraction, e. g. IIP143.211 denotes 

works on "Reconstruction", IIP143.311 denotes works on 

"Glottochronology (including Lexicostatistics, Descriptive 

Linguistics, and Synchronic Linguistics)", etc. The choice 

of numerals, specific numbers, their sequence, as well as 

the decimal point, etc., for dividing particular sub- 

ject-areas into further, more restricted ones is also 

arbitrary. The Library of Congress classifiers could have, 

for example, chosen to extend the maximum number of numerals 

to five or six instead of introducing a decimal point for 

this purpose. 
' Whatever the merits or demerits of 

introducing the decimal point may be, the fact remains that 

this is a conventionally established part of the LCC system 

and results in further type of class-marks (characterised by 

--------------------------------------------------------- 'The introduction of the decimal point creates the 
difficult problem of having more than one point in some 
class-marks. This is particularly problematic for libraries 
which have computerised their LCC systems, as this requires 
strict adherence to the formulae specit*ied in the 
programming. These do not have the ability of humans to 
accommodate occasional changes in the rules and alternation 
between one, twol or more points in the system. 
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th e presence of a decimal point in tneir form) . Each of 

these must, therefore, be established as a "subject-area" 

sign as well. The LCC system has thus two types of sign for 

denoting "subject-area": one which has a complete number, 

i. e. without a decimal point, e. g. lIP14911 (denotes "London 

school. Systemic grammar"); and another, which has a 

decimal point, e. g. IIP158.511 (denotes Montague grammar"). 

Further "subject-area" divisions 

The complexity of "subject-area" classification within 

the LCC system is in fact even more entangled: there is 

sometimes a need for further sub-divisions within the 

decimal fractions to be made in order to denote further even 

more narrowly defined "subject-areas" not previously allowed 

for. In the classification of "Semantics", for example, the 

class "General works", (denoted by "P32511) is further 

sub-divided, by the introduction of a decimal point, into 

further 11 s ubj ect- ar ea s 11 2 e. g. "P325-511 denotes "Special 

aspects, A-Z11 (this is arbitrarily chosen, as it is the only 

decimal fraction between 11P325" and lIP32611 -- the latter 

denotes "Lexicology"). These "Special aspects" are divided 

further into more "subject-areas" 'by the use of Cutter 

Numbers (i. e. a letter and potentially up to four numerals), 

e. g. lIP325-5. D38t' denotes a "subject-area" entitled "Data 

processing"v "P325.5. C6" denotes another entitled "Comparat- 

ive semantics"y "P325.5. C63" denotes "Connotation". 
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Mnemoni-c motivation 

As the LCC system is a pragmatic systeml it attempts, 

wherever possible, to include mnemonic features in its 

class-marks. And as the choice of a Cutter Number for this 

further sub-division of "subject-areastt is arbitrary, the 

choice of the letter in these Cutter Numbers is also arbit- 

rary, i. e. there is no restriction on its selection. This 

being the cpse, the letter in these, and in fact in most, 

Cutter Numbers used in the LCC system is derived from the 

t'subject-areall signified; this is usually the initial letter 

of the key word of the subject-area, as can be seen from the 

examples above (see below also). Although this is a helpful 

mnemonic feature, as well as a practical way of choosing the 

needed letters, this is strictly a non-semiotic feature in 

Axiomatic Functionalist terms. It does not, therefore, 

affect the semiotic nature of this extention (expansion) of 

the signs denoting "subject-areas". In other words, the 

Cutter Number extension of t'subject-areall signs is an 

arbitrary entity with a conventionally fixed signification. 

This establishes a thkýd type of sign denoting "sub- 

ject-areall. The entities which constitute this sign type 

are (in sequential order from left to right) as follows: a 

letter which signifies "class" (a maximum of three letters 

are possible, in which case the left-most letter of these 

signifies "main-class"). This is followed by a "number" 

consisting of up to four numerals which signifies what might 

perhaps be called a general "subject-arean. This in turn is 

followed by a "decimal fraction" (consisting of a decimal 
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point and up to four numerals) which signifies further "sub- 

ject-areas". This is also followed by another (decimal? ) 

fraction (consisting of a Cutter Number -- separated from 

the numeric "decimal fraction" by a point) which signifies 

yet more "subject-areas". Additional examples of 

class-marks containing the three levels of subject-areas 

are, "P325-5. H5711 ("Historical semantics"), "P325-5. P65" 

("Polysemy"). 

Arbitrary subdivision 

It is important to note here that the sub-division of 

the general "subject-area" level into three sub-classes is 

governed to a large extent by practical considerations, 

namely whether or not the LCC system has sufficient and 

appropriate gaps in its "subject-area" "numbers" to accom- 

modate the expansion of "subject-areas". In many cases 

also, it is largely a subjective matter as to whether a 

newly assigned "subject-area" is an independent one or 

whether it is a "sub-division" of an existing one. Although 

this is an important issue with regard to the LCC as a 

semiotic system, it is not nearly as important from the 

point of view of the LCC as a pragmatic system, i. e. as a 

system which is devised mainly and ultimately for the clas- 

sification of books uniquely, distinctly, and in an 

organised fashion. The sub-division in the LCC system of 

the level of "subject-areas" into three sub-classes is not 

meant to be, nor can it be a scientifically or ontologically 

correct division of knowledge as expressed in "subject- 
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areas". This is why it is possible to find a "similar" type 

(or classification) of "subject-areas" within two different 

sub-divisions, e. g. "Comparative semantics" is found in the 

third sub-class, as is quoted above, while "Comparative 

lexicography" is placed in the first sub-class (as can be 

seen from the class-mark, "P331", which denotes it). 

Three 
-"subject-area" sign types 

The LCC system has, thus, three sign types, each of 

which denotes a "subject-area" which is a sub-division of 

higher order ("class") entities. As mentioned above, a 

number of these (but not all) could perhaps be argued to be 

on three different signification "levels" in the hierarchy 

of significant entities within the LCC system (i. e. similar 

in structure to the hierarchy of signification between the 

"main class"y "class", and "subject-area" levels). But this 

can only be hypothesised, and not proven, because of the 

numerous counter-examples which pervade the LCC system. A 

very clear and common example of this is the classification 

of "general works". Sometimes these are classified under 

"whole numbers", e. g. lIP14011 and 11P 14511 (which signify 

respectively the "general works" of "Historical linguistics 

-- Diachronic linguistics" and "Descriptive linguistics -- 

Synchronic linguistics"), while at other times they are 

classified under decimal numbers, e. g. "P130-5" and "P138.5" 

(which signify the "general works" of "Languages in contact" 

and I'Statistical linguistics" respectively). Furthermore, 

whether one regardsv for example, comparative studies to be 
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a sub-division of the subjects studied, or the subjects 

studied to be sub-divisions of comparative studies, or 

whether one regards both as separate kinds of study 

altogether is a matter of opiniong not objective knowledge. 

Also, establishing the three sub-divisions of the general 

"subject-area" as three levels in the hierarchy of'signi- 

fication within the LCC system would suggest that relations 

between these are similar to those between "main classes"y 

"classes" and "subject-areas" (these are from a semantic 

point of view relations of "proper inclusion"), which is 

manifestly not the case. The decimal sub-division (into 

numerical as well as Cutter Number fractions) results only 

from lack of space in the system (i. e. practical necessity) 

rather than by logical and scientifically valid sub-division 

of "subject-areas" of human knowledge. The three "sub- 

ject-areall signs must, therefore, be established as 

equivalent signs, denoting equivalent "subject-areas", 

i. e. different divisions within the one general level or 

class of "subject-area". 

Mnemonic econoMy 

It is clear from the examples quoted above that the 

sequential ordering of the "decimal numbers" into sub-divi- 

sions of "subject-areas" has no semiotic significance. This 

is essentially becausev like their "whole-number" counter- 

parts, these "decimal numbers" have no consistent significa- 

tion in the system. The same number used with all classes 

does not denote a specific kind of "subject-area" which 
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applies consistently in the sub-classification of all these 

classes, as is the case in the "Universal Decimal 

Classifiation", for example. The sequential ordering of 

numbers in the LCC system class-marks is purely a manifest- 

ation of the system of number-writing from which the formal 

expressions of the numerals used are borrowed. From a 

mnemonic point of-view this is a valuable feature because of 

the familiarity of numbers to the intended users of the 

system. This facilitates the use of the system by providing 

a readily available formula which is much more easily read, 

recognised, remembered, and said, than any other form. 

Compared to some other non-readable, non-writeable, and 

non-vocalisable signa, which could in principle have been 

chosen instead, the mnemonic economy proferred by the use of 

numbers (and letters) in the LCC system becomes readily 

apparent. 

Subject-area authors and literary works 

The LCC system classifies established authors and 

literary works as "subject-areas" in their own right, and 

treats them as such, i. e. exactly like the "subject-areas" 

above. In one of its numerous manuscriptsv Classification: 

Literatur-e, the Library of Congress explains its "Table of 

Subdivisions under Individual Authors" (which "May be 

modified in application to specit'ic cases whenever it seems 

desirable") that "only the more important (books) have a 

special number or numbers assigned to them, the lesser works 

are to have Cutter numbers" (LCC manuscript, 1915: 219). The 
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same principle applies to authors as well. Geoffrey 

Chaucer, for example, has the numbers 1850-1978 allocated to 

him and his works and to works about him and his works. 

Within this number of "subject-areas" there are quite a few 

Cutter number fractions as well, e. g. 11PR1912. A211 signifies 

works which are "Collections" of "Sources", "PR1 968. D511 

signifies works which "Debate the carpenter's tools"Y 

"PR1968. E5" signifies works on "Earthe upon earthe (U)", 

etc. (ibid: 90). Daniel Defoe is allocated the numbers 

3400-3408 also with numerous Cutter number extensions, 

e. g. "PR3403" denotes "Robinson Crusoe", 11PR3403-Z5A-Z11 

denotes "Criticism", i. e. critical works which relate to 

"Robinson Crusoell ("A-Z" indicates that works are to be 

arranged alphabeticaliy) (ibid: 117). It is worth noting 

here that 11Z511, which will come up later in tne discussion, 

is a Cutter number which signifies, in its specific "post 

point" position, all "critical works" in the LCC system 

(this is one rare but refreshing example of consistency in 

the system). 

The inclusion of authors and works in the "sub- 

ject-areall classification is not restricted to "Western 

literary works and figures. In the classification of 

"Sanskrit (Post-Vedic) literature", for example, "Individual 

authorsq or works" are sub-divided by a (decimal? ) Cutter 

Number into further subject-areas, e. g. in relation to the 

author "Asvaghosallp "PK3791. A6" denotes "Collected works'll 

11PK3791. A711 denotes "Separate works", IIPK3791. A7S2" denotes 

"texts" classified by date, "PK3791. A7S311 denotes "English 
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translation", etc. (ibid: 105). It will be noted that the 

second part of the class-marks above start with the letter 

"A", which is the initial of the author who is at the centre 

of this "subject-areall. This provides the user with a 

memory hook, as it were, on which the class-mark can hang. 

This is an important consideration when one realises that 

class-marks can get very intricate and entangled. The 

complexity of extended class-marks is relieved by the use of 

such a mnemonic feature., Despite this pragmatic motivation 

these extended class-marks, up to and including author and 

literary works as subject-areas, remain arbitrary and are, 

therefore, like the "subject-areas" above, established as 

signs. 

This concludes the initial analysis of the first part 

of the LCC system class-marks. It would be helpful to sum 

up this part before proceeding to discussing the second part 

of the class-mark. 

Summa= 
-Qf 

"first part" -Qf -t]2-e 
LCC sy. 5tem's- class-mark 

The first part of. the LCC system class-mark consists 

essentially of three sections: a "main-class", a "class", 

and a "subject-area". The "main-class" is signified by one 

of 21 letters of the alphabet. The "class" may be signified 

by a letter from the "main-class" alone, or may have up to 

three lettersp the left-most of which being that signifying 

the "main-class". The subject-area can be signified by a 

letter or letters (of the above "main-class" and "class") 

together with a number which may be up to four digits long. 
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Within this basic structure of the first part, only one 

letter and one numeral are obligatory. The rest are 

expansions. Substituting I'Ll" for "letter" and 'IN" for "num- 

bers", the first part of the LCC system class-mark can be 

represented as follows: 

L W(L) N MMM 

(The bracketed letters represent "expansions") 

The subject-area number can, however, be further sub- 

divided into two more sections, a decimal fraction and a 

Cutter number. Both of these are "expansions" which can 

occur independently of each other as well as together. If 

they occur together then the decimal number occurs first 

followed by the Cutter number. The reverse is not possible 

in the LCC system. This is only a matter of realisation, 

however, and has no "ordering" significance in any semiotic 

sense. Including these expansions of the "general" subject- 

area in the representation above gives the foliowing: 

L W(L) N (N)(N)(N) (. N (N)(N)(N)) (. L N (N)(N)(N)) 

(The signification of each section of this representation is 

as follows: 

L 

L 

N (N) (N) (N) 

(. N (N)(N)(N)) 

(. N (N)(N)(N)) 

"main-class" 

"class" 

11 s ubj ect- ar ea 

decimal subdivision of "subject-area" 

Cutter subdivision of "subject-arean 
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As can be seen from this representation, th e addition 

of the two further subdivisions of the "subject-area" 

(whether into more specific areas of knowiedge, or into 

authors and literary works) does not alter the fact that 

only one letter and one numeral remain obligatory. All 

others are expansions which, by definition, can be commuted 

with zero. If the class-mark has a decimal fraction of sub- 

ject-area then only one numeral digit is obligatory 

(preceded by a decimal point) as can be seen from the 

representation above. When a Cutter number occurs, whether 

following a decimal fraction or not, only one letter 

(preceded by a point) and one number (in this order) are 

obligatory. 

hierarchical order -Qf signification 

The structure of this f irst part of the LCC system 

constitutes a hierarchical organisation of signification 

levels in which each level potentially includes in its 

signification all the levels below it. From a semantic 

point of view this means that the denotation of each entity 

of a higher order level, i. e. on a 

higher significative level, proper- 

ly includes the denotation of the 

entities on the lower level of 

PE 361(@ signification which share its 

form, i. e. it is a "hyperonym" 

of these entities. This can be re- 

presented in the adjacent diagram. 
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In other words, an entity which has a more general signifi- 

cative import (and has usually fewer letters and numerals in 

its form) includes in its signification all lower level 

entities. This is indicated by the fact tnat these lower 

level entities include as part of their own forms the forms 

of the higher level entities. The higher the signification 

level of an entity the more general its signification is and 

the fewer elements of form it has. By contrast the lower 

the signification level the more specit'ic the signification 

and the more numerous the elements of form are. This is 

true even within the same level, e. g. class IIPII has tne more 

general signification than "class" "PE". The former signi- 

fies "Language and literature" in general and the latter 

"English" only within that. 

It is this feature which distinguishes classif ication 

systems, and which enables them to function as such. Higher 

level entities have "general" signification attached to a 

minimum form. The more precise and speciric the significa- 

tion is the more elaborate 'and extended the form is. This 

continues until the lowest, and most specific level is 

reached, ultimately that of single books. Class-marks on 

this level must, consequently, be (and usually are) the most 

elaborate. This is necessarily the case since class-marks 

must include in their form the forms of all the higher level 

entities which trace their classification. This is similar 

to a family tree structure: the lower one gets the more 

details are needed to trace an individual's ancestry back to 

the source (See diagram below). 
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I]= structure -Qf. 
jh& first part -Qf -tjla 

LCC system 

HUMAN KNOWLEDGE 

(is divided into 20 "main-classes" signified by 21 letters) 

ABCD E-F GHJKLMNPQRSTUV 
(Each is sub-divided into "classes" by the 24 letters) 

BCDEFGHJKLMNPQRSTUVWXY V', e. g. t'Ptf 

z 

P PA PB PC PD PE PF PG PH PJ PK PL PM PN PQ PR PS PT PU PV PW PX PY PZ 
(Each is sub-divided into "sub=ject-areas" by up to 4 digits) 

11PN111 11PS311 "PJ37" "PL10111 IIPK960111 "PR549811 etc. 
(each may be further sub-divided into more "sub=ject-areas" by 

decimal fractionsy Cutter numberv or both, e. g. ) 

"P 13 8.6 11 "PL3999-181, 'ID81O. C66511 "P325-5. G45" etc. 
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THE SECOND 
-PAR _QF 

THE CLASS-MARK 

The second part of the class-mark is divided in prin- 

ciple into three sections. In a sequential order from left 

to right these are "author", "title", and "date". This 

sequential ordering follows a logical and practical reason- 

ing. The concern of a library classification system is 

clearly to classify books in such a way as to make finding 

them in the system (as well as literally, i. e. on the 

shelves) as easily accomplished by the book seeker as 

possible. This necessitates classifying together all the 

books by any one author. Hence books in the same 11sub- 

ject-areall are classified alphabetically according to their 

authors, e. g. 11PE1361. M211 (Mathews Syntax) comes before 

"PE1361. T8211 (jbje History 
-Qf 

English Syntax). Books by the 

same author are classified together alphabetically according 

to their "titles", e. g. 11P945. A3A_Z11 denotes "individual 

texts. By title, A-Z11 on "Hittite languages". Books by the 

same author and with the same alphabetical order of titles 

(as when more than one issue of the same work is kept in the 

library) are classified according to their date of 

publication. Classification by date is also used for 

publications which have no particular titles, e. g. 

"P945. A4" denotes "Individual texts (which have no title). 

By date". This is also done in the case of publications 

which have no particular author/s as in the case of "Jour- 

nals", etc., e. g. 11P945. Z8" denotes "Dictionaries, indexes, 

etc. By date". As can be seen from the examples given, the 

"author" section (except where there is no author) has 
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priority over "title" and "date", and is often the only 

secýion specified. The "title" section rarely needs to be 

given, except in the case of prolific authors. In that case 

the author is often treated as a "subject-area", as 

discussed above. Apart from the cases noted above, the 

"date" section is only included in the classification of 

books for distinguishing two editions of the same work, if 

these differ significantly. 

Pragmatic considerationn, 

Whether or not the three sections of the second part of 

the class-mark are all given depends on practical 

considerations. The LCC system, as mentioned above, is a 

pragmatic system (which accounts for its expansive nature). 

It uses the minimum class-mark which is sufficient to 

classify a specific publication uniquely, accurately, and 

distinctly. In other words, if a library has only one or 

two books by a certain author (which is the majority of 

cases) then these are classified sufficiently distinctly by 

the name of the author only, without the need for the title 

and date. For example the book Syntax And Semantics: 
.9 

taxonomic approach (by C. L. Ebeling) is given the class-mark 

lIP291. E3" where "Ell is the first initial of the author's 

name and "3" is a numeral which signifies the second letter 

after the initial, in this case that of "b". The same 

applies to Semiotic Perspectives (by S. G. J. Hervey) which is 

given the class-mark lIP99. H4", and to Mathews Syntax., quoted 

above, which is class-marked as "PE1361. M2", etc. 
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The first two 

"title", are signif 

section, i. e. that 

i. e. "1973", etc., 

book on Foundations 

Dimitri). 

sections, i. e. those of "author" and 

ied by a "Cutter Number" each. The third 

of "date", is given numerically, 

e. g. "QC175.25. R3M54 198411 (denotes a 

. Q. f Radiation Hydrodynamics, by Mihalas, 

Author's Cutter number 

An "author" Cutter number always signifies the author's 

first initial and generally places the author's name in its 

alphabetical order in relation to others. it is a 

noteworthy instance of consistency in the LCC system that, 

for denoting "author", the convention of using a Cutter 

Number the letter element of which is that of the initial 

letter of the author's name is maintained throughout the 

system. This is also generally true of the Cutter numbers 

which signify "subject-areas", "titles", etc. The numeral 

(or numerals) following the letter in the author's Cutter 

number normally signifies the second letter of the name but 

it may be used purely for placing authors in their correct 

alphabetical order (see examples below). This is according 

to th e following table, which is a simplified version of 

that of the Library of Congress system (as used by 

St Andrews University Library). 

2 .345678 

A B-D EFG HIJ KLMN OPQ R-Z 

Illustrative examples, taken from the LCC classification of 

the "subclasses PN, PR, PS, PZ" of "English Literature" are: 
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11PR3379-C5 Cowper, Ashley"; 11PR3379-C7 Cowper, Francis 

Maria"; 11PR3348-C7 Cleveland, John"; etc. Where authors 

have similar names these are distinguished sometimes by the 

addition of a further numeral (or numerals as necessary up 

to the maximum of four). It should be noted, however, that 

these further numerals are arbitrarily selected. Apart from 

their selection being sequentially motivated by the system 

of number writing, these do not necessarily signify any 

sequence of letters in the authors' names. These further 

numerals signify difference of authorship, rather than 

specific sequences of letters in an author's name, e. g. 

"PR5349. S5" is the class-mark of I'Sewell, Elizabeth M11, 

while "PR5349. S5511 is that of "Sewell, Mrs. Mary (of 

Chertsey)", but "PR5349. S6" is that of "Sewell, Mrs. Mary 

(Wright)". 

TwD authors' Cutter numbers 

Where two (or more) 'authors are necessary for the 

identification of a book these are given by two successive 

"Cutter Numbers", e. g. "Universals in Linguistic Theory" (by 

E. Bach and R. T. Harms -- eds. ) is class-marked 11P123. B2H211. 

This is also the case sometimes in translated works where 

the translator's name is also given. In this case a further 

"letter" (or Cutter number) may sometimes be added to 

indicate the language of the translation, e. g. "P945. Z9A-Z" 

signifies "Translations. By language, A-Z and date" (this 

particular reference also states that the translations are 

to be classified alphabetically according to language). 
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(These examples are from the LCC Schedules: A Cumulation 

Additions siU2_d Change-s 
_through 

1981 ýý Class E) . 

The choice of Cutter numbers to signify "author/s", 

"title", or "translations of works" is clearly arbitrary: 

if the choice were not arbitrary it would not have been 

possible to use it for signifying the different sections 

discussed above. Furthermore, this choice does not have to 

be a Cutter number: it could, for example, be "decimal". 

These Cutter numbers are, therefore, like those discussed 

earlier, wholly conventional entities. Consequently, the 

combination of a first part of a class-mark with an author 

Cutter number and/or a title Cutter number and/or a date 

have each to be established as a sign in its own right. 

Also like those discussed earlier, these are cenologically 

complex signs. These forms can be shown to consist of a 

"letter" and one or. more "numerals", each of which is 

commutable with other "letters" and "numerals". Every such 

commutation gives the form of a different possible sign in 

the system. 

Z5 

Apart from the above sub-divisions of the second part 

of the class-mark, the LCC system makes use of a specific 

Cutter number, "Z5" (which occurs usually with "author" 

and/or "title" Cutter numbers), to signify that the work 

thus classified is a "critical" work about an author or 

about another work. As this signification is arbitrary, 

"Z5" must be established as an arbitrary significative 
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entity, contributing to the denotation of the class-mark 

sign in which it occurs. This in turn establishes the part 

of the class-mark concerned (up to and including "Z511) as a 

sign: consisting as it does of arbitrary significative 

entities. (In some cases and depending on the "class" of 

the work being classified, the "5" part could be any (whole) 

numeral between 114-7 giving the additional significative 

entities "Z4119 11Z611, and 11Z7". As in these cases 11Z511 is 

not interchangeable with any of these, they have be 

established as contextual variants of "Z511). 

Th-e date 

The fact that the "date" section is signified in the 

same way a "year" is given in English may suggest that this 

is not part of the conventions of the LCC system and, as 

such, does not constitute a semiotic entity. This, however, 

is an incorrect suggestion which cannot be borne out. This 

is because the numerals of "date" in the LCC system do not 

only signify the year which.. -the same numerals denote in 

English. These numerals (like all the significative 

entities of the LCC discussed above) constitute a "bound 

entity" which can only occur as part of a larger semiotic 

entity in the LCC system. Only in this bound position do 

these numerals have, as part of their signification, a 

specific year. Their complete signification in the LCC 

system can be said to be "the year in which the book, 

specified by the whole of the class-mark, was published". 

Clearly therefore7 the numerals of the LCC "date" are 
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different from those occurring in the. English langliage. 

These can be seen to be motivated by the numerals denoting 

"year" in English and share with those the same forms. As 

was discussed earlier, however, motivation (whether mnemonic 

or systemic) does not affect the semiotic nature of the 

entities in which the motivation is exhibited. The 

relationship between the forms of these ("date") numerals 

and their signification in the LCC system is wholly 

arbitrary. This arbitrariness becomes evident when one 

considers that there is no obligation on the LCC system to 

utilise the same form of numbers as that of the English 

language to signify the year of publication of particular 

works. St Andrews University Library, for example, uses a 

Cutter number (in its adaptation of the LCC system) to 

signify "date". It employs the letters "A, B, C, Dt E, and 

F11 to signify the centuries 1115,16,17,18,19, and 20", 

respectively, together with two numerals to signify years 

within centuries. For example, the class-mark 11Z696. S2F55" 

denotes Manugl 
_Qf 

Classification, by B. Sayers M2"), 

published in 1.0055 (F55). 

Th-e class-mark sian 

Every class-mark in its totality (including the "date" 

section which completes the second part) must be established 

as a sign consisting of a number of significative parts all 

of which are arbitrary. Like all the previous signs in the 

system whose hierarchy of forms constitutes part of the form 

of the "class-mark", the (whole) class-mark sign is cenolo- 
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gically complex. This is manifestly the 'case as all 

elements of form in it can be commuted with other elements 

of forms in -t_LLL-- W. stem. Not only that but the significative 07. 

entities in 'the class-mark, i. e. "main class", "class", 

"subject-area", "author", "title", '"date", etc. are also 

commutable. The structure of the class-mark sign is thus 

similar to "pseudo-composites" and "pseudo-words" in con- 

sisting of formally identifiable sections which, although 

have significative import, cannot be said to have I'denota- 

tions". Each "class-mark" sign, therefore, is a 

"pseudo-complex". 

Summary 
-Qf 

Iju "second part" 

This concludes the initial analysis of the second part 

of the LCC system's class-mark. The constituent 

(significative) entities of this part can be summed up in a 

representation form, similar to the first part above, as 

follows: 

. LN (N)(N)(N) (Z5) MN (N)(N)(N)) (NNNN) 

The "author" section, as was discussed above, can in 

principle consist of the names of more than one author, as 

well as of that of the translator in the case of translated 

works. These are each signified by a Cutter number. Addi- 

tionally, the language of the translation can be signified, 

usually by a letter but also by a Cutter number in the case 

of more than one translation. Including these in the above 

representation expands the second part of the LCC system's 

class-mark as follow: 
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. LN (N)(N)(N) (LN (N)(N)(N)) (Z5) (LN (N)(N)(N)) 

(LN (N)(N)(N)) (LN (N)(N)) (LN (N)(N)(N)) (NNNN) 

(The signification of each 

representation is as follows: 

section of this formulaic 

. LN (N)(N)(N) author Cutter number 

(LN (N) (N) (N)) second author 

(Z5) work is a critical appraisal 

(LN- (N)(N)(N)) work or author about whom book is written 

MN (N)(N)(N)) translator's name 

(LN (N)(N)) language of translation 

(LN (N)(N)(N)) title 

(NNN N) date 

It is clear from the above representation that only one 

Cutter number is obligatory in the second part of the LCC 

system's "class-mark". Within this, only one numeral 

besides the "initial" letter is obligatory. This is 

usually, but not necessarily always, that of the "author". 

This obligatory Cutter number is preceded by an obligatory 

point which separates the second from the first pa. rt of the 

class-mark. This separating point is distinguished from 

other points in the first part by being the most-right point 

in the class-mark; the second part has no (decimal) points. 

The rest of the Cutter numbers as well as "Z5" are 

expansions. If a second author or a translator is signified 

then only one letter and one numeral are obligatory in the 

Cutter number signifying each. If the work is a translation 

it does not necessarily follow that a letter (or Cutter 
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number) signifying the translation language is given. 

Similarly, if a letter (or a Cutter number) signifying the 

language of translation is given, this does not necessarily 

presuppose that the Cutter number preceding it is that of 

the translator, nor that the name of the translator is given 

at all. All expansions in the class-mark are to a certain 

extent optional. They depend on practical considerations, 

namely the size of the library using the LCC system and the 

number of books it has, or likely to have, on a specific 

subject. The language of translation is usually signified 

by one letter which is the "initial" of the language of 

translation. Rarely is it necessary to use more numerals 

than one. Where the "date" section is given in the 

class-mark the four numerals are obligatory. 

The generation of this Cutter number (as well as of all 

others in the second part) is motivated by the work to be 

classified. Hence, the second part of the class-mark 

reaches its finest level by classifying single specific 

publications. A consequence of this is that, by contrast 

with the first part of the C12ss-mark, the structure of this 

second part exhibits no hierarchical order of signification. 

Each of the significant entities in this part of the 

class-mark is a separate entity which can in principle occur 

independently of the others. Only the "date" requires at 

least one Cutter number to precede it. "Z511 can occur 

between two authors' Cutter numbers, or between an "author" 

Cutter number and that of a "title". In these cases the 

first Cutter number usually signifies the author of the 
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critical work, (which is denoted by the whole class-mark). 

The Cutter n umber following 'IZ5" usually signifies the sub- 

ject matter of the critical workv be this an author or a 

book. "Z 5 can, in principle, occur on its own in the 

second part of the class-mark if the first part of the 

class-mark is sufficiently detailed for a library to 

classify a given book. "Z511 can also not be given at all, 

even though the work classified is a critical work. 

Summary 

The first part of the LCC system class-mark can be 

regarded as a general classification of knowledge into 

specific "subject-areas". As such it is strictly controlled 

by the LCC system in order to maintain a degree of unity and 

universality in the system. This part is always specified 

by the Library of Congress in "Classification schedules" and 

in microfiches which are updated quarterly (these used to be 

large indices which were published yearly). The second part 

of the class-mark, by contrast, is book specific and is 

generally left to the particular libraries which use the LCC 

system to provide, adding it to their LCC "subject-area" 

whenever a newly acquired book is included in the library. 

Every class-mark thus consists of two, theoretically, and, 

in principle, independently generated parts. Practically, 

however, the extent of the specific details which the 

book-specific second part of the class-mark is given, is 

influenced by the subject-area classification to an extent 

which makes it dependent on it. In other words, although 
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the second part of a class-mark can in principle be 

generated independently of the first part, it cannot 

"denote" any specific book on its own. It could even be 

argued that this second part could not be generated indepen- 

dently of the first part, in relation to which, and only in 

relation to which, can a book be classified. This is 

because, independent of the first part, two realizations of 

the second part may have similar forms, i. e. the same 

combination of letters and numerals, which only in relation 

to the first part of the class-mark can signify two specific 

distinct books or publications. Without reference to the 

first-part of the class-mark these two formally similar 

second-parts would have to be one and the same sign, which 

is manifestly not the case. This is an important consider- 

ation in deciding the status of the second part of the 

class-mark and, consequently, in deciding the distributional 

unit of the LCC system. 

lbje I-. CC systemLa ! Iýiatributional unit" 

The "distributional u-nit" of the LCC system can be 

represented by the letters and numerals of first and second 

parts of the class-mark including all the expansions as 

given above. As the expansions extend to a large number of 

positions I shall substitute these by the minimum class- 

mark, which consists of a minimum of two obligatory 

significative entities, and indicate the optional expansions 

by parentheses containing dots, as follows: 

LN ( ..... ). LN ( ..... ) 
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The left-most position of this distributional unit is occu- 

pied by a letter-element of form, "Ll', signifying the "main- 

class" of the class-mark. As such this is the identity ele- 

ment in the construction which decides the signification of 

the rest of the elements. It is with reference to this ele- 

ment in this position and together with it that the nume- 

rical element 'IN", which occupies the next position to the 

right of it, signifies a specific "subject-area". Only in 

this position and together with "Ll' does "N" signify a 

meaningful number in the LCC system. Within this first part 

of the distributional unit, therefore, the left-most posi- 

tion, filled by the letter element, I'L", must be regarded as 

the nuclear position. The following numeral element, 'IN" I 

is a bound peripheral, i. e. an obligatory element in this 

construction. The rest of the possible peripheral entities 

are similarly dependent on the nuclear identity element "L" 

for their function. These, however, are "free" peripheral 

elements which can be commuted with "zero'?. 

The point, 1111, is also. a bound element which has no 

signification except in its position between the two parts 

of class-mark s. It is clearly the case also that the 

obligatory "N" in the second part of the class-mark is also 

dependent for its function on the nuclear 11L11 via "L" and 

the "point" of the second part of the class-mark. All the 

elements of the second part are thus also bound peripheral 

elements. The optional elements in the second part of the 

class-mark are all free expansions similar to the expansions 

of the first-part of the class-mark. The LCC systemts 
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class-mark constitutes one distributional unit all parts of 

which are functionally dependent on the left-most nuclear 

element IIL". 

The semiological economy of the LCC system is mani- 

fested on the level of form only. As can be seen from the 

discussion above the LCC system class-marks exhibit no 

plerological (grammatical) complexity, only cenelogical 

(phonological). However, the organisation of the elements 

of form into sign-like entities each of which has a distinct 

significative import within the pseudo-complex class-mark 

signs is a measure of the LCC's systemic economy. This is a 

distinct stage within the "second articulation" of the signs 

of the LCC system into their ultimate constituent elements 

of form. In other words, the pseudo-complex class-mark 

signs of the LCC system are articulated in the first stage 

into "self-contained" bundles of form, each of which can be 

seen to be the form of a sign-like significative entity in 

the class-mark sign. In the second stage these construc- 

tions of for m are articulated in turn into their ultimate 

constituent elements of form, i. e. the letters and numerals 

which constitute the LCC cenological system. 
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-TJa& cenology _Qf _th& 
LCC syste 

The LCC cenological system consists of thirty-six 

alphanumeric characters: twenty six "letters" borrowed from 

the English alphabet, and ten "numerals" borrowed from 

number-writing. This borrowing is, like that exhibited by 

the Hexadecimal and the Binary systems discussed earlier, 

very important from mnemonic point of view, especially as 

the LCC system is geared exclusively to human users. The 

inventory of this cenological system consists of the 

following cenemes: 

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, JIK, L, MvN, O, P, QIR, S, T, U, V, W, X, YIZ, 

0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9. 

Because of the restrictions imposed on the LCC system 

by its "organizing principle", only twenty one "letters" can 

occur in the left-most position, which signifies "main- 

class", and twenty-four in the "second" left-most position. 

Apart from these, no restrictions are imposed on the 

occurrence of any letter as the first element of form in any 

other Cutter number. Nor are there any restrictions on the 

occurrence of any numerals in any sequence, whether in 

signifying "subject-area", or as a "decimal fraction" of a 

"subject-area" number, or as the elements of form in any 

Cutter number. 

***** 
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EPILQGUE 

(Points for consideration) 

The study of the graphic signa in this thesis provides some 

pointers in the direction of areas in semiotics (as well as 

linguistics) which, I believe, will benef it f rom further 

investigation. 

System5i and Codes 

It seems to me that a distinction needs to be made in 

semiotics between "system" and "code". The need for such a 

distinction, or at least for a "more precise(? )" definition 

of "system" and "code", has been voiced by many semiotic- 

ians, e. g. Buyssens distinguishes between "set" and 11sys- 

tem" Prieto talks in terms of "codes" (see Hervey, 1982). 

It has been suggested that such a distinction can be based 

on whether the particular signa involved came first, as it 

were, or whether. the establishement. of the rules and 

conventions underlying these came first (This seems to me to 

be similar to asking whether the egg or the chicken came 

first). This distinction establishes all signa for communi- 

cation which are created by humans, e. g. "Esperanto" (as 

well as the "systems" studied in this thesis), as "codes", 

while natural languages, ethnomethodological rituals and 

patterns of behaviour, all phenomena of communication whose 

rules and conventions-are acquired passively and indirectly, 



as it were, are "systems". This does not seem to be a very 

helpful distinction. A 11codell like IlEsperantoll, for 

example, could become the accepted spoken language for a 

specific group of individuals or a community in which case 

the children growing up in this community will acquire Espe- 

ranto like any other first (natural) language. In this 

community the one Esperanto would be both a 11systemll and a 

11codell at the same time. 

A better criterion for a clear distinction between 

"systems" and "codes" would be whether or not the signa 

involved communicate their messages directly to human users, 

in which case they would be classified as "systems", or 

whether they do so via a semiotic system, in which case they 

would be classified as "codes". In other words, in order 

for "human intelligences" to communicate using semiotic 

"systems" they need only to learn the conventions of the 

particular system concerned. In order for them to to 

communicate using a semiotic "codes", however, they need to 

learn, in addition to the conventions of the particular code 

concerned, the conventions of the semiotic system which 

"interpret" the "coded" messages. For example, one would 

not be able to understand the messages conveyed by, say 

"semaphore" or "Morsel' codes unless one knows the specific 

language these are interpreted into. The messages 

it 11 or would mean nothing to 

non-English speaker7 even though s/he may know that both 

strings of signs denote I'm", "all, and 'In". According to the 

proposed criterion, "Morse code" is correctly named "code", 
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while the "Highway Code" is a "system", not a "code". Also, 

all the sets of signa studied in this thesis are semiotic 

"systems", except the two computer related ones, "Machine 

code" (correctly called), and "Hexadecimal notation". 

Graphig- 
-systems 3j2. d language 

The feature which is claimed for, and which character- 

ises most of the signa in the semiotic syatems studied here, 

is that they are "easily grasped". They are all devised for 

"ease of use" and "easy reference". They all try to replace 

language with (mostly iconic) signa. The popularity of this 

type of graphic semiotic systems must be an indication of 

their success. Some systems even transcend language 

barriers. The "Graupner" book, for example, has almost 

dispensed with language completely. Apart from the explana- 

tion of th, e list of "symbols", which is given in a number of 

languages, the book consists of well produced flattering 

colour photographs of the finished models accompanied by 

illustrative line drawings. The little text that sometimes 

accompanies the picture is (for the enthusiast or dealer) 

mostly irrelevant sales-blurb description of the merits of 

the models concerned. All relevant information is given in 

non-linguistic tables and graphic signs. The book on "lace 

knitting" is aimed also at French-speaking people as it 

contain little text and the explanation of the chart is 

given in French as well. 
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In comparison to language, iconically and mnemonically 

motivated graphic signa are infinitely easier to learn and 

use. They are not encumbered by the "linear" nature of lan- 

guage either. Consider, for example, having to read a whole 

book on plants before learning which of the plants described 

have scented flowers. In comparison, graphic signa provide 

"random" access to the information one seeks. In the "ABC" 

and "Family Circle" books, for example, one does not even 

have to be able to read to find out this information. The 

book Plants f-or- DU places makes the task even easier by 

providing comparative charts of all its plants with minimum 

use of language (see appendix I'D" below). 

Intention ±& communicate 

If linguistics, and by extension semiotics, is the 

study of the basic property of "men living in society" 

(Uhlenbeck, 1983: 21) then Axiomatic Functionalism needs to 

redefine its concept of "communication", which is the func- 

tional characteristic of any semiotic system. This is be- 

cause 11semiotic system" is defined in Axiomatic Functional- 

ism as a "sign system for communication". According to 

Mulder this necessarily presupposes the ability to manip- 

ulate the information to be conveyed. This seems to res- 

trict semiotic systems to only those used by humans in 

society. However, there are innumerable systems of commu- 

nicationg accepted as bona fide semiotic systems, which do 

not involve any 
\ 

humans at all, e. g. bees dance, courtship 

rituals of various animals, and myriads of sounds, cries, 
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colours, scents and postures employed by animals and insects 

to attract or repel members of the same or other sex, or 

other species. Additionally, there are various sign systems 

developed for machine interaction among themselves ("artifi- 

cial intelligence"). This is especially the case with the 

widespread use of computers with their vast ability to 

manipulate and shuffle information among themselves in a 

speed too fast for humans to cope with. Hence more and more 

computers are programmed to analyse incoming data and take 

specific measures and actions independent of human operat- 

ors. Indeed, in many cases humans are relegated to operat- 

ing and maintaining these computers, e. g. the vast network 

of computer systems used in banking which deal with customer 

accounts, updating these the moment a customer uses any of 

the thousands of terminals (i. e. cash dispensing outlets) 

dispersed throughout the land. Although it may be argued 

that it is humans who initiate the process, this highly 

complex system of communication (i. e. computer program) 

which acts on the customer prompts and carries the relevant 

information back and forth between the terminal at the 

dispensing, point and the central computer system and keeps 

track of the accounts of all the customers and their banking 

operations, operates independently of humans. A redefini- 

tion of "communication" is becoming more necessary with the 

advance in computing technology and the ability of 

micro-processors to evaluate available data and make 

independent decisions in a process which is difficult to 

distinguish from that of human thought. This is making the 

accepted distinction between intentional communication, i. e. 
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that among humans where it is said that the information can 

be manipulated, and that of computers' networks. The only 

difference between a bank's computer network and its human 

network (as far as customer service is concerned) is that 

the former does the job in an infinitesmal fraction of the 

time needed by human operators. 

Consider in this respect the example of a photographic 

camera with an exposure system linked to a microprocessor 

(as is common nowadays) which stores in its memory the 

relevant information every time a photograph is taken, i. e. 

the lighting conditions, the exposure chosen by the photo- 

grapher, the type of film used, etc. For every photographic 

occasion, and at the press of the shutter release, the 

camera exposure system acts on this stored information in 

computing the correct exposure for the scene, and "advises" 

the photographer of its "considered opinion", regarding 

correct exposure. It is difficult to say where the differ- 

ence is between this camera's exposure memory which "learns 

by experience" and that of the photographer's memory (except 

perhaps that the latter takes longer to learn, and makes 

more mistakes! ) 

Another (bordercase? ) example also comes from photo- 

graphy. Consider another camera which has a system of indi- 

cating correct exposure by using a system of three signs as 

follows: "flashing amber light" denoting that the available 

light is too little for a correctly exposed picture to be 

taken (without using a flash unit, or any additional light 

source); "green light" denoting correct exposure; and 
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-4 "flashing red light" indica4_1. ng that the available light is 

too strong for correctly exposed picture. This system 

(still in use on many cameras) leaves it to the photographer 

to decide what action to take to modify the conditions in 

order to take a successful picture (which, I might add, is 

the wish of every photographer). This is, therefore, a 

straightforward semiotic system consisting of three signs. 

Consider now the next generation of cameras, where this 

exposure system directly controls the shutter speed and 

aperture diaphragm, as well as a flash unit which is incor- 

porated in the camera body and which pops up (i. e. comes 

on) if the light level is too low for a correctly exposed 

picture to be taken. In this camera the exposure meter is 

still doing the same job as the previous model, only here 

there is no human intermediary to make the adjustments 

necessary as the camera does that itself. The question 

which arises here is whether the exposure information 

relayed by the exposure meter still constitutes a semiotic 

system or whether it cease to be so because of the absence 

of the human agent. (Consider also the current generation 

of cameras which combines both these systems, allowing the 

photographer to "teach" the exposure system his or her 

photographic experience). 

It seems, therefore, that the condition of the inten- 

tionality of communication, in at least as far as it seems 

to restrict "communication" to humans, should be removed or 

modified in order to allow these non-human systems to be 

included in the definition of semiotic systems. Alterna- 
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tively, the notion 11communication" needs to be redefined (or 

clarified? ) in order to differentiate between communication 

systems for "human intelligences" and others for "non-human" 

and "artificial" intelligences. 

ø-r 
- 

I 
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; Zxf-I 
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APPENDIX "All 

Explanation of symbols 

The plant has worthwhile flo%m. 

The plant has a scent. 

The most effective method (or methods) oi-propa- 
gailng the plant 's shown %whin a diagrammati- 

-1 

propagating fram e: 

seeds 

The plant needs a full fi%c hours' sunlight at least 
during its active season. 

The plant needs at lcaý, r three hours' sunlighi 

c The plant needs at Icast EAo hours'sunilzhr 

The plan[ can do wA ith vcrý little or e% en no jircL: i 
sunlizhi. 

The shaded section ot the thermometer joc-, the 
desirable rempcriturc tor the plant. The upper 
limit is the temperature that suILs a plant during the 
da% in the jcti%e season and the loAt: r limit is the 
point bcio% Ahich the temperature can ne%cr be 
allo-Aed to fill %%ithout risL ot'damage. 

Represents the degrec of' moisture at %hich the 
soil should be kept. (It Joes not denote hurnidnN, 
about %hich we give general advicc on paiic 6. ) 
The haffivaN mark - for by far the majorir% of 
planits - means that the soil should be kept moist 
but not wet. The thret-quarter mark means 'keep 
wet' and the quarter%ay mirk means keep raiher 
dry 

This indicates the soil 'mi\' that is requircJ IE7 Explanations of. %ut.. i, -,,. Lnd 3 mixes arc go en on 
page 9- 

IT leal cutting 

MW 
stem cutting 

Fd ýb dj% ision or off-, vt 

15 



"APPENDIX IIBII 

Explanation of symbols (See also pages 4 to 8) 

0 Likes plenty of sunlight. 

4) Requires diffused sunlight. 

0 Will grow in poor light. 

High temperature required. 
Minimum 60-65 T (15-18 *C). 
Maximum 85 T (29 *C). 

Moderate temperature required. 
Minimum 50-55 *F (10-12 *C). 
Maximum 65-75 T (1 B-23 *C). 

Low temperature required. 
Minimum 40-45 T (4-7 *C). 
Maximum 55-60 *F (12-15 *C). 

Requires very high humidity. 

le 0' Requires moderate humidity. 

Tolerates dry air very well. 
666 Likes to be watered freely. 

-66 
Needs to kept moderately moist. 

Avoid overwatering. 

ID Prepacked potting composts (John Innes or soilless) 
are suitable. 

Requires acid or lime-free compost. 

Advisable to prepare special compost. 
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APPENDIX "C" 

How to use this book 

In each chapter there are lists of plants suitable for particular problem sites, 
such as sandy soil, exposure to coastal winds and salt spray, or the 
atmospheric pollution of city gardens. There are lists of subjects suitable for 

acid and for alkaline (chalky) soils. These will provide a shortlist of genera 
(and sometimes species) from which to select. The large master chart at the 
end of each chapter will indicate whether the plant is suitable for shade or 
sun, and whether it is dependably hardy. The symbols used throughout the 
book are: 

requires full sun 
will thrive in full sun or partial shade 
prefers partial shade 
will grow in shade 
hardy throughout the British Isles 
may need protection from late spring frosts or from cold winds (these 
plants are often hardy, but the flowers may suffer if exposed when 
coming into bloom) 
hardy only in mild districts such as the South and West, and certain 
other coastal areas with a mild local climate, but may be worth trying 
elsewhere if protection can be provided against the worst weather 
tender - use only for seasonal planting during summer; a few may be 
left outdoors in particularly mild areas such as certain coastal places in 
the south-west 

Besides details of height and a brief description of the plant, other salient 
aspects, such as fragrance and whether it is evergreen, are shown at a glance 
on the main chart. Heights must be treated with caution however, for soil and 
climate can have a significant effect on both growth rate and ultimate size, 
and those given are only a guide for average conditions. 

Whenever possible, try to see any plant you intend to buy growing, and in 
a mature state - it is easy to be deceived when viewing young plants in a 
garden centre. 

See page 224 for a complete list of symbols used in this book. 

Symbols used in the Tables 

C sun + shade 
0 sun 
(I partial shade 

shade 
tender 
hardy in mild climate 

... protect from frost 

.... hardy 
U tub 
W large tub 

window box 
hanging basket 
grown for fkw., m 

0 cut flower 
grown for fol&age 

grown for foliage and 
flowers 

0 fragrant flovvefs 
fragrant foliage 

Sk berries 
b requires protection 

evergreen 
suitable for small garden 
spec i men tree 

A. ground cover 224 A rock garden 
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APPENDIX I'D" 

GOOD GARDEN SHRUBS Continued 

Spraes and I* arwots 
Flowenng Light 

Suitable 
Heqýhf Fwfgreen 

penod 
Fragrance 

req uwvffmd 
ior rock Harc6ne% Descrephon 

prden 

Rosa 
(see pages 148 and 149) 

Rosmarinus officinahs 1.8m 5 Id 
Rosemary (6f t) 

Rubus cockburnianus 2.4m 6 
(8f t) 

Rusais 90cm 5 
Butcher's Broom (3ft) 

Salix hastata 90cm 5 
Wehrhahnii' (3ft) 

S. lanata 75cm 5 
Woolly Willow (21ft) 

Salvia officinahs 60cm 6 
Sage (2ft) 

Sambucus nigra 4.5m 6 
'Aurea' (1 5f t) 

Elderberry 

Santolina 60cm 7-8 
chaniaecyparissus (2ft) 

Lavender Cotton 

Sarcococca humilis 60cm 2 
Sweet Box (2ft) 

Senecio greyt 90cm 7-8 
(3ft) 

Skimmia 1.5M 5 
(5ft) 

Spartlum junceum 2.4m 6-8 
Spanish Broom (8ft) 

Styrax japonica 4-5m &7 
Snowbell (1 5ft) 

Symphoricarpos albus 1.8m 6-9 
Snowbeffy (6f 0 

Aromatic, narrow, grey-green leaves, 

used as a culinary herb Blue flowers 
Makes a nice hedge on sandy soil 

A relative of the blackberry, and 
invaluable for winter effect Stems are 
covered with a white wax- Purple 
flowers, black berries. 

A useful foliage plant for dense shade 
Small spine-tipped leaves Female 

plants have red berries from Septembe, 

onwards. 

A dwarf-growing, shrubby Willow. In 
spring silvery catkins cover the bush 

and look like icicles. 

A slow-growing shrub, with silverv-gre-ý 
felted leaves. Golden catkins in May 

This well-known culinary herb is worth 
a place in the shrub border, for its 
grey-green felted leaves. There is a 
purple form. 

A golden form of Elder, and one of 
the brightest yelloN&-leaved shrubs 

Probably the whitest of all shrubs. 
Leaves covered with a cottony down 
Flowers yellow. 

Useful for carpeting a shady area 
Narrow, bluisFi, -green leaves; white 
f lowers. 

An extremely valuable shrub, having a 
nice bushy habit and attractive white- 
felted leaves. Gay yellow daisy like 
f lowers. 

Neat evergreen foliage, small cream 
flowers, followed by persistent red 
berries. Male and female plants may 
be required. See text. 

Sprays of large, yellow pea-like 
flowers carried on almost leafless 

Stems. 

Abundance of creamy, Lily-of-the- 
Val ley-I ike flowers. Needs shelter to 
do well in all but mildest areas. 

Berries the size of marbles persist 
through the winter. Those of S. 
albus are white, but other species 
have pink or lilac berries. 

108 
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APPENDIX "Ell 

EXECUTION 

M Artistis own work 

12 Done by artist with assistance 

12 Done by artist and associates 

IM Done by artist with extensive help from associates 

[E Work executed in the bottega (workshop) 

IM Attributed to artist by most authorities 

a] Execution by artist doubted by most authorities 

CS: Traditionally attributed to artist 

M Recently attributed to artist 
rm 
611 Doubtful work 

'7"' Work not judged (not accessible) EEW 

MEDIUM 

f) Oil 
(1) Alfresco 

& Tempera 

Water colour 

Crayon/Pastel 
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Ar)Dendix "Ell 
(cont'd) 

SUPPORT/BASE 

0 Canvas 

Wall 

C) Panel/Wood 

Parchment 

Cardboard 

Q Bronz/Metal 

LOCATION 

: Premises open to the public 40 
Private collection 

Whereabouts unknown 

0 
o Work lost 
0 

OTHER DATA 

In Work signed 
5 Work dated 

Ig Work incomplete or now fragmentary 

12 Work unfinished 

EM e: ýýj EUJQW[] Key to symbols in text 
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APPENDIX 'IF" 

Abbreviations and symbols 
QA 

C= AA office (see pages B-1 2) 16 Open Sundays and Bank Holidays 

Daytime telephone number. Unless stated, wol Abbreviations for makes of vehicle 
name of exchange is same as place. For etc (franchises held) - see page 44 
hotels, number is usually for reception only 
Population figure from 1971 Census 
(see pages 43-44) 

EC Early closing 
Etr Easter t Hotel entries 
ex except fy Ferry 
Lp Last post 
Map Figures and letters following give Service 

Map page number and National Grid 
reference 

Md Market day 

N 11' Night telephone 
Sundays (see also Garage entries, Wow) 

TIC Tourist Information Contra (see page 44) 

Garage entries 
Garage classification (seepage IS) 

Breakdown classification -service normally 
available 24 hours every day unless 
otherwise shown isee page 19) 

Breakdown service normally available 
Monday-Friday (unless otherwise stated) 
until time shown Isee page 19) 
Motor cycle specialist classification 

14 Motor cycle and/or ucooter repairs 
undertaken 
Patrol and oil available 24 hours, 7 days a 
week, or until midnight when symbol fo4owed 
by Mn 

Patrol and oil available during normal 
working hours lunless otherwise stated) 
No forecourt facilities 

FFD Light commercial vehicle repairs 
undertaken Jup to 30cwt unless 
otherwise stated) 

08 Three-wheeler repairs undertaken 
Approved vehicle testing station at time of 
going to press. Advisable to confirm by 
telephone 
Self-drive car hire 
Chauffeur-driven car hire 
Storage room under cover or open 
Dock service. Garage stores cars while 
owners are abroad 
Airport service. Garage stores cars 
while owners are abroad 

C-d Collection and delivery service 
for nea rby ai rport or docks 

F1 Fuel injection specialists idiesel) 
Mn Service until midnight 
P1 Patrol injection specialists 
RS Repairs and servicing until time shown 

(surrimed 

See following two pages also. 

Hotel classification (see page 231 

Approved hotel (see page 23) 

Country-house hotel 
M Motel or motor hotel (see page 24) 
& Modem hotel built since 1960 
0 Hotel newlyopened and not inspected 

1; 4 Private bathroom with own toilet 
Private shower with own toilet 
Central heating throughout 
Night poner(s) on duty 

No dogs 

Garage and/or iock-up accommodation 
(free unless otherwise stated) 
Grill-type meals only 

A Annexe Isee page 24) 

a1c i la carte 

B Bad and breakfast per person per night 

B'; ý Single'room (with private bath or shower, 
and toilet) and breakfast, per night 

bdi Inclusive clitmer, bad, and breakfast (rate 
always charged whether dinner taken or not) 

C Childi on accepted over minimum age given 
(see page 24) 

D Dinner 
DB&B Double bed and breakfast per night 
e early or beginning of t 
fr from 
L Lunch 
lake Hotel with majority of rooms overlooking lake 
Ld Time last dinner can be ordered 
It late or end of t 

M middle of t 
p Parking for number of cars stated 
rm Bedrooms 
S% Service charge (including SET) 

sea Hotel with majority of rooms overlooking "a 
T Temperance 

Tea Afternoon to& 
TV Television available to guests. Three, four, 

and five-star hotels have a separate 
television lounge 

U Unlicensed 
W Weekly terms per pomon 

t Unless otherwise stated, hotels are fully open 
throughout the year. If they close, or give only 
a limited service during the winter months, 
the period of opening with full facilities is 
given thus Etr-Oct 
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Two more "AA systemstly an earlier one (1956) and the current 
one, are included here for an interesting comparison: note 
in particular the change in the number of signs used, as 
well as their forms and denotations. 

ABBREVIATIONS 
... A. A Offices and Port Offices (see pages 4-5). 

Hotel classification (see page 29). 

Indicates an hotel where the food and restaurant facilities are considered to be 
of a higher standard than the classification implies. 

A. A. Free Breakdown Service provided until 10 p. m. or later on week- 
days, and in many cases also on Sundays. Members are advised 
to enquire by telephone (see page 13). 

A. A. Free Breakdown Service provided during normal business hours and 
sometimes later (see page 13). 

Separates minimum and maxi- 
mum charges and dates of open- 
ing and closing. 

(A) Annexe. 
Accom. Telephone number for informa- 

Bur. tion about local hotel bookings. 
(Normal business hours only. ) 

A. T. Afternoon tea. 
Air G Airport service. Garage under- 

takes storage of cars whilst 
owner is abroad (see page 28). 

Alc A la carte. 
BB. Bed and breakfast charges per 

person. 
BCB. Bed and continental breakfast. 
B. T. British Tramport Hotel Services. 
19 Conditional licence. 
CA Children accommodated (see page 

31). 
CB. County borough. 
(CI). Membership of a registered club 

available. 
D. Dinner charges per person. 
DBB. Inclusive dinner, bed and break- 

fast charges per person where 
no reduction is made if dinner 
is not taken. 

Dg (a Dogs permitted, usually with ý 
b certain restrictions (see page 
c 

l 
31). 

Dk Dock service. Garage undertakes 
storage of cars whilst owner is 
abroad (seepage 28). 

Ea Early closing. day. 
fr From. 
fy Ferry. 
G Garage accommodation. 
GHJJ Guest houses. 
9n. Guineas. 
HC Hot and cold running water in 

all bedrooms. 
hc Hot and cold running water in 

some bedrooms. 
HT. High tea. 
L. Luncheon charges per person. 
LB. Large burgh (Scotland). 

LH Licensing hours. Weekday times. 
9 precedes Sunday times (see 
page 31). 

LM Willing to serve hot meals up to 
10 P. M. 

LP Last post-outward, weekdays. 
A Precedes Sunday times (see 

age 7). f 
Lt Li t 
Lu Lock-ups available; It is usually 

wise to book in advance. 
Map Figures which follow are the atlas 

page number and the appro- 
ý riate square reference je. g. 

ap 21 B). 
MB. Municipal borough. 
MIC Motor cycle repairs undertaken. 
MIC Sp. Speclalist in motor cycle repairs. 
MD. Market day. 
N. Night telephone number. 
NCP Coach parties not catered for. 
NP Night porter(s) on duty. 
NS No attendance on Sundays. 
OA Garage Open Always for sale of 

petrol and oil. Stores or a 
mechanic may not, however, be 
available (see page 28). 

pb Number of bedrooms with private 
bath. 

(R) Restricted licence. 
RCT Restaurants and caf6s. 
rms Bedrooms. 
S% Service or surcharge percentage. 
S. Supper. 
SL Supper licence (see page 31). 

See LH & LP. 
SB. Small burgh (Scotland). 
T. Telephone number. Unless other- 

wise stated, the exchange is 
that of the place under which 
th nt appears. 

(T) 
2ý 

Tem ran I 
F 

T. H. U Truý nde q House management. 
Unlicensed. 

D. Urban district. 
WT. Weekly en pension terms per 

person. 
The following abbreviations are used throughout for cars: 
AC AC; All Allard; Alv Alvis; AIR Alfa Romeo; AIS Armstrong Siddeley; AIM Aston Martin; Aus 
Austin; BSA BSA; Ben Bentley; Bor Borgward; Bri Bristol; Bui Buick; Cdc Cadillac; Che 
Chevrolet; CbQrysler; Cit Citroen; Corn Com6te; Dlr Daimler; Del Delage; Dhy Delabaye; DeS 
De Soto; Dge ge- Fer Ferrari; Fia Fiat; Frd Ford; FIN Frazer-Nash; Hly Healey; Hil Hillman; 
Hks Hotchkiss; Hu4 Hudson; Hum Humber; 

_ 
jag_jaguar; jen Jensen; Jwt. jowett; Kai Kaiser; 

Mý 
Lagonda; Lan Lanchester; Lnc Lancia; LIF Lea-Francis; Lin Lincoln; MIB Mercedes-Benz; La 
WIG; Mgn Morgan; Mor Morris; Nsh Nash; NIH. Nasb-Healey; Old Oldsmobile; OpI Opel; Pek 

Packard; PIL Panhard & Levassor; Peu Peugeot; Ply Plymouth-, Ptc Pontiac; Por Porsche; Rea 
Renault; Ril Riley; RR Rolls-Royce; Rov Rover; Sal Salmson; Sca Simca; Sin Singer; Std 
Standard; Stu Studebaker; SIT Sunbeam-Talbot and Sunbeam; Tri Triumph; Vau Vattxball; 
V'ks Volkswagen; Wol Wolseley. 
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Abbreviations and Symbols 
For how to read a gazetteer entzy see page 95 

General entries 
R 
& 

12 

Ec 
ex 

AA Centre (see pages 10- 11) 
telephone' unless stated, the 

name of the exchange 
night is the same as the 
telephone placename; at hotels 

the number is usually 
for reception only 

early closing 
except 

fy 
Map 

Md 

ferry 
figures and letters which follow give 
the service atlas page number and the 
national grid reference (see atlas 
page 64) 
market day 
Note: only those places having AA- 
appointed establishments are 
included in the gazetteer 

Garage entries 
J4 Breakdown Service normally mdnt service until midnight 

available 24 hours every day, unless R repairs and servicing available 
otherwise shown outside normal working hours until 

;W Breakdown Service available time shown 
Monday-Friday during normal Vau abbreviations for franchises held by 
working hours, unless otherwise etc garages (see page 97) 
stated t details not confirmed 

in motorcycle specialist 
approved vehicle testing station at 
time of going to press; it is advisable 
to confirm by telephone 

Hotel entries 
hotel classification (see page 36) RS restricted services operate for a 
hotel classification (see page 37) period (see page 96) 

hotel classification (see page 36) U unlicensed 

U hotel likely to open during the rm number of bedrooms (see page 96) 

currency of the Handbook V-69 private bathroom and/or shower with 
tj country-house hotel (see page 36) own toilet (see page 96) 

HBL merit award (see page 37) A annexe (followed by number of 
'Jý q rosette award (see page 37) rooms) 

0 mainly grill-type meals st no dogs 

THF abbreviations for hotel groups 
P parking on hotel premises (jiumber of 

cars usually stated) 
etc 
C 

(see page 96) 
closed for two months or more 

P no parking available on hotel 

within a year (see page 96) prenuses 

CC closed for less than two months at any nc no children eg nc4 = no children 
under 4 years of age one time (see page 96) 

Hotel charges 
The price-banding system used in the Handbook indicates the range within which each 
hotel's lowest charge for bed and breakfast (per single room, including VAT and service 
charge where applicable) is likely to fall. Double room prices are not always double the single 
room prices. Note that where a hotel's 1984 prices are already close to the top of a band (or 
where 1983 prices only have been given) the next band up has also been given. 
Published price-bands, based on information provided by hoteliers during summer 1983, must 
therefore be accepted as indications rather than firm estimates. 
Prices should always be chocked before booking as they are likely to change during the 
currency of the Handbook - affected by inflation, possible variations in the rate of VAT and 
indeed many other factors. 

Pilce-band Charges 
a up to LIS 
b 115 to E20 
c E20 to E25 

FýIce-band Charges 
d E25 to L30 
e E30 to E40 
f over E40 
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APPENDIX IIGII 

CHART OF THE OUTLINE 
OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CLASSIFICATION 

A GENERAL WORKS. POLYGRAPHY. 
D HISTORY AND TOPOGRAPHY (except America)- 

AC Collections. Series. Collectedworks. conhnued. AE Encyclopaedias. DH-Dj Netherlands. 
AG General reference works (other than cyclo- DH 401-811 Belgium. 

padias). DH goi--925 Luxemburg. 
Al Indexes. Dj Holland. 
AM Museums. DK Russia. 
AN Newspapers. IOO-4oo Russia. General. 
AP Periodicals. - 401-438 Poland. 
AS Societies. Academies. 451-47o Finland. 
AY Year-books. Almanacs. 75i-t)99 Russia in A, 5ia. Directories (general and obsolete special). DI Scandinavia. 
AZ General history of knowledge and learning. i-Si Scandinavia. General. 

ioi-296 Denmark. 
a PHILOSOPHY. RELIGION. 301-398 Iceland. 
B-j Philosophy. 401-595 Norway, 
B Collections. History. Systems. 6oi-996 Sweden. 
BC Logic. DP Spain and Portugal. 
BD General Treatises. Metaphysics. DQ 

DR 
Switzeriand. 
Turkey and the Balkan States Introductions to philosophy. Treatises. DS . Asia Epistemology. Theory of knowledge. DT . Africa Ontology. 

Cosmology. Teleology. DU . Australia and Oceania. 
Philosophy of religion. 

DX Gipsies. 
BF Psychology. Metapsychology. Psychical Re- E-F AmERICA. 

BH 
search. Occult Sciences. 

Esthetics F America (general) and United States (general). 
Bj . Ethics. Etiquette. F United States (local) and America outside of 
BL- BY Religion. Theology. U. S. 
BL 
BM 

Religions. Mythology. Cults. 
Judaism. G GzoGRAPH'y. ANTHROPOLOGY. SPORTS. 

BP Mohammedanism. Bahaism. Theosophy. G Geography. Voyages. Travel (general). Atlases. 
BR Christianity. Generalities. Church history. GA Mathematical and astronomical geography. 
BS Bible and Exegesis. GB Physical geography. 
BT Doctrinal Theology. GC Oceanology and oceanography. 
BV Practical Theology. Liturgies GF Anthropogeography. 
BX Denominations (including sectarian Church GN Anthropology. Somatology. Ethnology. 

history). Ethnography (general). Prehistoric 
arclizology. 

C HjsToRy-AuX1L1A-RY SCIENCES. GR Folk-lore. 
CA Philosophy of history. GT Manners and Customs. General. 
CB History of civilisation (general and general GV Sports and amusements. Games. 

special only). H SOCIAL SCIUNCES. 
cc 

CD 
Antiquities. General. 
Archives. Diplomatics. H General Works. 

CE Chronology. 1ri & 
Cj Numismatics. HB Economic Theory. 
CN Epigraphy. Inscriptions. HC Econoraic history and Conditions National 
CR Heraldry. production (by countries). 
CS Genealogy. HD Economic history. Organisation and situation 
CT Biography. of agriculture and industries. 

Land. Agriculture. 
0 His-roRy AND TOPOGRAPHY (except Am*rica). Ccrporations. 

Labour. 
D General history. Industries. 
DA Great Bri HE Transportation and communication. DB Austria-Hungary. HF Commerce, including tariff. DC France. HG Finance. 
DD Germany. Money. 
DE rlaý_,. cal antiquity. Banking. 
DF Greece. Credit. Exchange. Investment. 
DG Italy. Insurance. 
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AiDgendix "GII 
(cont'd) 

CHART OF THE OUTLINE 
OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CLASSIFICATION 

(Cont'd) 

H SOCIAL ScIENcEs-conginued. 
Hj Public finance. 
HM Sociology. General and theoretical. 
HN Social history. Social reform. 

Social groups. 
HQ Family, marriage, women. 
HS Associations, secret societies, clubs, 
HT Communities. Urban. Rural. 

Classes. Aristocracy, third estate, 
geoisie. peasantry, labouring 
proletariate, serfs. 

Nations. Races. 
HV Social pathology. Philanthropy. 

Charities and corrections. Criminolug 
HX Socialism. Communism. Anarchism. 
I POLITICAL SCIENCE. 

JA 
Jc 
JF 

JK 
JL 
JN 
JQ 
JS 
JY 
Jx 
K 
L 
LA 
LB 

LC 
LD 
LE 
LF 
LG 
LH 

Lj 
LT 

Music. 
M Scores. 
ML Musical literature. 
MT Theory and Instruction. 
N FINim ARTs. 

N General Works. Exhibitions and Galleries. 
NA Architecture. 

. NB Sculpture and related arts. 
NC Graphic arts in general. Drawing and d&. ugn. 
ND Painting. 
NE Engraving. 
NK Art applied to industry. Decoration and 

omament. 

p LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. 

p 
PA 

etc. 

bour- 
classes, 

PB 
Y. PB 

PC 

Documents. Official gazettes. United States. 
Other countries. 

General works. 
Theory of state. 
Constitutional history and administration. 

C-trieral. 
United States. 
Other American states. 
Europe. 
Asia, Africa, Australia and Pacific Islandi. 

Local Government. 
Colonies and colonization. Emigration and 

immigration. 
International law. 

LAW. 

EDUCATION. 

General works. History of education. 
Theory and practice. Educatiunal psycho- 

logy. Teaching. 
Special forms, relations and applications. 

Universities and colleges. United States. 
Other American. 
Europe, 
Asia, Africa, Oceania. 
University, college, and school magazines, 

etc. 
College fraternities and their publications. 

Text-books (general only; special text- 
books go with their subjects, B-Z). 

United States. PD 

PE 
PF 

PG 

PH 

Pj 

PK 

PL 

PM 

Philology and Linguistics. General. 
Greek and Latin Philology and Literature. 

1-1161 Greek language (Ancient, Mediaeval, 
and Modem). 

2001-2960 Latin language (Ancient, Mediaeval, 
and Modern). 

3000-5868 Greek literature (Ancient. Mediae- 
val, and Modem). 

6ooo- Latin literature (Ancient, Mediaeval, 
and Modem). 

Modern European Langu4gss. 
General works, 1-500. 
Celtic languages and literature, 1000-3029. 

(Irish, Gaelic, Welsb, Breton, Gallic). 
Romance languages. 

(Italian, French, Spanish, Portuguese). 
Germanic (Teutonic) languages. 

General *orks, i-jooo. 
Scandinavian languages, i5oo-5929. 
English. 
Dutch, 1-979- 
German, 3001-5999. 

Slavic, Lithuanian-Lettish, Albanian. 
Languages and Literature. 

Slavic: General works, 1-500. 
Church Slavic and Bulgarian, 6ox-x198. 
SertK>-Croatian, 1201-1798. 
Slovenian, z8oi-i998. 
Russian; Ruthenian, 2001-3999- 
BOhemi2n. 

4001-5199. 
Slovak, 5201-5999- 
Polish, 6001-7498. 
Lithu anian- Lettish, gooi-9x98. 
Albaniaz. 9500-9599. 

Finno-Ugrian and Basque languages and 
literature. 

Finnish, 101-498- 
Lappish, 701-729. 
Hungarian, 2001-3698. 
Basque, 3001-5399- 

Oriental Languages and Lijerature. 
General works, 1-456- 
Mohammedan peoples, 701--956. 

(Arabic, Persian, Turkish, etc. ). 
EMtian; Hamitic, 1001-2591. 
Semitic, 3001--9250. 

Indo-Iranian. Indo-Aryan; Iranian, 1-7001- 
Armenian, 8001-8958. 
Caucasian, 9001--9500. 

Languages and Literature of Eastern Asia, 
Oceania, Africa. 

Hyperbarea. n. American Indian. and Artificial 
languages. 

PM LITERARY HISTORY AND LITERATURE. General 
works. 

PQ Romance literatures (arranged as PC above). 
PR English literature. 
PS American literature. 
PT Teutonic literatures (arranged as PD-PF above). 
PZ Fiction and juvenile literature. 
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Appendi-x IIG" 
(cont'd) 

CHART OF THE OUTLINE 

OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CLASSIFICATION 
(Cont'd) 

Q SCIENCE. General. T TitCHNOLOGY. 

QA Mathematics. T General Technology. 
8oi--qqq Analytic mechanics. 

QB Astronomy. TA-TH Building and Engineering Group. 
281-349 Geodesy. TA Engineering. General. Civil engineering. 

QC Physics, TC Hydraulic engineering (harbours, rivers, canals). 
including TD Sanitary and municipal engineering. 

8i-iiq Weights and measures. TE Roads and pavements. 
8oi-999 Terrestrial magnetism and TF Railroads. 

meteorology. TG Bridges and roofs. 
QD Chemistry. TH Building construction. 

goi-999 Crystallography. giii-gooo fire prevention, fire extinction. 
QE Geology. 

cf GB, GC. TJ-TL 41echanical Group. 
351-499 Mineralogy and petrology. Tj Alechanical engineering. 
701-999 Paleontology. TK Electric engineering and industries. 

QH Natural history. TL Motor vehicles. Cycles. Aeronautics. 
201-299 Microscopy. 
301-999 General Biology. TN-TR Chemical Group. 

QK Botany. TN Mineral industries. 
QL Zoology. TP Chemical technology. 

8oi-999 General anatomy and embryology. TR Photography. 
Q'M Human anatomy. 
QP Physiology, TS-TX Compusile Group. 

including TS Manufactures. 
501-801 Physiological Chemistry. TT Trades. 
go5-98i Experimental Pharmacology. TX Domestic science. 

QR Bacteriology. 

R MEDICINE. 
U MILITARY SCIENCE. 

R 
RA 

General Works. 
State medicine. Documents. Public health. U General Works. 

Medical climatology. Hospitals. UA Armies. Organization and distribution. 
Jurisprudence. UB Administration. 

R. B Pathology. UC Maintenance and transportation. 
RC Practice of medicine. UD 1nfantry. 
RD Surgery. , 

UE Cavalry. 
RE, Ophthalmology. UF Artillery. 
RF Otology. Phenology. Laryugology. UG Military engineering. 
RG Gynecology and obstetrics. UH Other services. 
Rj Pediatrics. 2oi-655 Medical and Sanitary Service. 
RK Dentistry. 
RL Dermatology. 
RM Therapeutics. 
RS Pharmacy and materia. medica. V N. A. AL 'S CIZNCE. 
RT 
RY 

Nursing. 
Thomsonian, and eclectic medicine. Botanic V General Works. 

RX , Homeopathy. VA Navies. Organization and distribution. 
RZ Miscellaneous schools and arts. VB Administration. 

VC Maintenance. 
VD Seamen. 

S AGRICULTURE, PLANT AND ANIMAL INDUSTRY. VE Marines. 

S General agriculture, soils, fertilizers, farm VF 
VG 

Ordnance. 
Other services. 

SB 
implements, etc. 

General plant culture, including field exops. 100-475 Medical and Sanitary Service. 
Horticulture. Landscape gardening and parks. VK 

VM. 
Navigation. 
Shipbuilding and marine engineering. pests and diseases. 

SD Forestry. 
SF Animal husbandry- Veterinary medicine. 
SH Fish culture and fisheries. Angling. 
SK Hunting. Game protection. Z BIBLIOGRAPHY AND LIBRARY SCIENCE. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY "I"- 

(Books referred to in text) 

Anderson, J. R., Cognitive Psychology 112. d j±, Z implications. 
San Fancisco: Freeman and company, 1980. 

Barthes, R., Elements 
_Qf 

SemiolQZy. London: Jonathan Cape 
Ltd., 1967. 

Bliss, C. K., Semantop-raphy- (Blissymbolics). Second 
enlarged edition. Sydney, Australia: Semantography 
(Blissymbolics) Publications. 

Eco, U., "A Componential Analysis of the Architectural Sign 
/Column/", in Semiotica 5: 2 (PP-97-117). The Hague: 
Mouton, 1972. 

Favell, C. J., "The Classification of books in libraries", 
Library Quarter-ly. Vol-IV, 1934 (pp. 207-222). 

Frisby, J. P., Seeing: illusi=, 
- 

brain, g&nA mind. Oxford: 
OUP, 1980. 

Gardner, S. F., Parasyntax an-d -thg sentential level. in 
Axiomatic Functionalism. Ph. D. thesis. University of 
St. Andrews, 1984. 

Gombrich, E. H. J. , Art swid Illusion: a study In 
_tl2& pictorial representation. London: Phaidon, 1972a. 

Art, Perceptionalld Reality. Baltimore: John Hopkins 
University Press, 1972b. 

Gopnik, M-9 "Scientific Theories as Meta-Semiotic Systems", 
in SCmiotica 21: 3/4 (pp-211-225). The Hague: Mouton, 
1977. 



Gregory, R. L. I Ey& jand Brain: 
_tl= 

Psycbology 
-Qf 

Seeing. 
London: (Weidenfeld University Library) Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson, 1966. 

---- "Knowledge and the Mind's all-seeing eyen (review of 
Jh& Self &Ud Its Brain, Popper, K., and Eccles, J. ) in 

. 
Uj Timea Higher Education Suppliment, Feb. 10,1978. 

Hervey, S. G. J'. , Axiomatic Semantics: 
-a 

Theory 
_Qf 

Linguistic 
Semantics. Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1979. 

"Index and Signum", in Semiotica 4: 4 (PP-324-338). The 
Hague: Mouton, 1971. 

Semiotic Perspectives. London: Allen and Unwin, 1982. 

---- and Mulder, J. W. F., "Pseudo-composites and pseudo- 
words: sufficient and necessary criteria for morpholo- 
gical analysis", in 

-L-a 
Linguistique 9. Paris, 1973. 

Hjelmslev, L. , Prolegomena J_Q a theory D-f languag& 
(translated from Danish, 1943, by F. J. Whitfield). 
Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1969. 

Martinet, A., A Functional View 
_Qf 

Language. London: Oxford 
University Press, 1962. 

Elements 
_Qf 

General Linguistics (translated by 
Elisabeth Palmer). London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 1969. 

Mills, J., Modern outline -Qf 
library classification. 

London: Chapman and Hall, 1960. 

Mulder, J. W. F., An Advanced Course j12 Descriptive 
Linguistics: Foundations 

_Qf 
Axigmatic Functionalism. 

(Forthcoming! ). 

"A Realistic View of Language and Languages", in 
Linguisti4= Fonctionelle: Debat &t Perspectives, 
papers presented to Andre Martinet (pp. 43-52), 
M. Mahmoudian (ed. ). Presses Universitaires de France, 
1979. 
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"The strategy of linguistics"i in J-bj stratep. -Y -Qf, linu-isticS, Mulder and Hervey: Edinburgh: Scottish 
Academic Press, 1980. 

and Hervey S. G. J., "Index and signum", in Semiotica 4 
(PP-324-338), 1971. 

---- ---- "Language as a system of systems", in La 
Linguisti. Qla& 11,1975. 
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1, alinguistique 9,1973. 
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Also in IILP., stratezy -Qf- Edinburgh: Scottish Academic 

---- ---- The StratgZ_y 
_Qf 

Linguistics. Edinburgh: Scottish 
Academic Press, 1980. 

---- ---- Theory 
-Qf, 

jh& linguistic sign. (Janua Linguarum, 
Series Minor 136). The Hague: Mouton, 1972. 

Neurath, M., "Education Through the Eye", in Symbol Source 
Book, Dreyfuss, H. (ed. New York: McGraw-Hill and 
Co., 1972. 

Neurath, 0., International picture Language: JILq first rules 
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Trench, Trubner & Co., 1936. 

Penfold, R. A. and J. W., An Introduction to Z80 Machine 
Code. London: Bernard Babani (Publishing) Ltd., 1984. 

Popper, K., Ihe Logic 
_Qf 
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Harper and Row, 1968. 

Richardsong E. C., Classification: theoretical 
janý practice. 
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Ritson, G., jh& Historical Development 
_Qj 

jj= Notion 
Linauistic Sign. M. Litt. thesis. University of 
St. Andrews, 1973. 
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de Saussure, F., Course IL 
-G- eneral Linguistics. Bally, C. 

and Sechehaye, A. (eds. ). Revised English ed., 
Collins, 1974. 

Sayers, W. C. B., A history- -Q-f 
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Vernon, M. D., Jb_Q Psychology 
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Zaks, R., Programming 
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